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"LEGACY

Outperforms
The Critics Agree
"Hands down the best value in
this survey. This speaker has it all:
stunning cosmetics, flawless build
quality, and honest -to -goodness
high -end sound. Unprecedented

for a speaker in this price range!"
-Audio Video Shopper, March 1997

"...the best sounding
commercially obtainable speakers
on this planet, the Legacy
Whisper."
-Positive Feedback, Vol. 5, #5

"Unconditionally, unhesitatingly,
and with my utmost confidence
and sincerity - recommended."
- The Sensible Sound, Issue #64
"What more can one say about
such a system except that it must
represent just about the ultimate
in home theatre entertainment."
-Audio Video Magazine, #87

www.legacy-audio.com

The Competition."
The Customers Agree
Buying direct saves you money.
(Cutting out the middlemen allows us to put more quality
and technology into our speakers.)

Legacy systems are "user friendly."
(Our speakers are adaptable for various room placements.)

Our choice and quality of wood finishes is unparalleled.
(Premium hardwoods, no black vinyl boxes here.)

100% Satisfaction guarantee
We are so confident you'll love our products that we'll have
them picked up at your door if your not
completely satisfied*.

-

*Just give us a call within 10 days of receiving our products. We'll have them picked up at your door and we'll
refund your original purchase price. We'll even pay the return shipping cost.

pick up your phone and call

1-800-283-4644
and receive your own copy of the

LEGACY SYSTEM PLANNING GUIDE

-

AUDI

3023 E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702 217-544-3178 Fax: 217-544-1483

Higher I.Q.

IRIa.

The IRIQ Intelligent Remote by MADRIGAL and Microsoft
For universal remote controls, higher intelligence should
mean higher performance. With Madrigal's IRIQ, the intell_gence of the remote is used to organize and simplify its
operation. It is so simple to use that every member of your

family-whether you like it or not-can master the complexities of a complete home theater system.
Control virtually any infrared device you own: audio, video,
lighting, drapes, etc., with IRIQ.

The programmable, backlit touchscreen shows only the
buttons you need, and you can name them what you like.

Macros can be used to send a sequence of commands by
touching one button.

Choose from thousands of preprogrammed IR codes, or
teach IR commands for new components through the
learning port.

The innovative new selector wheel makes IRIQ the ultimate surfing tool: rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls through text, and more..
IRIQ is the result of a joint development project between
Madrigal, Harman International and Microsoft. IRIQ is
available exclusively through Madrigal dealers who are
audio/video specialists. They can provide programming
services to help you get the most from your purchase.
Madrigal is known for manufacturing some of the world's
finest audio, home theater, and multi -room distribution products. Madrigal's brands are Mark Levinson®, Proceed®,
Citation®, AudioaccessTM' and Revel®.

For information contact Madrigal, Department AU, at
(860) 346-0896, or fax (860) 346-1540.

Contact MADRIGAL
Dept. AU
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
www.madrigal.com

MADRIGAL

H A Harman International Company

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries
and is used by Harman International under license by owner.
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IEver have a relative so relentlessly

annoying that you hated to see him
coming? That's the way I feel about DTS.
I don't have space to recount everything
that has pushed me to this state of
dyspeptitude, but I do want to talk
about the most immediate cause, which
is DTS's stand with respect to DVD-Audio.
I am about to leave for Japan to attend
a technical seminar on the DVD-Audio
specification, which is now essentially
complete. The good news is that the DVD
Forum's Working Group 4 (WG-4) has
polished away some of the flaws in its original
proposal. Most important among the
improvements is adoption of a lossless
compression scheme, which is necessary
to achieve adequate playing time and flexibility
with five or six channels of high -data -rate
PCM. (It seems likely that many producers
will want to go with 96-kHz/24-bit coding on
all channels.) WG-4 has chosen Meridian
Lossless Packing (MLP) for this chore.
And that's where the plot thickens. I have
in hand a copy of a letter dated September 10
from DTS CEO Dan Slusser to WG-4
chairman Bike Suzuki (of JVC). I can't convey
the full flavor of the letter without quoting all
of it, but it contains phrases like "injunctive
relief" and "appropriate treble damages."
The key sentence is near the end: "We have no
desire to participate in litigation; however, if
it becomes our only option, I would then
have no other real choice." Translation: Buy
our kibble, or we'll shoot your dog. My
favorite part: The letter signs off with "Best
personal regards." Charmed, I'm sure.
DTS wants to be part of the mandatory
standard (like PCM and Dolby Digital are in
DVD-Video), not an optional coding format
(like it is in DVD-Video). In DVD-speak, the
"mandatory standard" defines those things that
all hardware for the format must support. For
example, all DVD-Video players must be able
to play PCM and Dolby Digital soundtracks,
but they are not required to handle DTS
soundtracks. Apparently DTS is desperate
to avoid the same fate on DVD-Audio.

The company has made a couple of
arguments to support its position.
The primary one is that unless its lossy
compression system is used, there will not be
room on a single -sided, single -layer DVDAudio disc for both a five- or six -channel
version of the program and a dedicated two channel version, forcing producers to rely on
DVD-Audio's automated mixdown feature
for two -channel output. Of course, DTS has

a distinguished history of questionable and
even manifestly erroneous statements
regarding matters in which it is hard
to believe the company doesn't have access
to correct information (what studios plan to
use its system on DVD-Video, for example).
But this claim is particularly amazing, since
the main point of adopting a lossless
compression system like MLP is to make
possible exactly what DTS is saying it rules
out. These DTS guys are supposed to be data compression experts. If I can figure out in five
minutes on the back of an envelope that what
they're saying is wrong, why can't they?
The second argument is just brazenly
preposterous: that DTS would afford DVDAudio full backward compatibility with
the existing DVD-Video format. DTS is an
optional audio coding system for DVD-Video.
No current DVD-Video player (or any
contemplated, as far as I know) can deliver
analog audio output from a DTS soundtrack,
many cannot even recognize a DTS data
stream and deliver it to their digital outputs,
and many surround processors and receivers
lack DTS decoding capability.
The irony is that there really is a way
to ensure complete backward compatibility
of DVD-Audio discs with DVD-Video
players, which is to include a Dolby Digital
version of the contents along with the PCM
tracks. (Like DTS, Dolby Digital is an optional
coding format for DVD-Audio.) With MLP
lossless compression for the PCM, it usually
would be possible to include three complete
versions of the program on a single DVDAudio layer: multichannel PCM, two -channel
PCM, and multichannel Dolby Digital. And
as I noted in the October issue, Dolby Digital
is capable of audio quality extremely close or
identical to that of CD -standard PCM.
As a consumer format, DTS has always
suffered from providing too little
compression for applications that need audio
data reduction (such as DVD-Video) while
doing more than is necessary for most
applications that are less strapped for
bandwidth (such as DVD-Audio). It's clear
from DTS's strong-arm tactics on DVDAudio that audiophiles and manufacturers
should stop putting up with the company's
guff. Earth to DTS: Get out of the way!
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Introducing the new THIEL CS7.2
Jim Thiel's 12 "Speaker of the Year"

and 15 "Design and Engineering"
awards are just a few of the reasons

to own his new model CS7.2.
Audio Magazine's Anthony
Cordesman describes Jim Thiel as

"clearly the kind of speaker
designer who just never stops

improving his products. Each new
generation of Thiel speakers has

sounded more detailed, more
coherent, and more transparent ...
Each added refinement has been

another step toward making the

musical experience more real."
Hear Jim Thiel's new-'.
masterpiece, the CS7.2, at yo
nearest THIEL dealer. It's the next

great loudspeaker from the man
whose sonic passion has made him

a legend in audio.

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36 -page brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com
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AUDIO
EDITOR -IN -CHIEF
Michael Riggs

Thank You, Mr. Canby
Like Robert Coddington ("Letters,"

allow me to watch movies without disturbing the neighbors. The Alesis is really great

July), I was saddened to read of Edward Tat-

for this application. It's out of the signal

nall Canby's death. Being some 50 -odd
years Canby's junior, I do not share Cod-

path for VCR and DVD playback, so I can

dington's recollection of the era of 10 -kHz
frequency response and 5% THD, which so

many "Audio ETC" columns brought to
life. Yet it was always Canby's writing I
would enjoy most in each issue of Audio.

An audiophile for as long as I can remember, and a reader of your magazine for
close to 20 years, I have learned much-and
much that the reminiscent tales of Canby's

really get the blockbuster impact I want
when watching from those sources, and it
can easily be bypassed when watching pay per -view or premium -channel movies. But
the compressor makes regular TV so much

hoping for one more "Audio ETC" column.
When it disappeared, I knew a fixture in the
industry had been lost.

Thank you, Edward Tatnall Canby, for
the many years of teaching, entertaining,
informing, and inspiring-for sharing your
life's work and passion with us all.
John Stockinger
Salt Lake City, Utah

And don't think about using the built-in

Discount Recording
I have found that the new Sony CD play-

ers read CD-RWs, including one player I
bought for under $160. My Pioneer CD
player reads them, too, but it does not have
a digital output, which is why I bought the
Sony.

I have also found that some CD audio
recorders can record computer CD -Rs,
which cost several dollars less than audio
CD -R discs. Just put an audio CD -R in first,
let the recorder read it, then pull the drawer

out manually and swap in the computer
disc. However, such discs must be complet-

ed and finalized before you eject them, as
you will not be able to add further material
or create the table of contents after they're
ejected.

Reggie Higgins

Compression Confession

via e-mail

Sensible Guy

ly Nice Compressor (September), and it
sounds like a real treat. Greenberg also
mentioned the Alesis brand of compres-

I first started reading Stereophile in 1968,
and later The Absolute Sound, while concur-

have had no other unit to compare it to.
My main point, however, is to share my
reason for having this compressor, which
has nothing to do with making recordings. I

have hooked it up between my cable box
and home theater audio system to tame the
annoying levels of TV commercials and to

Douglas Hyde
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Row" column regarding FMR Audio's Real-

transparency. I haven't noticed that but
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I just read Corey Greenberg's "Front

sors, of which I own one, and how they lack
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1996, and through the beginning of this
year checked each issue of Audio for his
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M33

Compact Active Loudspeaker system

Another small miracle from Meridian

BOOTH r?OYID STUART

/MERIDIAN
We started making Active Loudspeakers in 1977 and we have
learned a few things along the way! The brilliant new M33
brings many features from our Stereophile Class A rated DSP
loudspeakers in a compact and adaptable form. We use a high
technology all alloy cabinet for very low coloration and cooling,
a super low feedback discrete amplifier with bus bar grounding
and error corrected output for stunning performance and
shielded long throw carbon fibre drive units for delivery.

The M33 Active loudspeaker can be used anywhere to provide
the highest sound quality from the smallest package.
A miracle indeed.

Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 122
Atlanta GA 30331
T (404) 344-7111
F (404) 346-7111

Aralex Acoustics Ltd
106-42 Fawcett Road, Coquitlam
BC V3K 6X9
T (604) 528 8965
F (604) 527 3886

http://www.meridian-audio.com

About a year ago, I wrote an article for

ably open-minded (and open -eared) and

The Sensible Sound suggesting that no two
things in life are perfectly identical and that
maybe, just maybe, there were a few people

appreciate being presented both sides of an
issue.

John J. Puccio

Martinez, Cal.

in the world who could actually discern
minute differences in amps and cables, even

Sound Delivery

if I couldn't. For my efforts, I was roundly
chastised by one of my more conservative
staff brethren, who publicly accused me of

When, as a youngster, I played my trumpet and flügelhorn in a Stax-Volt style R&B

"ignorance." So keep up the good work,
Audio. In spite of the hi-fi bigots in both

speakers with huge cone drivers and huge
horns. Timbral credibility wasn't the issue;
in -your -face excitement was the important

camps, I'm convinced that the vast majority
of high-fidelity enthusiasts are still reason-

band, the club scene was dominated by

thing.

In the comfort of my living room, how eves, I like to play small -ensemble acoustic
music, usually be -bop or classical. Timbral
accuracy is extremely important, and for the
most part, my system delivers it. That sys-

tem comprises a Linn Sondek/Ekos/Arkiv
record player, a Sony CDP-D500 Compact
Disc player with matching PCM-R500 DAT
recorder, Balanced Audio Technology VKPlO (phono) and Audio Research LSSMKII
(line) preamplifiers, a pair of Aragon Palladium II amplifiers, and a pair of B&W 801
Matrix Series 3 loudspeakers. The speakers
are situated 3 feet out from the wall, nearly
4 feet in from the side walls, and roughly 7

feet apart-square, with no toe -in. My
Joe Heckman. CEO. Personal asset: $15 miltton

New York mansion: $2.5 Ililion

speaker wire is not exotic-just garden-variety Monster Cable right off the spool. All
of the XLR-terminated interconnects are
just generic, from a pro audio shop. The
RCA -terminated cables from tonearm to
phono stage, on the other hand, are designer -brand (Cardas) footage.

But if bar patrons hear dance music
through sound reinforcement, then doesn't
that kind of music really sound like a club's
sound system? Recording engineers don't
labor to put that sound on tape, so should
bar -music aficionados seek to get some of
that sound from their own equipment? Are
A pair of Ceratec speakers pets subwoofer: Under $150

IBL 4430s really better rock 'n' roll speakers
than, say, Matrix 801s? Can DSP make 801s
sound like 4430s?
Sonny Bonomo
Rye Beach, N.H.

Editor's Reply: Here's a case where there actually are alternate realities. If your reality is
the sound of the instruments themselves, as

(entertainment with style
Innovative technology expressed with creative design. CEHATEC Hi -Fi a Design loudspeakers
from Europe combine the life-style of today with the sound perfection of tomorrow. The Hi -Fi

a Design loudspeakers from CEHATEC make audio and home cinema enjoyment an
unforgettable experience for your eyes and ears.

Ceratec HiFi & Design, Inc.
CERATEC
Hiti b Design

12300 Edison Wag, Garden Grove, GA 92841, USA
Tel: 1-114-901-1108 fax: 1-114-901-9119
Email: Ceratec@aol.com

www.ceratechifi.com

Dealer's and Distributor's Inquiries Invited

they'd sound in a recording studio, concert
hall, or your living room, then the 801s are
a better bet. But if the reality you want to

re-create is that of the bar environment,
you'll need to change the speakers or their
sound. Offhand, I know of no DSP component that can make your 801s sound like
4430s, but a plain old equalizer could probably accomplish much of what you seem to
want.
One catch: I don't know the 4430s, but I

have heard lots of rock speakers that produce tons of upper bass, possibly more than

the 801s can deliver (though not as much
low bass as you can get from 801s). If your
EQ makes your 801s sound pained, supple-

ment them with another bass speaker-a
bass -guitar amp, perhaps?-LB.
Complete Product Line: Cherokee / Eco / Solo / Microsat / Ion / Tara / Subwoofer / Minisat
See us at CES, booth 2713, Alexis Park Hotel
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Sir,

I want some more'
Oliver Twist wanted more. And Rotel's remarkable RSP-

985 preamplifier/surround sound processor delivers more

of everything- crystal-clear movie dialog, visceral bass
and satin -smooth high frequency response.

More value. The RSP-985 has Dolby Digital, THX, and

DTS built in so you'll never find a program it can't
handle. Six digital inputs and S -Video capability make
this processor ready for all the source components

you're ever likely to want. And it's future -proof too,
thanks to a DB25 direct -in jack to handle those "just
over the horizon" technologies.

More performance. RSP-985 is engineered to deliver
Oscar and Grammy quality sound and features select -

grade parts including 24 -bit DÍA converters and three
Motorola DSP 56009 microprocessors.

More flexibility. The RSP-985 has sophisticated Remote

Zone capability so you can ponder Bach in the bedroom
while someone else gets down with ZZ Top in the den.

How is that for more?

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109

www.rotel.com

Hl -FI
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AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

DO YOU CELEBRATE CREATIVITY?

LIFESTYLE'
HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

Creativity comes from a willingness

to be different and the technology
to make it work. Lifestyle'" systems
represent a fundamentally different
approach to audio, engineered to be

the best sounding, easiest to use
home theater systems ever. One listen and you'll understand why Stereo

Review said we had "A decidedly
different world view."'

BUY A
LIFESTYLE SYSTEM.

AUDIO

CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

GET A

WAVE RADIO.
Sequential Turn -On
QIs there a correct sequence for turning
the components in an audio system on
and oft? What possible harm can occur if this

is not performed correctly?-Ben Chiaro,
New York, N.Y.

AYour amp should usually be the last
component you turn on and the first
you turn off. That way, any noises your other

components make when they're turned on
or off will not be amplified and fed to your
loudspeakers. These noises are frequently
annoying and, in rare instances, can damage
speakers. Many power amplifiers also produce transient pulses, which come through
the speakers as thumps. Although annoying
to some, they will not damage the speakers.
In any case, I encounter less and less gear that
generates turn -on or turn-off pulses.

Audio Adjectives
QWhat is meant when reviewers use
words like "dark," "light," "bright,"
"sweet," or "sour" to describe a component's
sound?-E. Bringas, Makati, Philippines

ADescribing the way a component or
speaker sounds is not a science, and
thus we find ourselves using a specialized
vocabulary to convey our thoughts to a person who has not heard the product for him-

self. Hence, to understand terms such as
"light" and "dark," try imagining what the
reviewer might be visualizing when he uses

As for "sweet" or "sour," well, it's difficult to tell you for sure what these terms
connote. "Sweet" perhaps suggests a very

open and smooth overall sound. And
"sour"? If I read that, I'd conclude that the
sound had a harsh quality.
Each of us hears or interprets sounds in a

unique way, despite the fact that we're all
equipped with the same hearing mechanism. Were this not so, we would likely have
fewer makes and models of speakers. Even

reviewers differ in their opinions of what
sounds good or bad.

Adding Anti -Skating

Compensation to a Tonearm
Ql recently bought an old turntable
whose arm has no anti -skating compensation. How can I add this feature?-Donald O'Brien, New Bedford, Mass.
AIf the tonearm's tendency to skate in-

ward, toward the record label, is not

too great and if your cartridge does not

sound of your Lifestyle
system into a second room.
Just purchase a selected

Lifestyle system between

add anti -skating compensation. You can
determine the amount of drift by placing

Nov. 5,1998 and Jan. 3,1999.

the tonearm on a blank vinyl disc while the
platter is turning. If the tonearm remains at
the center of the disc or drifts very slowly

inward, it doesn't require anti -skating
force. Making and adding anti -skating
compensation isn't too difficult, but a blank
disc is indispensable for testing and setting

ers, I think there would probably be a consensus that terms like light, dark, and bright
suggest a deviation from flat, smooth frequency response. For example, if the sound

is "light" (as in "lightweight," perhaps),

atop a regular disc. Alternatively, careful in-

chances are that it is not rich in bass but has

spection of record bins at garage sales

called subjective.)
Nevertheless, if you polled audio review-

Use it by itself or to bring the

have high compliance, you may not need to

the correct counterforce. You might find
one at a local disc -cutting studio (though
there aren't many of those), or you could
use one of those old, flexible, plastic promotional discs that were bound into magazines years ago. One side is usually unrecorded and will work fine when placed

those words. (It's why such reviewing is

(US$349 VALUE)

Details in store.

LIMITED
TIME OFFER!
For more information and
the names of participating
dealers near you, call
1.800.444. BOSE.

Ask for Ext. 642.

rather smooth highs. By contrast, "dark"
sound is likely to be somewhat bassy, with
dull or rolled -off treble. "Bright," on the
other hand, usually implies somewhat em-

phasized upper midrange and high frequencies, almost, but not quite, to the point
of harshness. Really exaggerated highs are
sometimes labeled "tizzy" or "zippy."

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or
via e-mail at joegio@cstone.net. All letters are
answered. In the event that your letter is chosen

by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Better sound through research ..
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01998 Bose Corporation JN99238

might turn up an old test record (Shure's
Audio Obstacle Course, for example) with a

blank band or tests for calibrating anti skating force.

YOU

PICK
THE

FL

To add anti -skating to your tonearm,
make a small bracket just high enough to
parallel the arm. Attach a piece of piano
wire to this bracket, and align it parallel to
the arm's direction of motion. Next, tie a
piece of thin monofilament fishing line to
the tonearm, just forward of its pivot point.
Make certain that the arm's position cannot
change. Tie a small weight-a smallish lead
shot or sinker from a tackle shop will do

nicely-to the other end of the line. The
line passes over the piano wire and the
weight will tend to pull the tonearm outward, thereby compensating for its tendency to drift inward. Adjust the line's length so

from Neti~lix.coni

(up to a $150 value)"
Offer valid on purchases lxitwcen
October 1, 199ía through January31, 1999

on select models only. See your local Sony retailer for detah Offer not

valid outside the U.S. Void where prohibited by law. .1998 Sony
Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part
without written permission is prohibited. Sony and Digital Cinema

Sound are trademarks of Sony. Dolby

is

a trademark of Dolby

Laboratories Licensing Corporation. NetFlixcom and the NetFlix.com
logo are trademarks of NetFlix.com, Inc Titles displayed here are now
available on Columbia TriStar Home Video. James Taylor live At The
Beacon Theatre. Artwork Et Design: 0998 Sony Music Entertainment.
Inc.!'Columbia" Reg. US Pat. Et Tm. Off. Marca Registrada.

from 12 -volt DC.

the load they're feeding, and inverters,
though more stable, don't necessarily run at
precisely 60 Hz.
You may also want a small inverter, such
as those used to power laptop computers in
cars, to drive the turntable when you're not
running other AC devices. A 3 -kilowatt inverter draws a lot of current, even when it's
only driving a low -power device, and generators gobble fuel and make noise.
If you use AC -powered gear, get a surge

attached.
Adjust the anti -skating force by moving
the tonearm across the surface of the blank
disc while the turntable is running. Stop at
various diameters and note which way the

record's surface.

Ober valid October 1, 1998 through January 31, 1999. Offer valid

plifier with an external power supply (or
one constructed as a module for installation in a line -stage preamp) that can run

If the weight overcompensates, use a
lighter weight; if it doesn't compensate
enough, use a heavier one. You also can

there is minimal drift over much of the

NET FLIX.coM11/0l

self -powered models or electrostatics. You
might also be able to find a phono pream-

because generator speeds tend to vary with

arm drifts. It is unlikely you will entirely
compensate for skating at every point on
the disc, but you will find a setting where

For more details, see your local,
participating Sony retailer
or visit www.sony.com/dvd
or www.netflix.com

AThere's plenty of excellent 12 -volt
audio equipment made for cars these
days, including CD players and powerful
amplifiers. And you can use those amps to
drive any home speakers you like except

turntable base.

ing tape around the arm where the line is

Clioose from a complete library
of over 1000 DVD titles provided
by NetFlix.com

tables.-Dwayne Kelley, Springfield, Va.

edge, the weight shouldn't rest on the

couple of times and then put a layer of sealrurcl

"hash," I would have to buy one from scratch,

and I'm not aware of any 12 -volt turn-

The problem is the turntable. I don't
know of any 12 -volt models, either, so

wrapped the line around my tonearm a

Harri
w.0

efficient and not suffer from the inverter's

that when the arm reaches the innermost
grooves at the center of the record, the
weight doesn't touch the piano wire. Similarly, when the arm is at the disc's outer

slide the string toward the arm pivot if the
compensation is too great or slide the string
away from it if the force is insufficient. I
.,
r-r-~Pffir.ir
r`
idunu.,wr

or by the generator? I already own an AC system, but inverters are inefficient and produce
spiky, noisy output rather than clean AC sine
waves. Although a DC system would be more

Running an Audio System
Without a Power Line
QMy cabin is far from power lines. It
does, however, have a solar panel that
charges a bank of 12 -volt batteries that can
power a 3 -kilowatt inverter that gives me
standard 117 -volt AC. I also have a 4 -kilowatt AC generator.

Should I install a DC sound system run
from the 12 -volt battery bank? Or an AC
sound system powered either by the inverter

AUDIO/DECEMBER 1998
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you'll probably need an AC model with ser-

vomotor speed control. That's necessary

suppressor to protect your equipment
against power spikes that will occur when

your inverter and generator start up or
wind down or when any other appliances
on the same line kick in.

I live in an area that is subject to power

outages that can last for days if a good
storm hits. I solved the problem by installing a 7.5 -kilowatt generator that runs
on the same propane supply that heats my
house. Generators of this size can be made
with really good governors that keep speed
fluctuations to a minimum despite changing loads. These generators are designed to
produce very clean waveforms and make

litle noise. I prefer generators made by
Onan or Generac, although they're more
expensive than the brands you will find in
builders' supply stores. I have no fear of using any of my computer, music, and audio
gear when this generator is on line
A

SONY
THIS

NOW PREMIERING: 11-IE W)RLD'S FIRST FIVE -DISC DVD/CD CHANGER

CHANGES
EVERYTHING

The new Sony DVP-C600D lets you enjoy Sony
"reference standard performance for movies and music.
The DVP-C600D has the same 10 -bit video D/A converter, Dual Discrete
optical pick-up and Smooth Scan picture search found in our finest
DVD players. It also features component video output and built-in
Dolby Digital decoding with exclusive Digital Cinema Sound processing.
And for even more versatility, the DVP-C600D allows you to control
a Sony Megastorage" CD changer!
Once again, Sony is changing ti -e home entertainment experience.
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Dahlquist Home Theater Speakers

1

The Acoustix System One
home theater system contains four
DDA-1T tower speakers, two in
front and two for surround duties.
Each has three long -throw 3 -inch
drivers and a 1 -inch silk -dome

-.f?

BIG

tweeter. The system's DDA-1C
center -channel speaker has fo

PAGODA

3 -inch woofers and a 1 -inch

tweeter, and the PDO-100.SUB
subwoofer uses an 8 -inch driver.

CD STORAGE CHEST

MOS-FET amp with auto on/off.

Big Pagoda says the design of its ZenBox
CD chest was inspired by the traditional

and a soft -clip circuit. Price;

Chinese apothecary cabinet. Hand -

powered by an internal 100 -watt

999.95 per system. (Dah

lacquered in red, bronze, blue, or white, the
chest holds as many as 120 CDs in its four

o Audiosphere Technologies,
905/474-1843)

drawers. Price: $295; with legs, $340. (Big
Pagoda, 415/563-8727)

All of the Special Edition Signature Series speakers are shielded
(except the 1010 -SE sub) and use the same 1 -inch dome tweeter and

61 -inch aluminum -cone woofer-the latter said to enhance
performance because of its large piston area. The 661 -SE (at left in
photo) is a two-way, mid -sized monitor with two woofers; its

RBH SOUND A/V SPEAKERS
response is rated at

45 Hz to 20 kHz,
±3 dB; the 61 -SE

mini -monitor (photo
center, top) has the
same specs but just one
woofer. The 1061 -SE
three-way tower

TURgTMILE

(at right in
photo) has

Operating at 33V3 and

response rated at 24 Hz

45 rpm, Rotel's RP955
turntable has a 3 -pound
platter belt -driven by a
servo -controlled motor.
The tonearm turns on

to 20 kHz, ±3 dB, while
the 1010 -SE powered

sub (photo center,
bottom) is rated at
24 to 180 Hz, ±3 dB.

needle -point ball -

Prices: 661 -SE, $1,079
per pair; 61 -SE, $699
per pair; 1061 -SE,
$1,919 per pair; 1010 -

race bearings, with
a high -viscosity oil bath
to damp vibrations;
a high -compliance

SE, $1,159 each. (RBH
Sound, 800/543-2205)

moving -magnet cartridge
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with elliptical stylus
is mounted in the
arm's integral die-cast
headshell. Further
vibration damping is
provided by isolating
feet and a record mat
compounded of felt and
rubber. A hinged
dust cover is included.
Price: $599.90. (Rotel,
800/370-3741)

HOME

THEATER

".. , h yper-clean, smooth -as -silk... strong recommendation"
- Corey Greenberg, Audi), on the Mini Monitor

LOOKING FOR GREAT If GH-EAD SPEAKERS PT A PRICE THAT WON'T BREAK THE BANK?
LISTEN TO THE CRYSTAL-CLEAR, FAI1JRAL SOUND OF PARADIGM!

WHETHER YOU WANT TO DANCE'7.. CAN, BOP 'TIL Y7J DROP OR JUST CHILL, THESE PARADIGM SPEAKERS
WILL CO IT AL:. - ALID THEY'LL ROCK YOUR HOME THEATER, TOO!

51

SYSTEM FIVt

PARA

MINI

FRONTS:

CENTER:

_

CC -350

SURROUNP

ADP-17o

POWERED Eis:

PS -1000

PARAD CM SPEAKERS ARE SONY .ALLÍ ACCURATE, IA/NCH MEANS NO MATTER WHAT YOU WANT

i FEAR,

THEY'LL SOUND BETTER THAN ANYTHING ELSE OUT THERE. CHECK OUT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PARADIGM
DEALER TODAY AAUL ASK TO HEAR THE PARADIGM SYSTEMFIVE.

AT $1566, IT'LL PLOW YOU AWAY!

W.paradigm.ca
:-IE ULTIMATE IN H101, -PERFORMANCE SOUND'"
In the U4 :ontwt Au!IOS7REAM, MPO Ecx 24 I ) J, -nora I oils, NY 14302 to/ 905.632.0 80
In Carlodc untoc ILe.oICM, 205 Mnagrn FJvI., .fssisso.Iga, UN C5( 2VI tel 905.564_1994
_o?t^_ gh! 01998 Poraágm Eectavcs Irc and Pavan Corp.
Prices retie« nnnuhdurer"s FMV
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exhibitors like computer game com-

AUDIO

panies, mobile phone makers, or

KEN KESSLER

car stereo manufacturers.) And although this is where TAG McLaren
Audio made its debut, it behaved the
way companies the size of Sony and
Panasonic do at massive trade shows
like CES: confidently and with style.
For starters, the sheer size of its ex-

HIGH HOPES,
HIGH TIMES
FOR HIGH END

hibit booth, and its prime position
behind the registration desk at the
hotel where the show was held, made
TMA unavoidable. And the company
seemed to rattle almost everybody's
cage by building a multimedia booth

worthy of a major international
brand-even though its initial line is
purist audio.
Trading on its auto -racing fame,
TMA placed its latest Formula One
car in front of the booth and brought
in such guests of honor as legendary
driver John Watson and current F 1
pilot David Coulthard. To explain to
Americans what this means to Euro-

peans (America seeming to have
abandoned Formula One for good),
Coulthard appearing and signing autographs at a U.K. hi-fi show would
be like Michael or Mario Andretti or
Richard Petty or any Unser showing
up at a U.S. event. Fortunately, TMA
backed up the glitz (in -wall TVs run-

-,

ning interviews with the design
team, display cases full of protois out of character, I know, but I

feel a bit Pollyanna-ish this
month because the sun is out,
the sky is blue, and I've just re-

laith in the audio future was sponsored by Hi -Fi News, the magazine
that I work for. But ignoring TAG
McLaren's launch because I wrote

types, separate hospitality and listening rooms, slick point -of -sale pro-

motional materials, and a souvenir

stand worthy of a rock gig) with

turned from the most upbeat
hi-fi show I've attended in a

some copy for

decade. After months of nuthin' but
Bill 'n' Monica, terrorist attacks on

be as stupid as

TAG McLAREN'S

ignoring all

AUDIO DEBUT

embassies, an IRA massacre, the further decline of Asia's economies, and

introductions

PULLED IN VISITORS

other end -of -millennium misery,
who'd have expected an upturn in

sistor amps

the fortunes of high -end audio?

It was TAG McLaren Audio's
world launch that helped make the
show such a success. Before I say

actual demon-

them would

of new tranbecause I am
thought to be

WHO'D NORMALLY SKIP
HI-FI SHOWS.

strations conducted by audio designers,
not just salesmen. TAG Mc-

Laren's major
contribution to

the event was

blatantly prejudiced in favor of tubes. (Still, if you

pulling in a
whole bunch of people who other-

find my prose too boosterish, just

wise would never go near a hi-fi

why, I must disclose that I've helped

add a kilo of salt.)

show. TMA attracted a crowd of mo-

the company with its newsletters,
manuals, and catalogs and written
some CD liner notes for it as well.
Further, the show that restored my

The focus of the Hi -Fi Show at
Heathrow Airport, which is open to

tor -racing fans who, having made

the public, is solely audio and home
theater. (It doesn't attract high -roller
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the trip, figured, "What the heck, I'm
here, so I may as well check out the
rest of this stuff."

The
BELLOGGETTI o ffe,ence

BELL'OGGETTI

HOME THEATER/HOME OFFICE FURNITURE
711 GINESI DRIVE, MORGANVILLE NJ 07751, TEL. 732-972-1333, FAX 732-536-6482
In Canada: TEAC Canada Ltd., TEL 905-890-8C08, FAX 905-890-9888
web site: http://www.bellogget:i.com

mid much speculation, Quad
unveiled its new 99 series
of electronics.

Sumiko asks Stateside for the Amati, I can

speaker. There were Italian, French, Japanese, and German launches as well.
But this was, first and foremost, a British
affair, and for many, home-grown Arcam

Although not new to American readers,
96-kHz/24-bit recording, the latest DVD
shenanigans, and Sony/Philips' dual -layer
Super Audio CD all generated buzz. Without wishing to predict anything about the
future of Super Audio CD or of DVD itself
(a fiasco so far in the U.K., with fewer than
40 titles available in Region 2), it looks as

Meanwhile, down the hall was another
momentous event, the return of Quad. After much speculation, Managing Director
Stan Curtis made good on his promises and
showed the new 99 series of electronics and
preproduction samples of new electrostatic
speakers. The middle model is what we've
all dreamed about: a Quad ESL63 updated

though the 96-kHz/24-bit format is succeeding, despite its origin among smaller
audiophile companies. Its leading proponents, Michael Hobson of Classic Records

and David and Norm Chesky of Chesky
Records, flew in from the U.S. to support it.
They were overjoyed to see that British spe-

cialist brands had risen to the occasion by

introducing a bunch of affordable 96-

to address every criticism of the original.
The new version, the 988, has a truly rigid

kHz/24-bit D/A converters.
And I do mean "affordable." Musical Fidelity's 24K, in the company's X series, and

frame, improved electronics, and better dynamics. The great news? The price has actu-

new models from Creek and Alchemist
come in at less than $680 ($350, in Al-

ally dropped-by 25%. And because Quad
has its own U.S. distribution network, you

the 988 or the taller 989 with two midrange
panels and four bass panels. It's dangerous

chemist's case). Amusingly, the main worry
voiced by one manufacturer was that owners of the many DVD players made before
mid -1998 that can't pass 96-kHz/24-bit signals may blame their D/A converters rather
than their DVD players.
SOTA reappeared with an all -new

to make promises, though it looks like

record -spinner, the Millennia Vacuum

you'll be reading about one of these systems

turntable, a break from the classic SOTAs of
yore and evocative of current VPIs. What's
so unusual about SOTA launching a new
product in the U.K., not the U.S., is that the
company had a negligible presence here in
its previous guise. One might suppose that
this is a measure of the esteem in which the
Heathrow show is held, especially since oth-

guys will get the benefits, too. (I got in line
for a review for Audio, but the company is

not sure which electrostatic to send first,

in about three months. Just bear with meand Quad-in case it takes a bit longer.)
Another "talk of the show" item was the
second in Sonus Faber's Homage series,
that trio of delicious speakers designed to
honor the great violin makers of Cremona.
The Guarneri's follow-up (unveiled in Lon-

don before the main Italian show) is the
floor -standing Amati. As gorgeous as its
predecessor, this beauty arrived finished in

some luscious, tomato -red wood, and it
sounded, with Audio Research electronics,

like angels singing. If the U.K. price is
around £10,000, expect its American

D/A converter. Chesky Records turned up
with consumer -ready versions of four 96kHz/24-bit DVD titles, and Totem, of Canada,

waiting list.

And that means much -needed new

noticed a new Mark Levinson 96-kHz/24-bit

price to be something in the region of
$16,000 to $20,000 per pair. Whatever
assure you of one thing: There will be a

blood for the whole industry.

ahead or on the heels of home launches.
Among them were Revel, unveiling new
speakers (including a floor-stander), and I

brought along the Forest floor -standing

stole the show with that least coveted of
sources: radio. The company received a lot
of mainstream media attention for the Alpha 10, the world's first commercially avail-

able tuner for terrestrial (as opposed to
satellite) digital radio. It can be used only in
Europe so far (I gather that the U.S. will be
using a different mode of digital transmis-

sion), but don't think you're the only ones
who'll find this tuner solely of academic interest: I, who live a mere 60 miles from London, won't be able to enjoy it either. (Then
again, stereo television has been available
for the better part of a decade here, yet my
local transmitter still carries BBC TV programs only in mono.) Ever since I left the

U.S., where variety makes radio worthwhile, I've never given a damn about it,
though I have to admit that Arcam's demo
was convincing. I loved the digital readout,
which provides the song and performer information that most DJs neglect to deliver.

The sound was described as "near -CD
quality," but I can't wait to try it out sideby -side with a conventional FM feed.

Too bad I'll have to do it in another part
of the country...
A

e
..+

0! FMA+

er U.S. companies introduced products
Musical Fidelity joins

the 96-kHz/24-bit party with
its X -24K D/A converter.
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M USICAL FIDELITY

I LOVE THIS SPEAKER!

When the gang first piled into Joe's listening room for
the initial Script listening session, we were stunned by
what we heard.

At the beginning of the Script project, our goal was an
ultra -compact, electrostatic rear surround speaker. But the

Script exceeded all our expectations. It was all there exquisite clarity, precise imaging, that illusory "being there"
sensation we demand from our electrostatic technology. It
quickly became obvious that our latest labor of love has
limitless applications -you can use them anywhere!

Front Surround

Rear Surround

Multi -Media

Satellite

Video
Remote

Stereo Main
Extension

Our proprietary electrostatic technology lies at the heart
of all Martin -Logan speakers. An extremely low mass

diaphragm (lighter than the air it moves!), sandwiched
between two perforated metal plates moves with matchless
precision when an audio signal is received from your
amplifier. The Script wrings every atom of energy out of
your amplifier and projects that energy as a holographic
field of sound.
We feel our Script is an unprecedented breakthrough in
value -you get Martin -Logan performance at only $1,495

a pair including nifty wall brackets that allow you to swivel
the Script a full 180 degrees.
believe you must audition the new Script - you'll fall
I

in love, too.

Gayle Martin Sanders
founder/president

R

F

te1:785-749-0133

S

fax:785-749-5320

www.martinlogan.corn
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end PC sound card-a multichannel
sound card, that is. And she's designed to turn your PC into a pro quality, 20 -bit, eight -track digital

ROW

COREY GREENBERG

studio.
The concept of recording on a PC
hard disk isn't new. Digital audio is,
after all, simply a string of is and Os,
just like any other data in your com-

I DREAM OF GINA

puter, so it makes perfect sense to
ditch the magnetic taped -based re-

cording system of such popular
eight -track semipro decks as Tascam's DA -38 and Alesis's ADAT and
simply record the digital data stream

right onto your computer's hard
drive as an audio .WAV file. Sooner
or later, nearly all digital recordings

wind up on a hard drive for editing
and mastering anyway, so why not
lay your audio down that way in the
first place and leave it there until you

are ready to burn it onto a CD or
DVD?

Well, because until very recently,

all of the "home-studio-inna-box"
PC cards really blew. Yes, you could s

do multitrack recording on your 251

á
grade audio circuitry, cheap A/D and

D/A conversion chips, and lousy e
"mixing console" software prevented

them from being taken seriously by 1
anyone except MIDI keyboard geeks

Afriend of mine turned me

RealDolls are available in five dif-

on to a scary -then -funny then -scary -again Web site,
www.RealDoll.com. It's put
up by a company that makes

ferent models: Leah, Stacy, Celine,
Julie, and Nika. But when it comes to

looking to trade robo -renditions of
"Hit Me with Your Best Shot" back
and forth on the Net. So project stu-

getting my PC jollies, there's only

dios and pros on the cheap stuck

one gal for me, and her name is

with their Tascams and ADATs, curs-

$5,000 female love dolls that
are to the average sex -shop blow-up
toy what Kobe beef is to Steak -um.
From the photos, you'd swear these
high -dollar rubber duckies were the

Gina. Gina by Echo, that is. She may

ing the occasional mulched tape and

not have stainless -steel ball joints

random mechanical glitch but ac-

and lifelike latex skin, but she sounds

cepting them as almost a ritual sacrifice in order to get true CD -quality,

real thing, but the best part of the

-N.u

site is the Q&A page. Actual ques-

better than all the RealDolls put together. Because Gina is a $500 highG.

r rood le.
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E.Eeaa..........ff,.M.
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2
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multichannel recording capability
for their two grand plus

P:,

NAe
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tion: "Do you have any rejects or
used models I can buy for cheap?"
Answer: "Good God, no, we do not."

change.
Enter Event Electron-

ics. A new company
Multitrack Digital Audio Recorders

(started by former Ales is president Russell

..,
, ofe,s.onal D gnat M.,nnlack Recording S/kltrll

EVENT ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 4189
Santa Barbara, Cal. 93140

Gin. 20B11 Me I
RacofdN

805/566-7777
www.Eventl.com

Dra 76BI1
kkltld,ack Autlln B![O[drn,
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Palmer, no stranger to
innovative, affordable

digital audio processors), Event has been
kicking ass and taking
names by filling a glar-

pure cinema
sound.

Trot since

the darn

of

tairies

has

sound done so much Lar the movies.

When you watch movies at home, every whisper
or scream should pull your mind into the action.
Every word should be spoken to you.
Every note of music should ring clear. Every
shrieking crash, every shatter of breaking
glass should make you jump. And even though
you're not sitting in the best seat in the
theater, we think you should
hear the movie as if you were.

Technics®
pure sound
The science of sound

Eome Theater Receiver with Di6ital Sound Processor

Dolby Di6itaI

(AC3/DlS" Decoder)

Stereo Mode 100'a/ch (20 .1-201Rz,

6 Ohms, 0,05} ?ED)

«

Roe Theater Mode 100c6 (1 LEs, 6 Ohm, 0.9¢ ?9D)

For more information call 1-800-211-7262 or visit us at r"so.technicsusa.com
'Dolb; Digital is a trademari or Doib, Laboratories Licensing Corporation 'ITS is a trademark 01 Digital Theater Systems, L.P.
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ingly vacant niche. The company has
become sort of the NAD of the project studio scene-great-sounding products,

pair of Paradigm Reference Active/20 powered monitors, augmented below 85 Hz by

That's the hardware side in a nutshell,

Paradigm's PDR-12 subwoofer. All mike

but we're only halfway to studioville. Bundled with your Gina is a CD-ROM that in-

low prices, a loyal friend to budget -minded
recordists of all stripes. Event has a full line

and line -level cabling is by Canare.
Installing Gina was so easy and bug -free,

cludes CoolEdit Pro, one of the best and
easiest to use multitrack recording and

of mikes, preamps, and monitor speakers,
but its money shots are the Layla, Darla,
and Gina multichannel sound cards.
Think of them as the Three Bears: The

I kept thinking something must be wrong.
After wrestling over the years with the set-

mixing programs on the market. (The sup-

tings and quirks of upscale ISA sound

which is all I've ever needed, but you can
upgrade to Syntrillium's full version for a
nominal fee.) You also get the Gina "console," a pop-up window that lets
you adjust Gina's input and out-

$1,000 Layla is the full -bore, feature -choked

cards, like Digital Audio Labs' CardD+, it
was a pleasure to just pop my PC's case,

flagship, the $350 Darla is the
stripped -down budget model,
and the $500 Gina is ju-u-ust

plied version is a special "Lite" edition,

right for us monkeys in the mid-

put levels for the best sound quality and S/N, and a cool little bar -

dle. Papa Bear Layla's got bal-

graph meter that lights green for

anced connections and can record

input levels well within the usable
range, yellow as you approach the
analog input's 20 -bit ceiling (the
digital stuff is all 24 -bit), and red
if you overshoot into digital over-

ten tracks at once while playing
back twelve, Baby Bear Darla's got
unbalanced RCAs and can record

two tracks while playing back
eight, and Momma Gina's got un-

load. Your ears will tell you this
without your looking at the me-

balanced quarter -inch phone
jacks and can record four tracks
while playing back ten-perfect for a project -studio schlub like me who records one
instrument at a time, layering tracks till the
result sounds like a full band.
I installed Gina in a new Dell Dimension
PC, a $2k desktop job specifically configured for project -studio work while also allowing such essential workaday functions
as checking out the RealDoll Web site. It's a
350 -MHz Pentium II rig running Windows
95, with 128 megs of RAM, a 16 -gig IBM
hard drive, and a Yamaha CDR -400t CD -R
drive to burn CDs of my final stereo mixes.
Event claims that Gina will run on any Pentium PC with 16 megs of RAM, but believe

me, you want to go for the gusto here: I
tried running the card in an old Gateway
Pentium 100 with 64 MB of RAM and a 2 gig drive, and I'm here to tell you that mul-

ter, but it's still nice to have.
Event says Gina can record four simulta-

neous tracks, and that's true, but she can

GENIE -LIKE,

GINA TURNS YOUR PC

record only two analog signals at once. The
other two tracks must already be digital and

INTO A PRO -QUALITY,

be fed to her S/P DIF input. That's fine if
you've got an external A/D; most of us

20 -BIT, EIGHT -TRACK

don't, however. You can do as I did and use

DIGITAL STUDIO.

a DAT deck as an A/D by putting it into
record/pause mode and taking its digital
output as your signal source-but really,

stick Gina in an unused PCI slot, and then
let Win 95's plug'n'play mojo install Gina's
drivers from the supplied floppy and auto -

you'd be surprised at how rarely you'll need
to record more than two analog tracks at a
time. (And if you do, Layla's there, for another $500.)
The main reason I love Gina so much is
her sound quality. The 20 -bit Crystal A/D

configure everything so it worked flawlessly

from the get -go. Garners might want to
keep their cheap'n'cheezy PC sound cards
alongside Gina for maximum blast, but no-

titrack digital recording eats up enough

body who's serious about PC -based recording should be playing Psycho Dry Cleaner
IV on his recording rig anyway.

processing power and hard -drive space to
warrant the extra muscle.

Gina comes with an input/output box
that's linked to the card and sits atop your

and D/A chips Event uses make Gina (as
well as Layla and Darla, which have the
same converters) extraordinarily transpar-

ent, easily the best PC audio card I've
heard. Gina's utterly clean A/D/A signal
path is obviously a boon to studio
recordists, though I also got great use out
of Gina by transferring LPs to CD -R via
her audiophile -grade A/D section. Let me

I auditioned Gina with the rest of my

PC, giving you access to two analog inputs

project studio, which consists of a Mackie
1604-VLZ mixer (used mainly for its excellent mike preamps and EQ), FMR Audio's
RNC compressor ("Front Row," September), and various mikes (including AudioTechnica's AT -4050 multipattern and AT 4033 cardioid condensers, Electro -Voice's
635A omni dynamic, and a pair of vintage

and eight analog outputs-all of which are

RCA -to -phone -plug adaptors on the cable

CDs of two of my most treasured LPs,
Duke Ellington's Indigos and James

RCA BK11 figure -eight ribbons). I monitor

ends, as I've done in a pinch, and you're

"Blood" Ulmer's Black Rock, both of which

with an NAD 116 stereo preamp driving a

good to go.

are so much better than their commercial

unbalanced phone plugs, like you'd find on
an electric guitar's cord. This is actually the
connector most commonly found on studio
patch cables, but don't worry if all you've
got lying around is a bunch of old hi-fi in-

terconnects: Just slap some Radio Shack
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tell you, the transfers sound so close to the

output of my McCormack phono stage
that I'm not sure I can reliably hear a difference. Now I've got homemade travel

Nautilus`M800 Series

Considered by many

to be the finest
full -range loudspeaker

of the last two decades,

the legendary 801
has been reborn

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

B&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864
Tel. 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109

http://www.bwspeakers.com

Computer speakers or
Personal Desktop Audio'?
You be the judge.
Visit www.bostondirect.com

CD versions it's silly. I've been disappointed over the years by the mediocre A/D sec-

tions in many consumer digital surround

processors and A/V receivers, most of
which add an etched, slightly grainy coloration to analog sources. But I didn't hear
any problems when running analog audio
through Gina's A/D stage. Even if you never plan to do any multitrack recording, you

Ordinary computer speakers just can't
compare to Personal Desktop Audio from

might think about picking up Gina just to
do audiophile -grade LP to CD -R transfers.
She's that good.

Boston Acoustics. These compact, powered
speaker systems are engineered to create

a personal sound envelope so real it
enhances the listening enjoyment of
anything, including PC software, music

As for multitrack recording, the combination of Gina, CoolEdit Pro, and my new

CD's, CD ROM's, video games and DVD's.

most stunningly transparent rigs I've ever
had the pleasure of using and is certainly

Dell PC is one of the best, easiest to use, and

Order now. Factory Direct.
Money -Back Guarantee On Product And Shipping.

the finest recorder I've ever had in my home

to use on a whim. Whether I was layering
multiple tracks of close-miked Leslie'd gui-

1-877-333-4001

tars along with distant room mikes for
some "Van Gelder" ambience or running
my turntable and phono stage through the
A/D section for exquisite -sounding CD -R
transfers, Gina so exceeded my wildest expectations of what a $500 sound card could

Visit our Web store and enter to win great prizes.

www.bostondirect.com

I'M AMAZED
THAT I CAN STICK

7AGIFT SUPR1ED
JOHN COLTRANE: THE CLASSIC QUARTET
COMPLETE IMPULSE! STUDIO RECORDINGS

-

ing the longer I live with her. If I could
teach her to laugh at my jokes and whip up

Bananas Foster on Sunday mornings, I
would gladly seal off my front door and become a shut-in.

MPD8.280 8CD set

The ultimate Coltrane retrospective, this
collection makes a treasured gift for new fans
and long-time devotees alike.

www.impuloerecorde.com
o 1998 GAP Records, Inc. All nghls reserved. A Universal Music Company.

AVAILABLE AT:

PRO STUDIO SOUND.
do that I find my admiration for her grow-

John Coltrane, perhaps the most profound and influential jazz
musician ever, with his great '60s quartet of McCoy Tyner,
Jimmy Garrison, and Elvin Jones - the incomparable legacy
of the band is documented as never before:
66 tracks on 8 CDs - all 20 -bit remastered
Seven previously unreleased tracks
100 -page booklet with extensive liner notes and rare photos
Housed in a sublime metal slipcase

impulse'

A $500 SOUND CARD
IN MY PC AND GET

Having come of age during the analog
Tascam Portastudio '80s, I'm amazed that
you can stick a $500 sound card into a PC
and suddenly be elbow to elbow with the
best pro studios on the planet. Event's Gina
is a true breakthrough product, and I can't
recommend her too highly. If you're contemplating buying one of the $2k digital
eight -track decks, you should definitely
wangle an audition of a Gina in a good, fast

PC before you spend a dime. I, for one,
can't imagine my project studio without
her now. In a world of quirky, buggy PC
CONE INSIDE: -

recording cards, she's a real doll.

BOOKS. MUSIC. VIDEO. ASO
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Euro Furniture
The list of consumer electronics mianufac-

turers and journals hat use or recommend
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Sanus Systems furniture is truly impressive. Why
Sanus? Because Sanus iurniture crakes high performance audio and video equipment look and sound its
very best.
\ 1(I(

Euro Furniture is a nodular design. Buy exactly the number of

shelves that you ne.d now, then add shelves as you add new
components. The oper arch.tecture design provides superior acoustic

isolation and keeps your system running cool. Columnar sandwich
construction provides high rigidity and is a stylish alternative to the utilitar;an
look of traditional steel racks. Fulfilling esthetic and acoustic needs ec ually,
Euro Furniture high) ghts rather than hides your equipment.
www.sanus.com
800-359-5520
612-636-0367 fax
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These world -class studios chose
M&K speakers - shouldn't you?
A Who's Who of the prorfessianal audio world-numbering
well over 100 film, music mastering and broadcast studiostrusts its ivelihood to M&K's Multich,nnlel Prc Solutions
systems, reference rronitcrs, and powered subwoofers.

NARAS

These cutting-edce pros are launchirg a 5.- channel
revolution in audio-and the common element is M&K.

SONY MUSIC

Just ask EQ magazine, whose reviewer concluded:
"For a professional surround sound system, I think
the MSK. MP5-150THX is the one to beat."

The very fame techndcgy and speaker e emerts used in
these pro systems are found in every M&K loudspeaker

and powered subwozfer--anging from state-of-the-art
PAC FIC OCEAN PC ST

KEITH OLSEN'S GOODNIGHT L.

AND OVER 1 00 MCRE...
UCAS

F

I
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THX home theaters to remarkably affordable systems.

To hear every element of sound cleated by the world's leading
artists and producers, shz-uldn': you use the ;ame speakers?

Hear the professional e.:perience-choose M&I( Sound.

M..

"""
10391 Jefferson E

Miller ¿ Kreisel Sound Corporation
v3, Culver sty. CA 90232 310/204-2854 fax 310/202-8782- fax back 800414-:744 www.mksound.com
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can't think of too many things I've
learned to do in my adult life that are
more fun than recording music. What
started 20 years ago as a modest in-

vestment in a semiprofessional cas-

sette recorder and an inexpensive
mike has grown into a rig capable of
capturing live music to a pretty high standard. Like its hi-fi counterparts, an amateur
recording system can range from a small
briefcase worth of equipment up to an obsessional, purpose-built room that rivals
the sonics of anything on earth. Either way,
the CD -Rs you can make yourself have all

the potential of the CDs that come from a
commercial source. Just about any level of
investment has the potential to yield great
results; whether you get them or not depends more on your experience, knowledge, and skill than any other factor. Record

for free at home, and you officially have
a home studio. Pretty impressive, huh?
Record in the office (or work for spare
change or beer), and you graduate to the
even more official project studio category.
Same difference. You are almost ready to
compete with Abbey Road, at a total cost

ogy, and learning how to turn knobs you
are actually supposed to use. Whatever the

able, and two or three technician/operators
to manage them all, amateur studios typi-

reason, crossing over to the other side of the
CD is an experience few people ever come
back from.

cally range from two to eight or sixteen

In the good old days, home recording
meant wandering around with a battery operated tape deck harvesting natural and

tracks. After that, it starts to get expensive.
Each track can be an input on a DAT, MD,
or multichannel tape deck, or tracks can be

recorded directly onto a computer's hard
drive or a stand-alone hard -drive recording

unnatural sounds. Has-been string quartets

system. (You wouldn't want to record on

and wannabe rock acts, lawns being

CD -R or even CD-RW at this stage, because

mowed, glass breaking, and birds chirp-

it gives you no editing flexibility. That

ing-all were fair game. But things evolved
very rapidly, and gear today allows a great
deal of flexibility in sound manipulation,
especially once a computer is involved. The

should be a final, not an interim, step.) As
projects become more complex, different
tracks may wind up on different recorders,

typical home studio production goes

Superficially, tracking is a straightforward process of positioning microphones

through the same steps as a professional release might: tracking, overdubbing, mixing,

editing, and mastering-or, as I call it,
T.O.M.E.M.

all waiting for mixdown.

(or plugging in electronic instruments),
setting levels, and rolling tape. In some situations, multiple takes are feasible; in others

original tracks from which your overdubs,

you are in the hands of fate. To the beginner, tracking can seem like the easy part of
the process. It's fun, and it doesn't require
much skill for you to get something reasonably decent on tape. In reality, it's probably

mixes, and edits will be made. A track is one

the single most important step. If the

channel of information, and it extends over

essence of the original sound is not proper-

that's probably less than a single one of that
studio's better microphones.
Getting involved with recording is a nat-

the recording's entire length. Each track

ly and subtly understood, no amount of
clever processing will disguise this well

ural symptom of serious audiophilia and

tween. Anything whose level you might

nothing to be afraid of. (Can you imagine a
photography buff who

want to change after the initial recording is
made will ideally have its own track, so you

TRACKING
Tracking is the business of capturing
sound in the first place, laying down the

may contain a single instrument or voice, a
whole roomful of sound, or anything in be-

enough to satisfy the discriminating audiophile. And if the performance isn't right, attempting to "fix it in the mix" will prove to
be a nightmare.

aking and manipulating sound
of your own is a thrill, whether or not
you choose to torture others with it.
only looked at pictures and

can adjust it in isolation. Most professionals

never took any?) Many people find that it's

tend to record original tracks very purely,
one microphone or instrument per track,
and save equalization and other processing
for the mixing stage, when tracks may be
heard together. Still, some things do get
special treatment, and it is not unusual to

the creative side of recording that is the
most appealing. The process of making and

manipulating sound of your own is unquestionably a thrill, whether or not you
decide it is good enough to torture others
with. You might just want to bring your au-

diophile quest for perfect reproduction to

see gentle compression used on a lead vocal
when it is first laid down.

the next level, gaining further control of the
process, interacting with advanced technol-

Whereas a big studio will have dozensor even hundreds-of empty tracks avail -
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Tracking is the underpinning of all that
will come later, and learning how to really
listen to instruments and their interaction
with microphones is required. This is even

more important when capturing live
acoustic music, because retakes, overdubs,
and remixes are often not a possibility. Use
your ears, move your head around, move
the mikes around; do test tracks, and listen
carefully to them. Spend as much time as
you possibly can.

llypical project studio

mikes (clockwise from
top left): Audio-Technica

ATM25 dynamic,
Audio-Technica AT4041
small -diaphragm condenser,
and AKG C414B-ULS
and Audio-Technica
AT4050 large -diaphragm
condensers

OVERDUBBING

capturing the original sound correctly still

Overdubbing is very similar to tracking,
except that new sounds are recorded in sync
with earlier tracks as they're played back.
There are a lot of good reasons for overdub-

applies.

bing-and at least one bad reason. Obviously, it's not done when recording, say, a
live choral performance. But you'll have to

do it if you need to turn your lone voice
into a singing group (The Rolling Clones?).
It's also useful for adding special effects or

fixing some inevitable mistakes (as when
you discover a bad verse in an otherwise
good take and the singer insists on redoing
just that part again). The bad reason is to
try fixing a bad take; it's better to rehearse
the music and redo the take from scratch.
This stage is a little more relaxing than
tracking, since you can remake overdubs
until you get them right or run out of time.

But the basic recording studio rule of

them into a stereo (or surround) mix. For a
simple, or purist, recording, almost nothing

Using good headphones becomes impor-

need be done to the tracks. More often,

tant during overdubbing, since the musician recording the new track needs to hear

however, a lot of work must be done getting
the balance right from moment to moment,

what he's playing along with yet not have it
picked up by the microphone. This is not an

figuring out how to get everyone properly
heard, and concealing minor problems.
Mixing is the time when the tone of individual tracks might be corrected by using
an equalizer, either one built in to the mixing board or patched into the signal path.
Mixing is also the time for other kinds of

issue if you are overdubbing via a direct
feed from an instrument instead of through
a mike, but it is an issue otherwise.
Doing overdubbing by yourself takes a

lot of practice. It is not a natural way to
play, and getting a good feel on your instrument while staying in time with a tape and
operating the gear is demanding.

processing, such as adjusting dynamic
range or applying artificial reverb, panning,
and special effects. In mixing, you can really

take the time to listen carefully and try

MIXING
Mixing is self-explanatory: Once you
have all your original and overdubbed
tracks, it's time to set them up on a computer screen or mixing board and blend
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1998
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many different adjustments and settings. At
the end of the mixing session, you'll have a

stereo tape or computer sound file that
should be getting pretty close to the desired
result.

II
El

Ill
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pi' MI MT®® 0

ith more tracks, you get more knobs:
(clockwise from top left): Tascam DA -38
digital eight -track recorder, Fostex FD -4
four -track recorder, Tascam TM -D1000 digital mixer,
and Mackie C 1604VLZ analog mixer

EDITING
Editing, which goes hand in hand with
mixing and overlaps it, is the task of identifying and tossing out the bad takes, cutting
the good takes to length, and putting songs
in the desired order. Cutting, pasting, fading in, and fading out replace sonic effects

as the tools in play. Once you get your

and on different systems (crucial for obtaining a sound you can live with), things
often change. Songs that sounded wonder-

the $500 to $1,000 range and CD-RW

ful through your studio monitors may seem
much brighter through the tabletop stereos
some of your listeners may use.
This is mastering time, when you make
those final finishing touches to levels, tonal-

SELECTING EQUIPMENT

drives for PCs at about $300.

There are infinite strategies for starting
a home studio and many, many products
targeted at that market. What differentiates
setups, besides price, is how flexible and ex-

chops as an editor, you might find yourself
assembling a song from different pieces of

ity, and dynamics. Here's where you give

pandable they are and how easily each

your work a coherent feel. In the pro world,

several takes: "I liked how I sang `I' and 'get'

mastering is a secret art practiced by es-

on take 3 and `can't' on take 1, and can we

teemed golden ears. It is rarely done by the

overdub 'no' again, please?" It's called
"comping" (compiling), and therein lies

engineer at the main recording studio;

T.O.M.E.M. step can be accomplished. It
can get really confusing, especially if you
are not sure about what kind of recording
projects you'll be doing. So just consider
your options, and spend a few hours playing around in a good music store. You'll
soon gravitate toward one approach or an-

madness if you aren't careful. It's better to
try for one good take.

MASTERING

rather, the tape is usually sent out to a mastering house. Why? To obtain additional expertise (a good thing), and so the lead engineer can point the finger at someone else if
the client complains (a bad thing). In home

Let's say you want to put three songs on
a CD -R, but when you listen to your test
mix, they don't seem to go together right.
The first song sounds good, but the second

studios, we do our own mastering, thank
you very much. And to avoid screwing
things up, we won't do anything more than

has more bass and is much louder. The
third song starts okay but gets too soft to

Believe me, 1 dB goes a long way.

hear in your car. And when you check how
all of them sound in different environments

itsy-bitsy tweaks of tone controls and level.

The final step is to transfer your master
to a CD -R. In the past year or two, this has

become affordable, with CD recorders in
AUDIO/DECEMBER 1998
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other-more or fewer buttons, more or
fewer options, easy to use or complicated.
Finding a good dealer is essential, since I
can't cover all the little details, such as what

kind of microphone plug fits into what
mixer or how to set all those knobs. (How
come you're not getting any sound? How
should I know?)
I'll outline three multitrack system types,
from simple to sophisticated, that can deliv-

er stellar sound to put onto your own CD Rs. My suggestions are by no means the only

ways to go and won't cover every base. On
the other hand, you can get an idea of the
costs involved and begin to figure out where
you want to start. First, though, I'll review a
few concepts that apply to all studios.
Unless you want to do nothing but Yanni

and Depeche Mode covers, you'll need
some microphones. And the more important reproduction accuracy is to you, the

You have to learn your mikes: Some characteristics won't be apparent from spec sheets,
such as subtle colorations in off -axis pickup.

the obvious creative uses, they can help
your recordings sound more realistic. A
tasteful touch of reverb, for example, can

Obviously, your monitor speakers are
also critical, because you will use them to

substitute for some of the natural reverber-

make countless decisions about mike placement, equalization and processing, and mix

Equalization can be used to compensate for

levels. Ideally, the studio monitors should
be as transparent, accurate, and neutral as
the best speakers you expect your work to
be heard on. They need not be huge, how-

and, say, stereo imaging that you make
when choosing microphone placements.

more better -quality mikes you'll need. Deciding which microphones to buy is difficult, because there's a lot of advertising BS
around and a product -of -the -week mentality reigns. I suggest staying away from really
cheap and really expensive stuff and avoiding the latest craze. The classic mikes have

ever, since you will probably be sitting pret-

been on the market for years, and if that

power it takes to monitor a guitar track near

cool new piece your dealer has is so good,
you can probably buy it next year for less. If
you stick to between $150 and $800 per microphone and stay with the major brands,
you should do well. (These prices, and all
that follow, are ballpark estimates.)

its original level. I find that self -powered
speakers (such as the NHTPro M00, Event
20/20bas, Mackie HR824, and Paradigm

A lot depends on what you want to
record, but for a serious beginner's most
basic chores, I recommend four mikes:

overdubbing. (Sony's MDR -7506, AKG's
K240M, and Sennheiser's HD580 are good
'phones for these jobs.) Ideally, you should

one large -diaphragm condenser (the AKG

have two different types, one pair of closed -

C3000, CAD Equitek E200, and AudioTechnica AT4033 are good choices here),
two identical small -diaphragm condensers (try a pair of Crown CM -700s, Shure

ear and one pair of open -ear headphones,
to give you fresh perspectives on your mix.
Add in mike stands-not to mention cables

SM81s, or Audio-Technica AT4041s), and
one good dynamic mike (the Shure SM57,

ty close to them. Don't be afraid to use
high-performance consumer speakers,
which often sound much better than similarly priced "pro" monitors. Just be sure
that the speakers sound good when you're
close to them and that they can handle the

Reference Active/20) are very convenient.

Headphones are also important tools,
for assisting in mike placement and for

for the mikes, mixer, and monitors-and
your indispensable extras come to anywhere between $250 and $1,000. So with

ation your mikes didn't quite capture.
the subjective trade-offs between tonality

And adding a touch of dynamic compression is a widely accepted way to increase the
realism of recorded vocals and percussion.
All of the systems detailed below include
very basic effects (so I've largely excluded
effects boxes from my budget figures). Take

time to play around with these built-in effects and see what they can do before you

even think about buying anything more.
Chances are good, however, that you'll want
to add a decent compressor and maybe a re verb unit as time goes on.

SYSTEM #1 :
TURNKEY TUNES
If you really want to minimize wiring and
setup headaches, there are a number of digital "studio -in -a -box" products on the market that use internal hard drives and built-in
mixers, such as Fostex's four -track FD -4 or
eight -track units by Korg (D8) and Roland
(VS -880). Just add mikes and monitors, and
away you go. These all -in -ones run about
$500 to $1,500, plus $500 for CD burning ca-

pability. I recommend spending the extra
$500, not just for pro-

racking is the underpinning of
what comes later, so spend as much
time as possible getting it right.
the microphones, monitors, and CD recorder included, you're looking at about

ducing audio CDs but also to allow you to
back up each project and remove it from the

you back about $1,000 to $1,400.
As time goes by, you may want still more

$1,500 to $4,500 when it's time to go shop-

microphones, for complex projects and

a mike or two, get just one set of 'phones,
and mix on recycled hi-fi speakers. Should

system when you finish a session or project.
Your total cost for a system based on this
option is between about $1,500 and $6,000,

Audio-Technica ATM25, or Sennheiser MD

421 will fill this bill). The total should set

more controllable sound. With a variety of
mikes, you can pick the one whose directional and frequency characteristics give you

just the effect you need for each situation.

ping. Could you do it for a lot less? Yes. Lose

including all the extras (mikes, monitors,

you? Only if you have to.

and such)-not cheap, but not bad for a

Finally, consider effects. Love them or
hate them, you have to have some. Besides

comprehensive system that can handle a
wide range of tasks. Upgrades to consider
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be used for mixing itself, although

many people who

learn to mix on
a computer screen
swear by that. I'd
budget about $500

M

onitor
through
good stuff, such as

though a
computer can handle compression, I

also recommend a

headphones and
Mackie's HR824
powered speakers.

basic external compressor to tame
highly dynamic signals before they hit

the A/D converter.

With extra cables
and plug adaptors,
expect to pay about
$1,000.

Don't skimp on
the computer;

it

should be fast,

a

200 -MHz Pentium
II or better. Equally
important is having
a big, really fast hard
drive. The faster, the

would be additional microphones, some
dedicated mike preamps, and various effects boxes.

worry about running out of room during
multiple takes. It also lets us switch from
one job to another simply by swapping
tapes. And forget about having a computer
crash wipe out a take or a whole project!
By combining the flexibility and editing
capabilities of hard -disk recording with the

storage capacity and reliability of tape,
you'll get a studio system that can tackle
very complex situations. Further, as your
sophistication grows, you'll find it's not
that hard to sync digital tape with a computer editing setup and have them operate
as one seamless whole.
With the Tascam TM -D1000 and Yamaha's PM 01 and Olv, affordable digital mix-

SCSI -2 is the way to

you can get in a home studio these days are

go if you can. Don't

amazing. Besides automated faders that
record your mix adjustments and can replay them for listening and further adjustment, better digital boards contain dozens

forget to include a CD burner and, of
course, an eight -input sound card.
I've budgeted $3,000 for the basic com-

SYSTEM #2:
MIX MASTER
The next option would be to computerize, performing all tracking and editing on
the computer screen. This is a very potent
upgrade, one that gives you vast power to

even leave you a bit for more advanced software (such as CakeWalk Pro Audio, SAW Pro, CoolEdit Pro, and SoundForge).
So now we have $5,000 or so for the com-

easily manipulate sound and music. But beware! You'd better be a gearhead. Computer
recording is still in its infancy, and you can't

puter, sound card, mixer, and compressor
and $1,500 to $4,000 for the mikes, monitors, and other indispensable extras, total-

expect to plug everything together and be
up and running the first day. You will be
spending a lot of time on the phone with
your computer -savvy friends and various

ing about $7,000 to $12,000. There's plenty

with basic editing software. That should

more you might want, but I really needn't
mention it at this stage. Get this far, and

tech -support people. But once you are

you'll be so hooked that you'll be telling me
what I should buy next.

there, look out!
You will need an external analog mixing
board to preamplify your mikes before they

SYSTEM #3:
TAPE ME UP!

Mackie CR1604VLZ.) This board can also

computers can hold. (With alternate takes,
a 15- or 20 -minute project can fill up a 9 gig hard drive, fast.) So there's less need to

ers are really starting to come into their
own. The features and sound quality that

$1,000 for the sound card, which will come

purpose are the Spirit Folio SX and the

track recording, far more than home

better, and Ultra

puter system. Plan on spending another

go to the computer. (Good mixers for this

cassette-VHS in ADAT systems such as the
Alesis LX20, 8mm in the Tascam DA -38 and
similar recorders.
Using an MDM really puts us in a different league. In the first place, it gives us al-

most two hours of uninterrupted multi-

here.
Even

AKG's K24OM

(often called modular digital multitracks,
or MDMs). These decks record on video-

Building on system #2, we upgrade the
mixer to digital and supplement the computer with a multitrack digital tape deck
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of useful signal processors, including equalizers, compressors, and reverbs. This elimi-

nates the need for outboard gear in many
situations. Once you digitize the mike signal going into the board, it stays digital for
effects processing, editing, mixing, and
mastering.
The basic cost of going this route is about
$2,000 for the tape deck and $1,500 for the

mixer (a net cost of $300 to $900, since it
eliminates the need for an analog mixer)about $2,000 to $3,000 more than system
#2. Now the sky is the limit. Some high -end

mike preamps? Eight more digital tracks?
Synchronization and automation of mixer,
computer, and MDM? Some prestige tube powered microphones? Twenty -four -bit
converters? How about that new room -sim-

ulation software? Sound absorption for
your whole garage?
Better sell some tunes!
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"Few products on the market can
rightfully call themselves paragons the highest possible achievement
within current state-of-the-art
technology. The DC -1 surround
controller is such a product."

town

4

"...the DC -1's sound quality was
little short of stunning. No component I've heard can provide the
depth of DSP ambiance processing
(and extraction), user -customization,
and flexibility of the DC -1."
Daniel }Cumin, Video,

Ron Goldberg,

January 1998

E -Town, June 1997

"The DC -1 did a better job of
serving both music and soundtracks
than any surround processor I've
experienced to date."
J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
Winter 1996

"The surround steering has the sort
of drive -by -wire precision that even

Ferrari can't match. The DC -1 is
one of the nearest things the home
entertainment industry has
to being a classic."
Home Entertainment, April 1997
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"The best digital surround
processor to date at any price."
David Frangioni, EQ,
May 1998

"The Lexicon DC -1 clearly competes
with the finest and most costly processors
available, despite its comparatively
modest price...It has the best ergonomics
and real -world features of any A/V
preamp/processor I have encountered."
Anthony H. Cordesman, Audio, June 1998

"Looking for the most
advanced digital processing
you can buy? This [DC -11
is it, no contest."
Home Theater Buyer's
Guide, Winter 1996-97

"The DC -1 produces staggering audio.
It's easy to set up and it delivers every
conceivable (and inconceivable) surround
mode - both for home cinema and
music. If you are a connoisseur of home
cinema, then look no further."
Bob Tomalski, Home Cinema Choice,
June 1997

"EIGHT THUMBS UP!"
The DC -1 Digital Controller
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1i11 Dud1cton
first wet Bill Dudleston in 1985. He and his partner, Jake Albright, drove

to Chicago m pick up a pair of loudspeakers that I had reviewed. The
speakers, nyw evolved into the Legacy Classic, sounded quite good, but
what distinguished them from the competition was their furniture -grade
finish. It was first-class, unlike anvthirg I had seen to that paint. And Dudleston, an
outspoken engiree- in his late 20s, struck we with his enthusiasm and candor.
Since then, Legae7's line has expanded to 12 models and the company has grown into
a major player in the high-enc speaker market by pioneering direct marketing and sales.
In the process, Legacy has developed a fanatical following among customers, thanks to
the quality of its goods as well as to an extraordinary level of customer service that is
T \'.
several layers deep

How din' you became intenes*ad in audio?

things with slap echo like Sam P=illips and

no: being in1 really can't renember
volved in aadio My Srst nemori_s in audio
were of taking my gran ~ether's stereo aaart

Elvis.

and putting it back tc gethe- again or me;'ing

How about your training?
My degree is in chemical engineering, which
requires an understanding of fluid flow and

around with the ihas:ng of a _apetart

thermodynamics plus an appreciation for

phonograph. Whin . was 12,1 bt_ ik a working
radio, rant -wound Inner and all, from di-ections in a science boo,.
My hear: was always _n air:dio, and my passion deselaoed nerttralI '. is a teenager I had
three o- four open -reel tape recordiers l wc uld
record anything I co old. My first _ kai recorder

mechanical and e:ectrical engineer _ng, in ad-

had so.rnd-on-sound, whi:E, of cctIrse. had
delay between the racks. So I mixed dawn

bouncing around the room. If you drop a rock
off a bridge, you can see an expanding wave.

dition to chemist -y. I think this background
gave me an edge in acoustical modeling of polar patterns and in understanding phenomena
such as mutual coapling.

Many models don't treat sound as an expanding wave front but more like bullets

Lcgacy
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axe something yot would want in your

went or 4omethin3. The front grille is

No. The design was influenced strongly by
the DQ-10, but I used different drivers and
wound up doing things differently. This was
all before Speaker Builder magazine was
available. Amazingly, back in the '70s there
was little information available at the local

shaped as a gemstone emerald cut to con-

library, and you couldn't pull uny:hing

vince a aman it's something she would

down from the Web, so there was a _ot of

want in her home. The Whisper is our most
pFular trodel amo ag women. They acta d y encou-age their ausbands to buy taem,

:Lt -and -try going on.
Later, my more serious designs cache for
a different reason. I always felt 1 could build
a be -ter speaker than I could buy at any re .¿unable price. Didn't you feel that way. toc?

nne. Ini. ialIy the Whisper looked like two

surfboard stuck in the sand, one behind
the other.

Sound wvvrks mare like -hat. The fields
overlap nicely, arid the chemistry really
helped with diaphragm technologies, surround adhesives, and tie like.
What did you do afercoilege?
I worked for a few years as a process engineer during the energy craach. My job was
to fine-tune chemL l processes to decrease

energy consumpron. After that I supervised a digital research lab for an agrionics
company, where I :reated calibration algorithms by using linear regression methods.
But these jobs just weren't emotionally
gratifying. I was work-

The flashed spe.icer looks like a mum -

if you can believe that. I actually had one
guy in California, a decorator, who bought
one just to look at i-. He didn't even want
or amplifier.

When did you start professionally in tue
radio business?

Things aren't the same for at. amateur
now. I used to feel confident I could make
speakers better than I could buy. It's difficult to do that today except with really big

subwoofers. But how did you get into

ing eight -o ten hors a
day in :he lab and then

speakers as a business?
Something really reached me at the Univer-

coming home and mod-

sity of Illinois. We fit parameters of ideal
gases to predict the behavior cf a specific

eling Ibudspeake_s. I
also built a _ot of firni-

gas. =t wasn't until my fifth year that I realized you have to use a polynomial far more

ture and did a lot cf
woodworking.
Woodworking is a te-

complex :han we were using-and one fit-

dious prccess that re-

proximate the behavior of real gases.
That taught me a lot about the oversimplification of Thiele -Small parameters. I remember having nay Sharp pocket calculator
and using handbook values to crunch numbers, only to Lind the measured response of
real speakers varied wildly from :hecalcula-

ting a lot more parameters-to ever_ ap-

quires a lot of planning,

patience, and manual
labor. :ust like scientific
research. Strrting a

loudspeaker company
put all tae things I Lived
in life together for rae.

It sure seems like you
have done an exce'ien
job of blending the ar`

of constructing fine the company now

That's a tough one. I've recd- ded
everything from sound effects and
ceremonies to classical perform-

furniture with design-

ances. i was around 20 years olc be-

The Legacy line in '86;

makes a dozen

ing good-sounárng different models.
loudspeakers.

Almos: all of m> desigr.s begin with

fore I did an)thing that was cone
mer-ially viab e.

in something you would want to bring into
your home. When = think. back about de-

Haw did veu first gel involved in buildinc
lat.dspeakes?
It vas an economic thing. In high school I
always made things br myself. I built my
first bicycle 1 built my first radio. At that
titre there .vas a loudspeaker I was rather

signing the Whisper system, I remember

ford of, the Dahlquist DQ-10. It w:s a

the conoep: pencolated fur about 15 years. I

touch inefficient and didn't go too low,but
1 fled what it did right.
Urn I cc didn't justly spending that kind
of money with college coming up, so 1 built
my own. They were my first serious speakeri,and I ended up wiining a science award
for them.
lit -e they jest copies of the DQ-10?

acoustical parameters, leading to a certain
driver laycu: cr baffle width. From there
you have to conceal .you- work and encase it

had to get my heat together on what 1
wanted to do with :he directivity; another
six months was spert or o?timizing the radiation pa:terr- (using Speak software at
that time).
But the iral cosmetics were the biggest

challenge-easing :he loudspeaker look
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tions because we didn't consider many influences that occur with loudspeakers. like
box loss, room gain, and floor bounce.
really didn't start building loudspeakers
as a 'ausiness. My interest just kept taking
me that way. I didn't build a loudspeaker to
sell it. Bu: whenever 1 built a loudspeaker
system, somebody would want it. Then I
would bold another one. EventuuLy I just
quit my job and started my own business.
With your partner, Jake?
At the time my father-in-law, Jake Albright,
was a just -retired contractor who had been
very successful. He was a very gotxl partner
who saved me lots of steps in the business

practice. It was 1983 when I realty started
loosing at the business side of things, forecasting and so forth. When it's just your own

engineering time and your own labor, you
can neglect what the real costs are The advantage you have when you start t aat small is

that you can do many variations a a a product. In fad, during the first two years, most

A LOUDSPEAKER

TAR,TI N Ci

COMPANY PUT ALL THE
THIN''.iS
LOVED IN LIFE
TOGETHER FOR ME.
I

of the inprovements reiu_tez ton. solvirg

cars into a multimillion co.lar business.

ver_dor and supply problems. W1 -.en you recei-4. 15 variatioutt cf a woofer. pretty soon
you ;et to know that design. That ti- ught me
the importance of re.iab.e suppl:crs
Waal was your firstp-odtrcr?

That's something 1 would rat want tc compete in today, -hat's for sure. I think I pat
$300 worth of parts in tie first box. I: was
internally amplified, too.

The Legacy -1, a speaker that nos beccnte
the C la -,sic in our current lire It's a floors -and ng tower about 42 i-icwstal . Wed_d
enough things right on that speak_n that it
s:ood up well ovr- titre and thacug}n se-reral design iteration's.
In 1985, that speaker ferried brad}ward. I
wcs impressed with vents .audor when I
asced whether that was a !in:!-a.ignmeat
trick.
1e:. I r_member that. The beck tit: was be-

The company was originally called Ree! to
Real Designs. Where did that name carte

from?
Reel to Real was more s*dent-influenced; I

was doing a lot of live -ezerdings at the
time. That was the shingle we operated un-

der then, but the product line has alwsays
been called Legacy.

One of the :hings I ant very proud of is
our involvement with the Stradivari Violin
Society, a nonprofit orgi_niza-

ca use there were so _'-any dress on the

tion that is dedicated to the
preservation of the world's

free that the spe. er would trend to fall forwE rd unless small fee: were addec to t p it

finest instruments. l'he Society
uses Whispers as its reference

hack. I actually optimized the crossover
phasing for that tit.

system.

How many did yeti soli tkat F.'t year?

W2 sco_d about 20 pairs. Because of tie
Gtnourt of time it took to build them, that
w.s probably a food thing, Fat there was
erougp financial activity for m_ to 4uit
mur

In the beginning I had to decide between

I have also built loudspeakers for studic
purposes. In fact, our Focus developed cut
of requests from recordir g studios. They al.
had their high-level sys:erns and wznted
loudspeaker that would Play at 13(1 dB bu-.
at the same time retain tie tonal are imag-

ing characteristics of our Classic. So we
made a much more dynamic loudspeaker.
the Focus. It will do 115 db at 20 Hz

rcwed money. Sc i seen: a caupl: of

woofers per side, it shout!.
How many speakers did you sell last ven.?

At 1 meter?

Yeah, it really will. W th three 12 -itch

In the thousands, yet we are still production -limited. I won't say its a prober ; in a
way it's actually a blessing,. For mare thl.n

vet. also have a retail owlet?

10 years we have had a wa=tiag list, just like -

A:salately. My first auiliir.g and wood

one would wait for a Steinway piano or
Stradivarius or another handcrafted product. But we are proud to say that most of
the time the wait is under six weeks .nd

shop actually had a too. r -ca: installation
:is a test ba-s now, but then things were
t cruder. One of r -tv f rst products was a

et for hatchbacks, the ea. Rocker

Intro.cally, Loyd _vey of MTX .>se.± to ru-n-

typically about four.
What do you mean whet. you say "hand-

n-er ire Springfc--d, ILi-nois. arl hang out at

crafted"?

the sane Icy Root Beer I did. He has ;ioce

Until 1995 everything was entirely done 51
hand: hand -plunge -rotted. hand -sanded.

k'm

pulayed that fuzzy box thing in the backs. o=
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Is there something more !o it than just the
quality of the finish?

Automation car, of tours: provide comparable tolerances and accuracy, if not better.
The real benefit of the ha xi labor is the selectivity of it. For exar ple. if you are laying
out veneer on a patteir_ ar selecting hardwood to brace :he uprights, you can select
cut the knots and hand -cut it, making sure
tie left speaker will lock Eke the right.
Fram a consumer's standpoint, the benefits cf handcrafting will cefinitely be in the
product's finish. There are seven steps of
hand -rubbing and polishing the cabinetry.
It's definitely the slow print in the process.
In most companies this .would be the area
where people would try t-Lv get the wheels to

,turn faster, but that's not our formula. Just
like a nun-ber of companies
fiat haw at. rvived for a long
Built with the pros
t.me, such as McIntosh, we
in tnir_d: the Focus
.appreciate why we are in our
speaker can put out
115 áB SPL at 20 Hz.

getting more test equiprn_:tt an. buii rig
pars in greater volume. I had an a;reenent
w th my wife that :here .would be no normon:l-s installing car ster_cstc Ise up parts
se I could buy larger batcLes cf carts and
kcea my test equ:ptnent, :osx
S. .a- made a Pray into car ahreo. D:dn't

*Po this day the rnly thinautomated is baffle-pkurging, using a CI'« router. Anything
that _nolves veneers, crossover manufacturing, or tuning of the product is done by
hand. Lots of labor. Cur Whisper cabinet
a one requires 138 mar -hairs.
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ERE REALISTIC. BUT WE DON'T
WLIKE TO USE THE WORD "NO"

niche. We just continue to do things the way
that ha. proven successful.
Are you ever nutty about it? I once heard of

WIEN IT COMES TO CUR
CUSTOMERS.

a company that refused a large order berarrse t: didn't think a piano -black finish
wvu.'d do justice to its speaker.
iem_mpei; I started this business to satisfy
-myself; -hat's as straigitforward as I can put
:t. BL: over the years I've learned the value of

etat:3ffihips with customers. If there is a
legacy difference, it's that we listen to -he
custc titers' needs. Far example, recen: v we
had a c_stcmer who said he wanted our Fo-

cus speaker on a Wvsper-style oval base.
t r cabinet shop hardcrafted it for him. We
hale `tad cuite a few people with requests

for etstomers. In fact, we've added curly
maple as a new custom f r.si :his year.
The added cost to the mrn-Jany is higher
thar y -an wouid expect wet you factor in
the .pace required to lay :u= and store the

giving advice in areas where you might say
that there's notlh.ng in it for Legacy except
establishing a good reputation. The biggest
difference is what happens whe.i someone
calls us about a possible loudspeaker or au-

custom materials. But the real cost is in
wha: ether companies consider a break of
efficieacy: Could you have wilt four that

dio system purchase. We can take him

day n=tead of two'

room on a screen or a sheet, or send a form
to fax back. We'll discuss speaker pla:ement

Speaking of low your eornpany differs
from ethers, tell vie about hour distribu-

through a show -and -tell sheet, which is a

room diagram. constrt_ct a model of his

ed three or four years before

in the room and what widths and heights
are required. For example, when someone
buys an on -wail speaker he often doesn't
know the height 3f the wall over the doorway. We'll go thnugh all the details. Basically, more than anything else, it s about
personalizing and understanding individ-

some way?

A back -view of Legay's

tFat company

ual needs.

It defi-itely can be done.

Whisper reveals she

There's a little longer wait on

dipole's rear firing
passive radiator.

What I can tell you is that
d: -ec: mark_tir.g would, at

This may sear like a stretch, bu: we've
had people say. `I want to bey a pair of
Classics, but I I -ave a problem. My left
speaker is going to have to sit on a hearth,

Eke t.`_a- While we try to be realistic abcut it,

we den': lice tc use -he word "no" wher it
comes to customers.

Sc, if : were to boil. Legacy speakers, I
would have a pod caance of getting a pair
that is unique or ur.usual in

some:h:ng like that We've

tion system.
I think_ there art a lot of nntl about it. I see
a company advertising that t was the first
direct -marketing company
the speaker
business. We weren't the first, and we start-

cone th ngs like cur y maple

first, appear iiloaical in selling
speakers. Who's going to buy

something he can't hear We swam up-

was vha: allowed us to build a better speaker, by investing more in its orhatruction.

so I need 4 inches cut off it." I have actually
adjusted crosso-.e:s and retuned the cabinet
to compensate for that 4 -inch difference in
height.
At what cosh.
It's on the older cf $150 for a modification
like that. We are in a field that has perhaps
the world's most persnickety customer. Not
only are there a variety of "religious" beliefs
going in, like tube; versus solid state, Jut we
also have subjective coloration preferences
and a host of otaer cons: derations. The secret of customer service and dealing, with
individuals is listening. Ifs important to get

At the time we started, there were 450

them to relax. You have to listen to what

stream and still do. In the ear.' years we of-

ferec -free shippir_g to the arstomer; we
were wiling to bet ou would like our loudspeaker better. Out early a=s aaid: "Go find
your fan orite loudspeaker or even the best
speaker ou can find anywn ere, and we will

ship you: ours. If you don't _Ile it, send it
back. "

We were able to achieve a 32i success rate

doing -hat. Direct marketing wasn't some-

thing we happenec into. Cirtt marketing

loudspeaker manufacturers Lvwe were go-

ing to -Hake any noise we Fad to have a
demo tivtrably better product-not just in
audit terms but in furnit_re terms and in
customer service. Customer service is one
thing that separates us front tl_ pack.
Can .ro_e be more specific about what customer swvice meats to you?
Custcn.er service is following up after the
sale, arswering questions bef=ore the sale,
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:heir needs are.
Have you ever had deale-s?

In the early years we experimented with
dealers, but Caere :s an implied value in gong to a dealer. Remember, this business was

started by a guy who longed for that one in -one customer contact In the early years,
1 saw dealers more as a barrier because the
customer always came back to us with quesions anyway.

On the distribltion side, direct marketing seemed to offer nasty strong advantages
in terms of customi.at on of the product. I -

would have been impractical for a retailer
to inventory 12 products in eight differenf_nishes. But we have worked with a num-

her of installers who bring us their custoners' needs This year we are looking to

L oesn : failing year listening tests mean
!hat tha driver wall fail the frequency resporse'est?
You can find drivers with normal -looking
tespotte and impedance specs, but when
play_ng music their voice -coil leads may be
litde too short or :he voice coi may rub.

Now about tuning the misted' ' roduct?

add a few more installers. In recent

years our line has expanded so
hnmadly that very litle customization is required.

speakers are ready to go out as matched
pairs.

When you find errors, which speaker do
you fir?
The final pair must be qualified against the
mother, so we fix the one that deviates from
the isother. But there are times when you
can': tune the errors out. Because our tolerances are very tight, it's sometimes
better to replace drivers. It's particularly touchy in the midrange; the top

and bottom seldom require any

Now do you test or tune your

bending.
Let's change gears. Do you consider
yourself high -end?

beakers?
'Tuning is quite an ir.vclved process.

One reason is tint we use multiway
crossovers. For example, if you are
building two ways, yc.a can grade
woofers and tweeters, batch them

To me, high -end is high-perform-

together, and off you go. When

pensive.
As far as fitting into the chemistry

ance audio, and 1 certainly consider

Legacy products to be very highperformance. And we are not inex-

rcu're going with a "our -way, things
get a bit stickier. We ako grade and

of the high end, well, the high -end
audio industry is a bit bizarre, to say
the least. There are some incredible
products being sold out there, and
right next to them is some guy selling magic rocks and glow -in -the dark interconnects. That part I don't

batch raw drivers by impedance
curves and so firth. But in final
production, we r_ul' the first speak-

er in a pair against a 'mother" [a
reference unit] and th. n match the

second speaker to he first. It's an

:rtensive process; we spend 45
n-inutes to an hour on every pair

see our company fitting into. We
tend to be a lot more practical and

-ust manually testing and tuning.
That's different from driver selec-

hope we have our feet planted a bit
more firmly on the ground.

'wn, isn't it?
driver selection is done earlier. It's
a culling process o= rejecting driv-rs we find unacceptable, even if they corrm to the manufacturing spec.
But grading drivers alone won't get you

I can't fault the industry for its

That's where I was go-

ing earlier_ First we
check all the switches

:here, because of tie overlapping and urierlapping going on with three-, four-, an.i

and control, making
sure all the binding

five -way designs. Te get those speakers
pinned down so fiat their polar patterrs
are all tilted and Abased properly is Jiff -

posts are tight and
everything is operating

cult. Anyone who has looked at driver in- pedance curves ,cnows how reactive drive -s
are, and to use steep slopes and lock these
drivers in is not an easy thing to do.
By the wa', we catch our woofers by =s
[free -air resonance frequency]. Midrange
drivers are c_iecke-i acoustically as well as
electrically. He reject about 15% of the midrange drivers air ouving from the highest quality vendors we can find. We test them
with frequency sweeps and by listening -o

complex tortes, like -iano and voices, fir
high -order hanr-orics.

It took a year's worth
of prototypes before
Da.dleston began
to really understand
tha Whisper.

propedy. That the tuning beg ns. We place
-the speakers site by side, aimed in toward a
microphone at 1 meter, while inverting the

polari_y on one speaker. We remove the
crossover from each enclosure and match

style. The biggest problem is its reluctance to move forward when real
technology is available. Our industry now is paying a price for not being as progressive as the computer

industry in the late '80s and early
'90s. The consumer could have been

benefiting more from DSP, digital

crossovers, higher -efficiency amplifters,and so forth. For that part of the highenc industry, I am saddened.

lit the consumer is the boss. Between

the two loudspeakers by adjusting the

the home theater push, which is a healthy
thing, and the push ín computer technology, high -end audio is waking up. A lot of

crossoier to get the deepest acoustic null we

rnanifacturers are scrambling to build

can. *hat's beaut ful about Ibis technique
is that the ciifference plot we get indicates

mud better products. That's a good thing.

any errors precisely

trapped in two -channel.
There is a certain magic that occurs in the
:we -channel demonstration where you syn-

There are five to twelve attachment
points in ev-ay speaker where we can trim
values We t!piraiy change a }coke or a capacityr or tweak resistor values before the
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It semi like much of the high end is

:hes=ze a phantom center image from a
mono feed. That is a wonderful phenome-
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tion. \ (iink of channel separatic n as it it

EW

were s_zniftcant at the front end of the sys-

bounce effects, and tie Whisper takes tie
concept to the next level by doing it hxi-

ten Bat the mincte we get :o the speller.

zontally as well.

we. to

talking about it. rhre same is trae

non-hence the success of stereo. Multi -

for brig:- alto -noise ratio.

charnel doesn't have to be seen as a detn.ac
tion mom stereo, however. You can awway:
go balk to two -channel.

as I tracked along, as can occur with r.iultipath iu FM radio, i- won Id seem u aacu t-

-

O e thing I've fourd is that the advantage of adding t. cover :brine_ is difficult
to sal- about to a customer until it's bee:-.
dern.:-rstrated. For ex. iple, if : take oi.
Marquis center char ie -which is timbre=
matched to the Aihisper-1 can convince
centered listener ha: he ias heard the same
thins twice when 1 switch the Marquis or
and off. You don't not .ce
anything until you ntce a

_

fyorr ahono ca-tridge picked up shoos

abs Bet when you listen to a loudspeaker
sys_cm,you get the original progra u nttt>:ria= the : was recorded plus your robin s irrn-

pri i. or. it.
Eventually I realised thct we need. to imp ut e t _e signal-to-noise ratio of tie orerall aystL-n: more signal,leas room Tie goal
she id be to hear the recording hall's envi-

few fxt off center.
Then consider the histo-

optimize the radiation a rt;le hot vertically
and horieontally. Ultimately we set up adi-

firs: stereo mcs: people
owned had speakers at-

viding network so we could hear the four
outer drivers, the one in the venter, or dl
five. What we discovered wasn't what we
expected First of all, foal drive:s were far

tached to a portable p ionograiph and spaces only
24 i enes apart. But _f sou
think about Blumleic s-er-

more precise than a sink. one, because they
formed a larger source t at behaved somewhat like a parabolic antenna in reverse, to

eo and ORTF recorei-s, I
think the maximum listen-

ing eagle is 55° off he

give a stronger focus.
The thing that was most bias ere was that

nose' axis. That makes a

desire :le.

Bu. an audior hile today
often places his speakets 5

feet erart and sits 10 fret

and avoid the problems o --a hoer_ meant using different tools.
Different tools?

We built an array of fire .dentictl cone driers: one in the center. too above, and two
below. Then we worked with the spread ro

ry o= stereo perspectives
and .-stening angles. The

total _10° included arg_e.
Back n those days. wider
speller spreads were very

The Whisper system ias the narrowest
wideband directivity if any spo ker I know
of today. ht's desirable to keep lie radiation
angle close to 45°, so that we :co keep the
left more left and the right mo-e right. This
was readily achieved at 'sigh frequencies by
orienting our ribbon driver sideways and
loading the dome into a fan-_ throat. But as
the frequency drops, we have to work a different tr.ek. At 1 kHz the wavelength is 0
times longer than at 10 Liz, sc it's a different ball game. Trying to wave -guide that

Dmdleston with tF-e
Stn*divari Society's

Geffrey ?ttshi 'left)

and maserbui!der
Tetsuo Matsuda

away, trying to mairta_n a
strong center imcge. There's not to ch bouetit in adding a center speaker in asituation
like hat. When you ace a center speaker:
you c _i and should spread the others farther apart.
Spearng of angles, yoc've done some interesGwg work on diecrivity control. How
did you get started on teat?

Directivity control is not somet'ing that

ronment, not your own We hove
ro understand that what we rid(

up at eaci ear is purely ton-d:mensior_al-amplitude m adulated over time. 1 h, matrixii; :s
all done by :he brain.
ire illustrate. Cover one eat, cad lis-

ter to x,rreone speak. Everything wands
tno rev_:berant. There ronove your trace,
and k a_ slaps baj. to normal. That': tecauac the brain is Able to correlate and loci
cn:. the information con -man at beta ears.

A good loudspeaker setup shock .eavc
you wit- a you -are -there perspective not

tem and how we would buy p:mono cartridges with 20 or 23 dB of separation at

they -are -here. We need :o minimize the ire
f_ue.ices of the room In the Legacy prod ict
lineyau will see this as t e speakers begone
r-ncte complex, they are getting larger and
have no piston area. This lowers di:tort:on and improves d.ire.ctivity contr-al.,Our
hoes:, his a strong rridrariti null in its oat -

1 kHz,,nd amplifiers with 80 dB of separa-

put t were the doer, to rninimize flaor-

came to me quickie.: had to he hammered
over tie head for 25 yews before I understood >ae need for it.
1 -.F _]k hack about my early analog sys-
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the perceived loudness was greater for the
four drivers than for one,even when the levels were matched. The ear can lock onto the
tour more readily than tie ore That is because we are constan-ly trying to use deer
two ears to maximize the signal-to-noise o tio. Reduced reverberant energy is perceived
as an increase in signal-to-noise ratio.

We understood tlti, p lenomenon better when we noticed that ftorr_ an adtacent room the sound was noticeably softer
when foci drivers were playing. The rela-

tive amount of reverberant energy had
dropped.
What approach did yam take i -t the Whit per's woofer section?
The bass section was toe real ioldup. I had
built a woofer -behind -d -e -woofer dipole
prototype around 1991/92, sc 1 could feed

them the same signal hut phy with the
phasing and frequency shaping to peck
away at the rear radiatio i-a sruthetic dipole, if you will. i also experimented with
the physical spacing. YJha: I learned is that
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WHERE FRIENDS RUMBLE AND TUMBLE...

Turn it on. Mix it up. Shake it up. Anyway you care to serve it up,
the Sony Card from Citibank opens up the wild and wacky world of PlayStation`.
From game t tle CDs to the PlayStation console itself,
it's yours if you ve got the Sony Points. To start playing with the kids,
call I -E00-284-2778 to apply for the Sony Card.

v

PlayStation

AND THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR.
Whatever it is that moves you, Sony Music has it. From the cutting edge to timeless
mastrrpieos, they're available in record stores everywhere. And, by simply using your
Sony Card you can earn points redeemable for even more of your favorite Sony CDs and
tapes. So, come dance the night away. Call 1'800'284'2778 to apply for the Sony Card.
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THE OFFICIAL CURRENCY OF PLAYTIME .m
The movies you want to see. The music you want to hear. The games you want to play.
And all the Sony electronics excitement you can handle.
Welcome to playtime.

The new Sony Card from Citibank turns the things you buy into everything Sony.
Each time you use it, you'll earn Sony Points" good for movies, music, electronics and games.
And when you use the Sony Card to buy Sony products, you can earn up to triple the points.
With a low 5.9% introductory rate** for six months and no annual fee,
you can worry less and play more. So come out and play.

CALL 1-800-284-2778 TO APPLY FOR THE SONY CARD FROM CITIBANK.
Or visit our website, www.sony.com/sonycard
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' Certain conditions and exclusions may apply. For details regarding how you can accumulate and use Sony Points, please see the
Directory of Services that will be sent to you along with your Sony Card. The Sony Card is issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A.
After the introductory period, the standard APR will be applied to all remaining balances. (As of 9/9/98, the standard variable APR for purchases and cash advances is the US Prime Rate + 5.9%,
currently 14.4%.) However, if you are in default under your Citibank Card Agreement. we may immediately increase the rate (including the promotional rate) on the entire balance by adding 12.9%
to the U.S. Prime Rate, which currently totals 21.4%. The higher rate will not be lower than 19.8%. The minimum finance charge is $.50.
The cash advance transaction fee is 3% of the amount of the advance, but not less than $5.00.
X1998 Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. Member FDIC. 01998 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved.
Features and specifications are subject to change. Sony, the MiniDisc logo, Trinitron, VAIO, Walkman, Handycam and Discman are trademarks and the Sony Card and
The Official Currency of Playtime are service marks of Sony. PlayStation and the PlaySlation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment.
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IRECT MARKETING ALLOWED JS
TO BUILD A BETTER SPEAKER.

BY INVESTING MORE T ME IN
ITS CONSTRUCTION.
a dipole has sorie ?Jetty desirab=e charac-

terist_cs, with one strong exception the
low -frequency rolloff rate.

The ultimate downside to :he dipole,
however, was that it till engaged the n cm
to Borne degree at low frequencies. My goal

oceanic to squash the figure -8 pattern rto
something that lnokei more like an indin_ty

snnao., to steer mare intensity front and
rear, a at_ng a -Tighter pattern.

A bell went off it my head : ren3em-

cutoff, but ifs acjustabk. If you use a sub woofer, you will be berer off mo.ring that
upward to 38 to 40 Hz. Pau'Il still get dl the
directivity -control benefits., and when you

drop below 40 Hz yot are talking room
pressurization anywa,' mu don't need directivity contro_ down :here, whe-e reflections are b -phase; you just want to El the
bucket.
Do you see a change in slut way peoop a ap-

proach audio today'

immersion just _an't live w:ticut :t. It takes
your walls out. It takes the room away. That
also ties into the value of high directivity in

the front planes. With surround. you can
get tie immersion effect wi-hout compromising clarity.

A while back, egacy merbed with Allen
Organ. How did that comecbout?
As we became m re and torte successfu_,
my partner begar working -Ms way out cf
the Eus_ness. I blase always been interested
in customer contact but, frankly, never the
financial side.
Finally, at 75 years of age. ;ake told me he
was ready to ret re, and I hac to make a decision. One opt on was to sell the business

outrigh-, but my nears was all in it. 1 felt
that .. egacy hac grown to a pont where we
were ready for :he next step. lake's retirement just undersored that.
So I began look_ng for a tr_lnology partner. Tke Wail S!reer Journcl had just published a column on Legacy and our level of

oerei a paper by Harry Olsen, from bad( in

Yes. For test marketing, II watch MI daugh-

1972, I relieve. When I firs: read it [ had

ter's habits. Though 11, she is already a
teenager today-a girl on :he go. roa have
to be ab_e tc take your stuff
from room to room arc floor The Classic is a direct
to floor, and ou gotta be able descendent of the

wondered why anyone would ever want to
ic. this. Why would anyone want to b_id a
riah-d_rectivity low -frequency cannon' But
here I was searching br one.

some th:ngs in he paper tha- delft seen to

to show your buddies. It s information -swapping.

work. It took about a fear of building H h_s-

And one of :he most fre-

wilt the design but found there are

aer nrotoiypes before I began to hame. an
den cf what was rya ly happen:rg will it.
Olsen was trying to tell us something there.
The Whisper is nor a second -order gredienr design, then!
= prefer the term "d:fferentia_"; I woula like

-o reserve "gradient" for microphones,
where it really has meaning. I have built
prototypes with as nany rs six woofers

Legacy -1, the company's

very¡rrst product.

quent questions = get from people is: What
are the trade-offs when ,uu go from atwochannel to a multichannel system?
Hey, there arr no trade-cffs!

Exactly. but one of tie main questions is
what's best for surm:iz speakers: b pole,
dipole, cardiaid, or a conventional iron
pole? (I hate that tern, `monopoe." The

answer is that 12 monopoles wrapped

from to back. What works for two works
even better win mare drivers. Bat there's
nc free lunch. There's a power Fenalty For

around you would wor{ :ust fine. lout given

every 3 cB of power in your budget, you are
getting only 1.3 dB of it back in on -axis ra-

compromise by using two to four Eipees.

diation; the res: is lost creating tie s:-.ang

get just get it. Not having surround is the

nulls tc the sides.
What's the speaker's low frequency barad-

compromise.
I just saw Armageddon; the amoun_ of hard

eudAh?

It's extraordinary, with adequate piston
area-quite usable down tc the resonant
frequency of the driver itself and with good
directivity control. Overall, ifs a pretty sensiti'e system, but the -olloff at very low fregjencies is pretty sharp, too. The Whipper

that we don't have 10 to 12 surrourd ,'oak

ers, I thin we can arrive at a darn good
I don't care what kind of surround you

steering going on is-wel, there a -e things
that are c_early localizable in the suero ands.

Things can be Typed, but many of -hose
things can add to the na_uralness in audio
reproduction With mus=c, I love havirs the

system also has six poles of electrmic

crowd to the sides and tear instead cf behind the performers. wnere two -channel
puts them.

equalization with acjastable mass dank:erg.
So the system has a 22 -Hz .ow -frequency

back as 1975. Anyone who has experfenced

I've hac a multichannel system as far
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customer service-a "come to
the cornfields of Illinois and
find Jut how customer service

is really done, the old-fash-

ioned way' i.nd of thing.
That article triggered a re -

I
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sponse fro -n a musical instrument manufacturer, the Allen Organ Company. a company I probably would not have considered

MUCH EE -TER FF.CDUCTS.

otherwise. They invited me to visit, and I
was absolutely blown away.
I had pictured a stodgy o;c ch arch organ
company. I get out there, and I see 15 ch an-

What about listening rooms? What arse

Discrete tunnels will afford us more con-

your droughts?
The b_ggest improvements we will see ova
the next quarter-centLry will cane

trol and )ester separation With stereo

through the application of DIP. We'll s0

frequency range of human speech, con -

talking interplay between the channels.
They could synthesize an entire environ-

need speakers w th flat power response ard

pared to about l d3 in free -field. That's one
of toe advantages of a center channel drat

ment! I later discovered that kllar had pioreered DSP for musk applications, working
with Rockwell around 1970.And its plant is

room transfer function can be broken
down into certain frequency bands. Mi

rels of DSP and 15 channels of anplificat_on with digitally adjustable aocustics. 'm
rot talking about just delay or reverb, I'm

rot far from Morr_stown, New Jersey, where
Bell Labs invented PCM 50 years ago.

I also hadn't krown that : was going to
meet three generations of Dutcs craftsmen
there who could help with the manufacture
of our product. Now all the rosewood on a
Whisper -raffle is laid up at Allen Some Focus pieces are made up at Alen, toa Anc by
oombinirg laboratory facilities, ve have become even more r gorous ir ou-methocs.
Working through Allen's network of nusical instrument d avers, we row have aLdidon sites for our products in many part: of

the country. Pilot sites in Dallas and Atlanta, fo- example, offer mul__ple showmoms decicated to demonstrating Legacy
products The people who run these sites
are musicians, and they have welt -trainee
technicians on staff: It all fits together petty naturally.
Are products sold in those showrocros?
Yes. They have inventory, and they can provide any of our custom finishes

Is the pricing
The Imnalse, Legacy's

different?

200-wat:/chanrei
integrated amp

Same prices-

properly oriented lobing patterns, but the

way o' looking at it is to break it down int.:
three bests, the three F's of playoack. Firs

there's a reinforcement zone from DC _35 to 4e Hz or s`, where reflections are in
phase Then there's the 'wain:, resonant
zone, up to gout 300 Hz, where root -atypically induce large response swings
Above that, you transit on irlo the reverberant zone. DiP will help us deal wit=
these d_fferer_t room character sties mort
intelligently.
We have learned and benefited from- the

work at SigTech, whici show; tiat it takes
tons of power to compensate for a high -C
resonance and that if you t -y b compensate
for high -Q resonances; iou jLst create new
errors at diffe:en: location:.

loudsoealer pllayadc, channel separation
in a room Is typica ly less than 2 dB over the

may net be cbvions A center -channel
speaker is higl-er above the floor and farther away franc other boundaries than the
other char neís_ Yo -a have to ove it

I have come up with a simple system f -r
adjL stint rear -channel speakers. I wheel my

chair around aid egaaiize while Coking at
the bad. wall. Th s prevents me from overriding the r_a-ural head -related transfer
furrctior_. fry to get things to sourd like tie
frort zlrame:s when you're facing the other
war
I use -he term `hog" or "mist" to descri:e
spatiai envelopment. In a good, misty env _-

ron-nent, I should feel moisture evenly on
my skin no mater w iere I sit.
Wed_d a rear-cm-r_el demonstration in
Da_ as this yeas. No processors or anything,

At the lowe4 _requencie:, one should _sec-

just a pair of :eft and right wall-mountxl
sunroard speakers We demonstrated them

the pressure .n that zone as pressure an:.

operating in-p-iase and out -of -phase. 0u: -

adjust it accordingly. There is plenty of advantage to mere piston area down there, be-

of -phase just shoves the walls out. And

cause it lowers distortion ard provices
better -damper system. La: yea are no- going to get a "faster" system -3C Hz is 31 Hz_
That's cycles pe- second. If it were faster,
woulc be a higher frequency. Feople ahva .s

when you shut o -re off, yoc have no problem localizing he so -and as :eft or right.

One way to avid surround localization is
to mink? sure the- speakers are above the
plane o; your sari
Absolutely. When. you do that you are aho

end no extra

talk about woofer speed, tut to steal an already coined rs rase, "If a woofer were fas.

creating suppport slightly oehind you, in
what I cat the "bald spot" area. I am aho

mark ape.

it would be a :werter."

working cn a r_ew system that deserts diagonal condition; to gate an owerheac speaker
to en -lance flyover effects and provide better continuity.
'mdse teen lig'_tts with a parabolic shade

As we move into the resonant zone, effects oecorre very. positior-dt:pencent. I'm not sure that folks
fu .:y .inderstard tie nodal and
anti nodal behavior from
to ceiling. Even listener heigt.:
will affect perfortrance.
How. is your opinion:, will nwl-chanssel play out here?
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that flooc the room with light. I've built
qui-e a few speakers biz. that and fired them
at the ceilsrg to "_Ilu-n:nate" the room with
act antic ambien . That idea may turn irlo
a new productas well.
A

o

en"

»Introducing the new Toshiba DVD player with DTS Compatible Digital Output and Built -In Dolby Digital Decoding.
The balance of power in home entertainment has just shifted.

WATCH TOSHIBA

When you look past the sleek design

by a 24-bit/96 kHz sampling rate -

of our SD -3108 DVD player, you'll
find a combination of features and

for a finer, more richly textured sound
than you've ever experienced. Even
the system's ergonomic design is
beyond comparison, right down to the

performance that quite literally

redefine DVD technology. For instance,
ColorStream'° Component Video Outputs backlit, pre-programmed universal remote.
and 3D DNR Video Noise Reduction - All of this, in one remarkable DVD player.
for unsurpassed richness of color and Obviously, home entertainment w'll never
image clarity. Which is complemented
be the same again.
9 1998 Toshiba Amenca Consumers Products. Inc. Colorstream is a trademark of Toshiba Corporation.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
www.toshiba.com
1-800-631-3811

THIS SPORTY LITTLE COM PACT IS LOADED.

Despite MiniDisc's admirable
and sophisticated technology, it
has not yet taken the consumer
market by storm, at least in this
country. The format is, however,

getting extensive professional

use in broadcast studios, for
presentations, and in other areas
where its fast random track ac cess, easy and versatile editing, long-term

BASCOM H. KING

DENON DMD-1000
MINIDISC RECORDER

storage integrity, and high -quality sound
are appreciated.

In the few years since MiniDisc (MD)
was introduced, its ATRAC data -reduction
system has been improved significantly, and

its sound quality is now quite good-so
good, some say, that MD copies of CDs are
almost indistinguishable from the originals.

And MD's editing flexibility is far greater
than recordable CD or even DAT can offer.
MD recorders can divide, resequence, and
recombine recorded tracks. Even track deletion works differently from tape, as MD automatically skips erased tracks in playback

and can make long recordings on space
freed up by erasing short tracks that were
not originally adjacent to each other. Disc
and track titles can be encoded on the discs,

to be read on any MD player's display.
Recording time per disc is normally 74
minutes, same as on CD-but you can double that time by recording each track separately, in mono.

Unlike companies whose MD products
consist only of portables or tabletop stereos, Denon offers serious MiniDisc equipment, including professional units and the
full -featured DMD-1000 under review. Like

most MD recorders, it has a built-in sampling -rate converter that enables direct digital recording from sources with sampling
rates of 32 or 48 kHz as well as the 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate of MiniDisc and CD.

Five pushbuttons near the upper right
corner of the DMD-1000's front panel con-

trol the main transport functions (eject

play, stop, pause, and record), much like a
tape deck's controls. Just below these but-

tons are four more that, like most of the
controls at this end of the panel, are for
editing. These four buttons handle manual
fast forward and reverse shuttling and two
editing functions, "Edit" and "Enter." Farther down the panel are two knobs and four
small pushbuttons. One knob adjusts ana-

signal without pressing the 1000's record
button.
The Denon's disc drawer is at the top
center of the front panel. Beneath it is a fluorescent display, which incorporates level
meters. At the top left of the panel are slide
switches for timer start and selecting mono

or stereo recording mode. The power
switch is at the lower left of the panel. To its

cm).
Weight: 14.1 lbs. (6.4 kg).
Price: $599.

log input level; the other is a jog dial for
finding track beginnings and selecting
characters for titles. To enter the character
you've selected, you push one of the buttons ("Character"). The other buttons are
"Recovery" (which recovers disc space by

right is a headphone jack and two rotary
controls, one for headphone volume and
the other for input selection. Although the
DMD-1000 has four inputs (two Toslink
optical, one coaxial digital, and one stereo
pair of analog jacks), the selector has five

Company Address: 222 New Rd.,

gathering together pieces of recording space

lost in prior editing), "Clear" (for pro-

positions. That's because it has two settings
for analog input, one for use with Analog

grammed tracks or for titles), and a monitor switch that enables you to hear the input

Track Marking (A.T.M.) and one for use
without. This feature automatically adds

Dimensions: 17 in. W x 51/4 in. H x
133/8 in. D (43.4 cm x 13.4 cm x 34

Parsippany, N.J. 07054; 973/575-7810;
www.del.denon.com.
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Every Speaker Is On Sale...At Our Lowest Prices Ever...
No Payments Til May `99!* Sale Ends December 31, 1998
We're finishing the best year in our history with the biggest stereo home theater sale in history. Every speaker and every system we
sell is on sale at our lowest prices ever. Listen to our speakers
and systems. Then compare us to the competition. We know we
offer the most sound for the money.
Cambridge SoundWorks is the country's largest factory -direct
stereo & home theater company. We manufacture high -quality,
high-performance speakers and systems designed by Emmy

Awls na1i or Farne ur'uuer s
Emmy Award winner Henry Koss.

BASSCUBE'12

Introducing a new powered subwoofer that

delivers outstanding performance and value.
BassCube 12 uses a
downward -firing heavy-

duty acoustic suspension
woofer in a cube -shaped

cabinet that fits gracefully
into a wide variety of

Award winner Henry Noss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them direct to you, with no expensive middlemen. Inc. magazine

rooms. Thunderous,
musical bass!

says you can save hundreds buying from us.

Factory -Direct Sale Pnce:

$399.99
Save: $50
TOWER" II

A three-way, dual -woofer speaker

system. We think it's the finest ever offered under

$1,000 a pair. It has all the attributes of a great
speaker: wide -range sound, tight bass, natural

tonal balance, pinpoint stereo imaging and
incredible dynamic presence. We believe that
Tower II competes directly with speakers selling for
hundreds more. Stereo Review said

;

"excellent...first-rate...the price is right."
Available in black ash or Vermont
walnut vinyl finishes.
Factory -Direct Sale Pnce:

$899.99pr

ENSEMBLE"II

Our best value high-performance speaker

system outperforms competing speakers costing twice as much.
Stereo Review says, "it can only be
compared with larger speakers at
substantially higher prices." Singe
subwoofer cabinet, two-way satellites.
White or charcoal.
Factory -Direct Sale Pnce:

$349.99
Save: $150

.eSave: $100
Every Cambridge SoundWorks speaker and
system is backed by a 60 -Day Low -Price
THE SURROUND 115.1

Guarantee and a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Our home speakers are backed by an
industry -best 10 -Year Parts & Labor Warranty.' So there's

virtually no risk. Audio magazine says we may have the "best
value in the world." At this sale, you'll find out why.

To Order Or For Questions, call...
5.1

THE SURROUND 5.1. AND THE SURROUND II 5.1 SPEAKERS
FOR INCREDIBLY REALISTIC SURROUND SOUND
Cambndge SourxMorks makes liso state-of-the-art surround speakers, The Surround 5.1 and The
Surround 11 5.1. Both use MultiPole technology so they can be switched from "dipole" (diffuse radiation)
to "bipole" (direct radiation) operation.
The Surround 115.1 is an ideal rear/side speaker for many surround systems. If you have a fairly large
room, or if your receiver has high power for the surround speakers, (over 80 watts total), you'll be better

off with our very best surround speaker - The Surround 5.1. Home Theater magaune calls The Surround
5.1 'the world's best budget surround speaker."

THE SURROUND® II 5.1

THE SURROUND' 5.1

Factory -Direct Sale Pnce:

Factory -Direct Sale Price:

$229.99pr Save: $100

$399.99pr Save: $100

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434) Or visit www.hifi.com

CAMBRIDGE

SOUNDWORKS
Top -Rated Audio Products...Direct From Our Factories.
311 Needham Street. Surte 104, Newton, MA 02464
Te1:1-800-3674434 Fax: 617-332.9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
Retail Stores in the San Frarasco Bay Area & New Fn®and
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track numbers whenever the signal you're
recording goes silent for 11 seconds or

tom of the board and many wire
jumpers amid the components on

more. Toslink optical and analog stereo

the top side. Most of the front -pan-

+I

outputs are provided on the rear panel.
The DMD-1000's D/A is the same Advanced Super Linear Converter used in De non CD players. The company says this is a
four-DAC circuit that divides the data into

el controls and the control micro-

+0.5

.« LAOS

ANALOG IN, ANALOG OUT

processor are interconnected by
another, smaller, circuit board. The

D/A converter chips are Burr -

ANALOG IN, DIGITAL OUT

Brown PCM61PLs.
- 1.5

FREQUENCY - Hz

quency response at full modulation
in four ways, three of them seen in
Fig. 1 (curves separated for clarity).

Fig. 1-Frequency
response.

Response with digital input and

b« LABS

verter has negligible effect on it.

z+

The curve for digital input and
output (not shown) was virtually
identical. There is, however, some
very slight low -frequency rolloff in

IS DEAD FLAT, THAT WITH

recordings made via the analog
input, presumably from the A/D
converter. That converter is also
apparently adding an utterly inconsequential touch of high -fre-

ANALOG CONNECTIONS

quency rolloff, partially counteract-

VERY NEARLY SO.

ed, when I used analog output, by

_
0.001

20

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency.

-90

DACs and reduces any zero -crossing distor-

tion in the original signal by 50%. Analog

symmetrical ringing, which

input signals are converted to digital by

characteristic of finite -impulse -response (FIR) digital filters. This was more
obvious because the Denon's digital filters

converter, which Denon says is made by
Asahi Kaesi and used in several pro recorders from Denon and others. My only
comment is that if you thought CD player

-100
-100

-60

-40

-20

0

Fig. 3-THD + N vs.
recorded level; see text.

is

don't clip the peaks generated by the ringing; lesser digital filters do. There was no tilt

on a 43 -Hz square wave, evidence of extended low -frequency response.

The DMD-1000's construction is, like
that of most Japanese consumer equipment, of reasonably high quality and de-

distortion plus noise (THD + N) is not as

signed for efficient production. Most of the
circuitry is on two boards. The power -sup-

higher distortion levels, and the DMD-

ply board looks fairly sophisticated, with

of A/D as well as D/A conversion. Compared to Fig. 2's plot of distortion versus
frequency for analog input and output, distortion with digital input and analog out-

normal and surface -mount components,
with the surface -mount parts on the bot-

-80

LEVEL - dBFS

schematics were complex, you ought to see
this MD recorder's!

numerous IC regulators, heat sinks, and filter capacitors. The main circuit board uses

RI041E13r) es meLreBr,

BM LABS

-70

frequency rise in the D/A converter's response. ( Just about all other
graphs here were made with analog
input and output.)
Whether I used digital or analog
input, a full-scale 1 -kHz square
wave at the analog output revealed

an Enhanced Dual -bit Delta Sigma 20 -bit

10k 20k

Ik

IOo

FREQUENCY - Hz

-80

the analog domain. Combining oppositely
biased versions of the same signal, Denon
says, cancels out any DC components produced by zero -crossing distortion in the

FPCIJIHtI

0.01

an even more negligible high -

the other, and then recombines them in

RIO.NI'I vs

0.1

analog output is almost absolutely
flat, indicating that the D/A con-

INPUT AND OUTPUT

10k 20k

Ik

100

G

Measurements

I tested the DMD-1000's fre-

RESPONSE WITH DIGITAL

(11711

DIGITAL IN, ANALOG OUT

two streams, adds positive digital bias to

one stream and negative digital bias to

:-oIVIC.k, ..

+ 1.5

The Denon recorder's total harmonic
low as it is on some good CD players. However, I have seen CD players with similar or

1000's measurements do include the effects

put (not shown) was a bit higher. But when
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I measured distortion versus level, results
for digital input and analog output were
similar to the analog input/output curves in
Fig. 3; this suggests that the higher distortion in the left channel is probably a function of the review sample's DAC chips. That
conclusion is supported by the fact that distortion at the digital output, which bypasses
the DAC, was better than -90 dBFS over almost the entire output range.
The DMD-1000's deviation from linearity, measured at the analog output, was basi-

cally the same for digital or analog input,

though only the latter had the series of
rather sharp undulations below -96 dBFS
seen in Fig. 4. This may be an artifact of the
A/D converter.

compared to a masking -threshold
curve derived for this test signal. If
the integrated distortion is below
the masking curve, it is considered
to be inaudible.
Figure 5 shows the results of this
multitone test for the DMD-1000
made at full modulation, with analog input and output. As in Fig. 3,
the left channel does not perform
quite as well as the right. The distortion does rise above the masking

B(MIOMRIAB,I +s WWI.UBrI

,.

-4
-120

-90

-100

-110

-80

-70

-60

LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 4-linearity error with
analog input and output.
N IA's

J9rl vs

curve between 1 and 4 kHz, but it is

IMO

0

only a few dB greater than the test
equipment's measurement threshold. That's quite good performance
and indicates that the ATRAC en-

-20
MASKING THRESHOLD

-40
-60

coding works well.
The noise analysis in Fig. 6 is for

-Bo

¡I

1

i

I' RECORD/PLAY

I

-loo
-120
20

100

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

a 1 -kHz tone at -80 dBFS (not the
-60 dBFS used in many of Audio's
CD player reviews), with analog in
and out. The peaks at 60 and 120
Hz are well below -115 dBFS, bare-

ly distinguishable from back-

Fig. 5-Multitone noise and

ground noise, and the absence of

distortion test; see text.

signal harmonics is notable.

WI) LNHS

With one exception, my noise related results matched within 0.5
dB or less for both channels, measured at the analog outputs. Worst -

WMDI'BSSldtle) vx 01'tlHlllzl

-80
-90
-100

1

case S/N via the analog inputs
(which were terminated in I kilohm) was 90.7 dB wideband and

-110

-120
I

-130

96.1 dB A -weighted with the

I

1I

11
I

-140
30

100

1

k

10k

FREOUENCY - Hz

Fig. 6-Noise analysis.
A few years ago, Dr. Richard Cabot of
Audio Precision devised a series of tests to
assess the effects of reduced -bit -rate audio
encoding/decoding systems. In one of these
tests, the system being assessed is fed a complex signal consisting of equal -amplitude
sine waves spaced at third -octave intervals

over most of the audio spectrum but with

DMD-1000's level control turned
up full; with the control at its low-

Equipment used in the listening tests
for this review consisted of:
CD Equipment: PS Audio Lambda Two
Special and Sonic Frontiers Transport

3 transports, Sony CDP-707ESD CD
player, Panasonic DVD-A310 DVD
player, Genesis Technologies Digital

Lens anti -jitter device, and Classé
Audio DAC-1 and Sonic Frontiers
Processor 3 D/A converters

Phono Equipment: Kenwood KD-500
turntable, Infinity Black Widow arm,
Win Research SMC-10 moving -coil

cartridge, and Vendetta Research
SCP2-C phono preamp
Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi

ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 1000
cassette deck, and Technics 1500
open -reel recorder

Preamplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Line -3
and First Sound Reference II passive

Amplifiers: Arnoux Seven -B stereo
switching amp, Quicksilver Audio
M135 mono tube amps, Manley Labs
Stingray stereo tube amp, and E.A.R.
V20 integrated stereo tube amp
Loudspeakers: B&W 801 Matrix Series

3 speakers used as subwoofers with
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC -III speakers;
Tannoy Churchill speakers

Cables: Digital interconnects, Illu-

est setting, wideband S/N im-

minati DX -50 (AES/EBU balanced);
analog interconnects, Vampire Wire

proved by just under 1 dB and A -

CCC/II and Tice Audio IC -1A;

weighted S/N by about 1.5 dB.

speaker cables, Kimber Kable BiFocal-

With digital input, S/N with a -120
dBFS signal was 92.5 dB wideband and 95
dB A -weighted; for "digital silence," S/N
improved to 98.2 and 109.7 dB. Dynamic
range was 94.2 dB with analog input, 95.7
dB with digital. Only in quantization noise
was there a significant difference between
channels: With analog input, quantization
noise was -86.8 dBFS for the left channel

XL and Madrigal Audio Laboratories
HF2.5C

IOOk 200k

no tones in the range from 1 to 4 kHz.
Whatever harmonic distortion components, intermodulation, and noise are

and -90.3 dBFS for the right; with digital

caused by nonlinearities in the system will
fall into the spaces between the tones. The
energy between the test tones is then meas-

cause as the slight differences between

ured and integrated, and the result is

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED

input, the results were -87.4 and -91.9

volts for the left channel and 1.896 volts for

the right, each with instrument loading.
With an IHF load, output dropped to 1.783
and 1.778 volts. From this data, the impedance at the signal outputs works out to 665
ohms. The analog inputs overload at about
4.1 volts rms, high enough to be no problem with any normal source.

dBFS. This probably stems from the same
channels seen in Figs. 3 and 5.
Output voltages for a 1 -kHz, fully modulated signal just shy of clipping were 1.902
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Use and Listening Tests
The Denon DMD-1000 performed without a hitch. Once I got the hang of it, basic
recording and playback were as easy as with

Find What You're Looking
For Without Leaving Home!

CRUTCHFI
ELD
.

NO RECORDING MEDIUM,

N

NOT EVEN TAPE,

f CIilM,1, (y Sterea rq Hoek AUQR'hlpo (agpy

Theater
Power!

CAN MATCH MINIDISC'S
EDITING FLEXIBILITY.

INSIDE: 28 receivers

for Dolby Digital fans

a cassette deck, though I needed to really

0ü1.8'1011111

study the owner's manual to figure out
some of the 1000's extensive editing and labeling features. The manual is well written

and quite thorough and detailed, but the
control diagram is folded back under the
front cover, where it's awkward to refer to
when reading the control descriptions several pages later.

To evaluate the DMD-1000's sound, I
recorded from various digital and analog

TREE

sources, then compared my MiniDisc
recordings to their original sources. To keep
variables to a minimum, I used identical interconnects for all analog connections. Sig-

nals from the Denon therefore made two
passes through these interconnects, one in
recording and the other in playback; this
can make a small but sometimes noticeable
difference in the sound. (The question does
not arise, of course, when you're recording
from the digital input.)
The DMD-1000 copied source material
very well. With recordings made via the analog input, I did get the impression that the
MiniDisc copies didn't quite have the same
sense of ease, air, and space as the originals,

and vocal sibilants tended to sound a bit
smeared compared to my original sources.
With recordings made via the Denon's digi-

tal input, I heard more of the sources' air
and space, though the sound was slightly
edgier and a trace harder. Despite these nitpicks, I found the 1000 a very satisfactory
recorder and would have no problem listen-

ing to music from it. And from the stand-

Make shopping easy
Discover the fun, comfortable
alternative to hassling with traffic,
parking and crowds. Get the
Crutchfield catalog.

You'll appreciate our approach

You'll love the selection
Crutchfield brings you the line-up
of virtually every major brand,
including Sony and Sony ES,
Pioneer, Kenwood, Yamaha, Polk
Audio, NHT, Infinity, and Eosone.
You get to see the whole line, not
just a few selected models.

Can't afford what you really want?
Inside the Crutchfield catalog, you'll
also discover the secret to taking our
discount prices even further. It's the
Easy Payment option, a painless way
of making even the very best equipment
affordable. So don't wait. Get your copy

You get straightforward, no -hype
coverage of each model's features and
specs, detailed color photos, and
exclusive comparison charts.

on its way today.

Call today for your FREE catalog!

1-800-955-9009
Ask for extension "AU"

Or visit our website at www.crutchfield.com
Shop online Request a free catalog Browse our Info Library

point of convenience, especially quick track

access, rotating disc systems such as MD
have it all over tape.

A
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CRUTCHFI ELD
The Complete Car Stereo and Home Audio/Video Catalog

When was the last time your
speakers made you look twice?

INTRODUCING
GekkoTM Flat Speakers, a visual revolution in sound technology.
Gekko`" Flat Speakers deliver the most
advanced sound wave technology in a
revolutionary design that will make you
look (and listen) twice.

Gekko Flat Speakers are remarkably
thin (less than two inches thick) and
ideal for wall mounting. This means

GEKKO
THE NEW VISION IN SOUND TECHNOLOGY

that music is carried at ear level, not
foot level. Plus, patented Sweet Space'"

technology spreads sound out to every
space in the room. Whether for home
theater, or music enthusiasts, Gekko
Flat Speakers disperse sound waves
evenly so everyone everywhere can
appreciate superior sound.

And, Gekko Flat Speakers don't only
sound great, they also look great.
The ArtGekko'" Collection provides
top-quality art prints and specialty
frames that cover your speaker. Now
your musical taste and artistic vision
are blended in one speaker that offers
a truly multi -sensory experience.

Call our toll -free number to learn about Gekko Flat Speakers, or look LIS up on the

web at www. gekkoaudio.com.

7-800-278-3526
NCTAcoio Products. Inc One Dock Street. Suite 1,300.Stamtoro.CT06902

Sherbourn Technologies is a new out-

fit, but its principals-Ron Fone on

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

the marketing side and Engne Tang in

design-are more experienced than
you'd expect in a start-up company.
Fone was president of Acoustic Research (AR) during the time it was owned
by Teledyne, then ran Tera (a company that
made upscale TV monitors). He went on to
become president of McIntosh and then of
ADS. Tang was chief engineer for Proton,
joined AR while Fone was president, later
ran his own design and engineering company, and now has partnered with Fone to de-

SHERBOURN
TECHNOLOGIES

5/1500

FIVE -CHANNEL AMP

velop a line of products under the Sher bourn Technologies banner. The 5/1500, the
subject of this review, is the company's first
multichannel amplifier.
Or perhaps I should have said the first four
of those, because the Sherbourn is a modular
power amp that is available in four configu-

rations. You can get it as the two -channel
2/600 ($1,000), the three -channel 3/900
($1,300), the four -channel 4/1200 ($1,600),
and the five -channel 5/1500 ($1,750).

All four versions of the Sherbourn amp

should perform identically, as they use
identical amplifier modules for each channel. You can upgrade the lesser versions by

adding modules, which Sherbourn calls
"monoblocks." Each monoblock is a single -

channel amplifier with its own heat sink
and power supply. The company charges
$400 for a single module, $700 for a pair,
and $1,000 for three. If you start with a
two -channel 2/600 and expand to the fullfledged 5/1500, you'd pay only $250 more

than if you had bought the five -channel
model to begin with. That's pretty economical insurance against obsolescence!

Rated Output: 200 watts per channel

into 8 ohms or 300 watts per
channel into 4 ohms, all channels
driven.

Rated THD: 0.03% from 20 Hz to 20
kHz.

Rated Dynamic Headroom: 1.3 dB.

Dimensions: 173A in. W x 7 in. H x
173/4 in. D (45cmx 17.7 cm x 45 cm).
Weight: 65 lbs. (29.5 kg).
Price: $1,750.

Company Address: 15 A St., Burlington, Mass. 01803; 781/270-6536;
sherbourn@aol.com.

To simplify the upgrade path, the same

Five miniature bat -handle switches tog-

five -channel -ready chassis is used for every

gle soft -clipping circuits on and off for
each channel. Small slide switches in the

Sherbourn amplifier. From the outside, a
two -channel 2/600 amp looks exactly the
same as a five -channel 5/1500. Each has a
hefty power button on the left side of its
front panel and five blue LEDs across the
center. On the back are five high -quality,
gold-plated RCA jacks and five pairs of
gold-plated, multiway binding posts, even
though not all are functional except in the
5/1500. As befits the power rating of each
amp module (200 watts into 8 ohms, 300
into 4), the heavy-duty binding posts have
oversized wire holes that can accommodate
speaker cables as fat as 14 -gauge. The posts
are mounted on standard 3/4 -inch centers,
so you can use dual or single banana plugs.
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channel -2 and channel -4 chassis areas en-

able you to bridge channels 1 and 2 and,
separately, channels 4 and 5; the amp is
then rated to produce a total of 800 watts
into 8 ohms or 1,200 watts into 4 ohms
(not counting the fifth, unbridged, channel). In addition to the gold-plated RCA
jacks for each channel, there's a multipin

DB-25 input connector on the back so
that you can use a single cable for all
hookups to preamp/processors having
similar connections. (Sherbourn doesn't
supply a cable.)
The 16 -gauge, three -wire AC cord plugs

into the usual IEC connector on the back.

Tilt Certified

001

10 -bit Video Digital to Analog Converter

002
003
004

Twin 96KHz, 24 -bit Digital to Analog Converters
Component Video Outputs
005
Component Frame Digital Noise Reduction
006
Twin Transformers
007
DTS Compatible Digital Output
008
ISO Chamber Construction
009
TIC Timing Adjustment
010
Legato Link" Conversion S

Parallel Video Output

011

Improved DVD Video Board

012

FANATICALLY OVERENGINEERED. Do ENOUGH TESTING AND REFINING, AND YOU GET A BETTER PRODUCT. AT LEAST THAT'S HOW IT WORKED
WITH THIS DVD PLAYER. BETTER CLARITY, CLEANER SOUND, UNMATCHED IMAGE DUALITY-BETTER EVERYTHING. COPPER WALLS ISOLATE ANALOG
AUDIO, DIGITAL AUDIO, DIGITAL VIDEO AND POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS. PLUS THE BOTTOM PLATE IS FOUR TIMES THICKER THAN IN CONVENTIONAL
COMPONENTS, SO ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE IS PRETTY MUCH ELIMINATED. AND IMAGES ARE VIRTUALLY NOISE -FREE WITH OUR EXCLUSIVE

COMPONENT FRAME DIGITAL NOISE REDUCTION-IT COMPARES TWO SUBSEQUENT FRAMES, DISTINGUISHES DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO AND
THEN MAKES THEM MATCH. THOMAS J. NORTON, OF STEREOPHILE GUIDE TO HOME THEATER, SAYS,"SIMPLY PUT, I HAVE NOT SEEN BETTER PICTURE
DUALITY FROM ANY DVD PLAYER, REGARDLESS OF COST." WE SET OUT TO RAISE THE STANDARD WITH THE DV -09. APPARENTLY, WE SUCCEEDED.
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Four bumpers on the rear protect the
wiring should you want to rest the potentially heavy chassis on its butt. (The five -

twenty 2 -inch fins. As the heat -radiating area is about 500 square inches

channel version weighs 65 pounds.) It

reason to use a noisy cooling fan de-

might be a good idea, however, to first remove the line cord.
A circuit in the 5/1500 monitors all five

spite the muscular output power

channels' inputs, turning all the modules

operation of each amplifier and

on simultaneously when any one of them is
fed a signal and putting them back to sleep

turns the affected channel off in a

when all channels have been idle for a

power -supply fuses that are mount-

while. A low -voltage trigger input on the

ed on the transformer modules

back panel overrides the signal -sensing cir-

should rarely blow. The Sherbourn

cuit and turns the amplifier on when it is

amp will fit into a standard rack

fed an AC or DC signal of 3 to 30 volts; this
can be quite useful in custom installations.

and is four standard rack -units high
(7 inches without feet). If you wish

SHERBOURN'S
FIVE -CHANNEL AMP,
THE BETTER IT SOUNDED.

Curiously, the front panel's blue LEDs
glow brightly when the amplifier is quiescent but dim rather than brighten as soon

Protection circuitry monitors the

Measurements

I made the bench tests while
maintaining a standard 120 -volt AC

power supply and used 8- and 4 ohm loads. I focused my attention
on channels 1 and 2 and operated
them in stereo as well as bridged to

Depending on the test frequency
and the load, soft clipping reduced
the amp's maximum output power
by 0.5 to 1.5 dB. That's really not

Each channel has its own heat sink, about
8 inches long and 6 inches high, sprouting
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Fig. 1--THD + N vs. output

B

in stereo mode for 8 -ohm
loads, soft clipping off (A)
and on (B).
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switched off.

put current of 30 amperes per channel.

11111111..f1111Í

OUTPUT - WATTS

of total harmonic distortion plus

or listeners in a (presumably) darkened
room. I'm told that the LEDs blink if the
amplifier is driven into clipping, but that

amplifier's complementary -symmetry output stage and are said to provide a peak out-

..-'^S--:::9i==
ouua

0.2

mono. Except for the measurements

piercing blue light from distracting viewers

individually.
Eight bipolar transistors are used in each

0.001

20Hz

OUTPUT - WATTS

soft clipping, all testing was done
with the soft -clipping circuit

a toroidal power transformer, fuse blocks,
and power connectors. Each of these sections can be removed, serviced, or replaced

01
11111

0.2

reasonably strong signals. According to
Sherbourn, this is to prevent the LEDs'

the audio amplifier and power -supply rectifiers and filters (two 10,000-microfarad capacitors) and a second section that contains

0111111=-:::111
11111=11111aa111-'"rma

001

mounting ears.

noise (THD + N) versus power output, which I made with and without

a main printed -circuit board that carries

wei.-ii'11ii=-=-_,=_E

flash if a problem arises, so the

as any channel receives a signal. The LEDs
extinguish totally when the amp is handling

didn't happen with my sample.
With the exception of the chassis, the signal -sensing board, and the AC power cord,
each channel is totally independent. Each
monoblock module is built in two sections:

0I

that the 5/1500 can deliver.

to rack -mount it, there are four
screws to accommodate optional
THE LOUDER I PLAYED

===i::..====ii=--i==___ -=ar
--......---11111111.---1111iEi
1
=111~=01~111111 ~111c i=

per channel, Sherbourn finds no

A

much of a sacrifice in maximum
power output in order to reduce
hard clipping at the onset of overload. This isn't to say that clipping
distortion is eliminated by the soft clipping circuit, just that the clipped
waveform is more rounded ("soft")
than flat-topped, which suggests a
lower level of high -order harmon-

ics. (High -order harmonics are
thought to be audibly more annoy-

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.2

Fig. 2--THD + N vs. output
in stereo mode for 4 -ohm
loads, soft clipping off (A)
and on (B).

ing than low -order harmonics.)
You can see the effect of soft clipping if
you compare Fig. IA with 1B, Fig. 2A with
2B, and Fig. 3A with 3B. Each graph shows
THD + N versus power output (in watts) at
three frequencies and under different operating conditions. Figure 1 shows the curves
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taken with 8 -ohm loads and normal (un bridged) operation. Figure 2 reveals the output into 4 -ohm loads for normal operation,
while the curves in Fig. 3 were taken with the
Sherbourn's channels bridged and driving 8 ohm loads.
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ation into an 8 -ohm load. The
Sherbourn 5/1500 easily met its
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Fig. 3-THD + N vs. output
in bridged mode for 8 -ohm
loads, soft clipping off (A)
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0.03% distortion specification (see

"Measured Data") at rated power
with unbridged operation into either 8- or 4 -ohm loads. The company did not provide a distortion
specification for bridged operation, so I ran the curves in Fig. 6 at
output levels of 10, 100, 400, and
600 watts to cover all bets. It's ap-

and on (B).

001

driving 8- and 4 -ohm loads,
respectively; the curves in Fig. 6
show THD + N for bridged oper-

02

0.1

bourn amp kudos in this respect.
For Figs. 4 and 5, I tested THD +
N versus frequency at output levels
of 10 watts, 100 watts, and at full
rated power with soft clipping off.
These curves were taken with the
channels operating separately and

111111111111!MIII1111
Ci: i úCiii:miCC uu..

0.001

tion until you demand close -to maximum output power from the
amp. I think that's as it should be,
so I give the design of the Sher -

1

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
frequency in stereo mode
for 8 -ohm loads.

In each pair of graphs, the "A" set of
curves was run with soft clipping off and
the "B" set with it switched on. Note that
different output scales are used for Figs. 1,
2, and 3. (There is no difference between
the scales for the A and B figures of any of
the sets.) I adjusted the scale from graph to
graph so as to use the most sensitive horizontal scale for each connection and load
condition. That makes it easier for you to
see the difference between using soft clipping and not using it for various load and
operating conditions.
Some general conclusions can be drawn.
The 5/1500's soft -clipping circuit sacrifices
more output capability in the deep bass (20

Hz) than at higher frequencies, but it has
relatively little deleterious effect on distor-

frequency approaches 20 kHz (as seen in

Figs. 4, 5, and 6). Distortion measured
0.0352% with unbridged operation at 10
watts into 8 ohms and rose to 0.0515% at

10 watts into 4 ohms (see "Measured
Data"). It approached 0.1% at 20 kHz at 10
watts with bridged operation. At the 1 -watt
level, the distortion, expressed as a percentage, could theoretically increase by a factor
of as much as three over these 10 -watt readings, although my tests indicated that it rose
by a factor of two or less.
With normal, unbridged, operation into

8 -ohm loads, dynamic and continuous
output power at clipping were virtually the
same. This suggests that the output power
into 8 ohms is limited by the voltage of the
power supply rather than by its current capacity. With normal operation into 4 ohms

and with bridged operation into 8 ohms,
there was a bit more dynamic power available than continuous power, but the differ-

ence was still relatively small (0.5 to 0.7

parent that in bridged operation

.~= r,_ aMI I ._-

the Sherbourn 5/1500 can deliver

600 watts into 8 ohms with less

-- Ó_-

a

than 0.0235% distortion at any fre-

quency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
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That's a lot of bang.

Prior to the onset of clipping,
crossover distortion is the predom-

inant type, which is rather problematic. Although the underlying

cause of crossover distortion is
quite different from what provokes
clipping distortion, both types generate the same sort of high -order harmon-

ics that Sherbourn tries to avoid with its

THE SHERBOURN 5/1500
IS VALUE -PACKED,

WITH LOTS OF WATTS
FOR THE BUCK

AND GREAT FLEXIBILITY.

soft -clipping circuit. As I mentioned previ-

ously, high -order harmonics tend to be

dB), which implies a pretty "stiff" power

more annoying than low -order harmonics;
therefore, you try to avoid generating them
as much as possible. Actually, crossover distortion is usually regarded as more offen-

supply.

sive than hard clipping because clipping
distortion doesn't occur until an amplifier
is overdriven, whereas crossover distortion
exists at all signal levels and, as a percentage, is greater at low output levels than at
high levels.

Fortunately, the absolute level of distortion in the 5/1500 is fairly low over much of
the frequency range, but the crossover distortion becomes increasingly severe as the
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Because the supply is stiff but not regulated, maximum output power will depend
on the voltage of your AC power line. This
is not at all unusual, and I point it out because, with all channels delivering maximum power, the 5/1500 draws considerable

current from the power line. Under this
condition, the line voltage at the wall outlet
in most homes will likely be well below the
120 volts I used on the test bench. This will
limit the total amount of power you can get

out of the amplifier (as it would with any
other high -power amp).
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HEARD HIGHLY REGARDED

52,000 2 -WAY 6-INCHERS THAT
COULD A'DT KEEP UP...
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THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH PERFORMANCE SOUND

Who wouldn't want a satellite dish?
And now, Primestar® is only $49 installed,
with $100 in free progr
Christmas morning this year could be the most entertaining ever for Dad
and the whole family. You can have PRIMESTAR installed for $49, after
rebate.* And as a holiday bonus, get a $100 -value programming coupon
book, including one FREE month of the PRIMEVaIue® package.** With no

dish or receiver to buy, one monthly payment covers programming and

equipment. Programming packages start at just $22.99 per month.

$149 Reg. SRP

-$100 Rebate
$49 After Rebate!*
*Good at participating RadioShack stores and dealers. Void in CT. Price is for installation only. Assumes installation price of $149 and
use of $100 rebate coupon for PRIMESTAR installation. Equipment lease fees or purchase extra. Monthly programming extra.
Allow 6 to 8 weeks after submitting rebate coupon for credit to be applied to your account.**Coupon for one free month of PRIMEVaIue
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se'ved by local network affiliates. PRIMESTAR and PRIMEVaIue are registered service marks of PRIMESTAR Partners L.P.

Service not available outside continental U.S.

RadioShack®
You've got questions.
We've got answers®

MEASURED DATA
Output Power at Clipping (1% THD at

1 kHz): 8 -ohm loads, 230 watts/
channel (23.6 dBW); 4 -ohm loads,

365 watts/channel (25.6 dBW);
bridged mode, 8 -ohm load, 735 watts
(28.7 dBW).

Figure 7 shows the amp's noise
spectra for normal and bridged operation. In all of the curves, there's
a fair amount of power -line -related hum at 60 Hz and its odd har-
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monics (180, 300, and 420 Hz);
however, there's relatively little
hum at the even harmonics (120
Hz, 240 Hz, etc.). The paucity of
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components at the even harmonics

Fig. 5-THD + N vs.

suggests excellent power -supply fil-

240 watts/channel (23.8 dBW);
4 -ohm loads, 425 watts/channel
(26.3 dBW); 2 -ohm loads, 660

tering, but the odd -harmonic con-

frequency in stereo mode
for 4 -ohm loads.

dBW).

Dynamic Headroom re Rated Output:
8 -ohm loads, +0.8 dB; 4 -ohm loads,
+1.5 dB.

THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm
loads, less than 0.0205% at rated
output and less than 0.0352% at 10

tent indicates a fair amount of
magnetic leakage from the power
transformers, even though they are

bridged operation is about 8 dB
higher than when the amp chan-
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Fig. 6-THD + N

frequency in bridged mode
for 8 -ohm load.
- 80

bH_

bourn 5/1500 amp's frequency response for normal and bridged op-

NORMAL MODE - CHANNEL 1

- CHANNEL 2

eration. As usual, these curves
-140

were run at 1 -watt output into an
vertical scale that I used to reveal
the response difference in the two
modes of operation. Often there's

Fig. 7 -Noise analysis vs.

frequency.

less than 0.1 -dB difference in 20 -

Q J
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J
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kHz: Greater than 81.2 dB.
Channel Balance: ±0.02 dB.

20 Hz in bridged mode is down

IOOk

10k

FREQUENCY - Hz

0

kHz response when bridging two
channels of this amp. Most of the
difference comes at the low -frequency end, where the response at

1

100

20

8 -ohm load. Note the sensitive

W v

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10

4

MODE

-100

mo

bridged mode, but that's not true
of the Sherbourn 5/1500. There's

bridged mode, 36.7 dB.
A -Weighted Noise: Stereo mode, -91.7
dBW; bridged mode, -83.6 dBW.
Input Impedance: 16.3 kilohms.

vs.

ject if it were better.

a substantial treble rolloff in

Sensitivity: Stereo mode, 83.9 mV for
0-dBW (1 -watt) output and 1.185 V
for rated output; bridged mode, 41.3
mV for 0-dBW output.
Voltage Gain: Stereo mode, 30.6 dB;

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Hz to 20 kHz, +0, -0.26 dB (-3 dB

74.3 kHz).

1

loo

20

below 10 Hz and at 87.2 kHz);
bridged mode, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0,
-0.51 dB (-3 dB below 10 Hz and at

100 WATTS

1111

0.01

+

operation; the other 2 dB are up for

Figure 8 compares the Sher -

.:.

600 WATTS Mra

the higher sensitivity in bridged

reasonably low for so powerful an
amplifier; nevertheless, I'd not ob-

ohms at 10 kHz, and 144 milliohms at
20 kHz.
Frequency Response: Stereo mode, 20

1

nels operate individually (see also
"Measured Data"). Six decibels of
the difference can be explained by

grabs. Overall, the noise level is

kHz, 134 milliohms at 5 kHz, 143 milli -

_-- ' -=---0

~=::::::~1~~::::::
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at rated output and less than 0.0515%

less than 0.0903% at 10 watts.
Damping Factor re 8 -Ohm Loads: 64.
Output Impedance: 128 milliohms at 1

01

toroidal.
As Fig. 7 indicates, the noise in

watts; 4 -ohm loads, less than 0.0262%

at 10 watts; bridged mode, 8 -ohm
load, less than 0.026% at 400 watts,
less than 0.0235% at 600 watts, and

10k 20k

1k

Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm loads,

watts/channel (28.2 dBW); bridged
mode, 8 -ohm load, 830 watts (29.2
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Fig. 8 -Frequency

response.
0.51 dB but only half that much in
normal operation.
Channel separation was excellent, one of
Input/output phase shift was +12.1° at 20
the strong suits of monoblock designs. ChanHz and -15.4° at 20 kHz for unbridged operation, while in bridged mode, it was nel gains were very well balanced, which is
nice to see. Input impedance was lower than
+18.7° at 20 Hz and -19.4° at 20 kHz. Typically, you expect to find more phase shift specified but higher than is the case with
when two channels are bridged than when many power amplifiers, so it's fine with me.
One of the Sherbourn 5/1500's best charthey aren't, so I don't think these results are
acteristics is its remarkably uniform output
any cause for concern.
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impedance. I'm not sure I've ever seen an
output impedance characteristic quite this
flat: 125 milliohms at 50 Hz (where damping factor is measured), rising to less than

smooth frequency response from hard -to drive loudspeakers.
I didn't hear any audible effects from the
soft -clipping circuit, which is as it should
be. Even when it's on, soft clipping should

145 milliohms at 20 kHz! Now, that doesn't

translate to the world's highest damping
factor-it's only 64-but it doesn't concern
me one whit. A damping factor of 64 is high

enough for all practical purposes. What is
important is that the output impedance be
uniform so it doesn't change overall frequency response if you use speakers that
have crazy impedance curves of their own.
This is one amplifier that meets that criterion in spades!

YOU CAN UPGRADE
THE SHERBOURN FROM

TWO TO FIVE CHANNELS

Use and Listening Tests
I prefer to tread lightly rather than heavily with a preproduction sample of a brandnew amplifier from a brand-new company.

And the Sherbourn 5/1500 is an amplifier
with a lot of potential. My major beef with

it (in its present incarnation) is that it
sounded a bit confused in the high end,
which became fatiguing after a while. I noticed this more in my music -listening room
than in my home theater, but I listen more

2x 100 w/ch. into 8S2
full function remote
100% symetrical
circuitry

BY ADDING
AMPLIFIER MODULES.

do nothing until you're about to clip the
amp, and that's not likely to happen often
when you have this much power per channel at your command. But I don't think I
got close to clipping the 5/1500 in the listening room. This amp has lots of drive capability, and the louder I played it, the better it sounded.

Whether or not you ever use the soft clipping circuit or bridge the amplifier, hav-

ing these features available is better than
not having them. And that underscores the
real strengths of this component and the

essence of this review: The Sherbourn
5/1500 is a value -packed amplifier! Lots of

carefully to music than I do to videos, so
I'm not surprised at that. Frankly, I think a
slight adjustment in operating bias might
do a world of good for this amp and let it
capitalize on its strengths-for example, its
marvelously uniform output impedance,

watts for the buck, great flexibility, easy
upgradability, what seem to be top-quality

which bodes extremely well for getting

Technologies.

parts (I love the input RCAs and the heavyduty output posts), and a five-year warran-

ty. In any of its guises, the 5/1500 is a
promising launch vehicle for Sherbourn
A

tegn-nted amplifier C.91' -ó'U

preamp output
high current capability
modular construction
digital volume readout
balanced input
solid aluminum machined
°
remote control

441w

Ear Perfect match for the CAP -80:

dual 20 bit PCM 1702 DAC's

HDCD filter
single -ended and balanced outputs

75í2 SP/DIF digital out
solid aluminum machined remote control

Classé

5070 Francois-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T
Tel.: (514) 636-6384 Fax: (514) 636-1428 www.classeaudio.com

CD player CDP3

"Not for
those shy
The all new '
from Ener
is a radical
design, whe
meets hi-tec

:XL" Series"
oudspeakers

bout wanting
n extraordinary
and
xt erience.

parture in speaker
high -fashion

The "e:XL" Series" uses

all new tweeter, woofer,
baffle and cabinet
construction technologies
to vastly improve
dispersion and combat
distortion.

John Tchilinguirian
Energy Chief Engineer

Naturally, for home theater
lovers, this powerful,
magnetically shielded line
also features matching center
and rear speakers making the
assembly of completely timbre
matched "e:XL"" home theater
systems, a snap.

Never before has this level of
high performance sound

looked so good - at such
an attractive price!

ENTIZG>.
LOUDSPEAKERS

MUSICAL TRUTH*M

Listen to the full line of "E:XL Series

spe

ors at your nearest Energy° retailer!

3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5 Tel. (416) 321-1800 Fax (416) 321-1500

www.energy-speakers.com

9B ST

Bryston's 9B ST delivers extraordinary quality to your entire home theatre surround sound experience.

Feel the emotions: be shocked, be happy, feel sad, scared out of your wits, surprised, be moved,
be excited, feel like you want to cry with joy. The Bryston 9B ST amplifier will awaken all of your emo-

tions in a simple elegant package designed to provide 5 channels of uncompromised sound quality.
Tel 1-800-632-8217

Fax 705-742-0882

www.bryston.ca

In Japanese, I'm told, "Onkyo" means
"sound" or "acoustics." If so, the company was well named, for it boasts a

EDWARD J. FOSTER

long and reputable history in sound reproduction. It was also among the first
audio companies to embrace the audio

ONKYO DV -S501
DVD PLAYER

aspects of home theater, and the DV -S501 is

Onkyo's latest foray into its video aspects.
Onkyo bills the S501 as an "audiophile class DVD/CD player"-perhaps because it
has a separate power supply for its analog
sections, perhaps because it does not pro-

vide internal 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital
(AC -3) decoding. (I don't understand why

any manufacturer includes 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital decoding in DVD players
when it logically belongs downstream in an
A/V receiver, integrated amplifier, or preamp/processor.) The player's analog audio
output is strictly two -channel: stereo when
playing music CDs, Dolby Surround matrix
when playing Dolby Digital surround video
DVDs. I was pleased to see the analog signals available from a headphone jack with
level control. I was also pleased to see both
Toslink optical and coaxial digital outputs,
so the 5501 should be compatible with any
Dolby Digital decoder.
The Onkyo DV -S501 provides video in
the three primary consumer formats: composite video, S -video, and component (color -difference) video. The component -video
jacks are gold-plated, but the others are not.
Oh, yes, there's a pair of mini -jacks in back
for control links to Onkyo's Remote Inter-

active A/V receivers and, possibly, other
Onkyo components.
Although the DV-S501's rear panel is

directional skip, pause, stop, play, and

controls, though buttons handle the "Cine-

many of which require the remote for al-

open/close), all arrayed to the right of the
disc drawer. But it also carries buttons for
navigating on -screen menus, a jog/shuttle

most every operation. The S501 can be op-

dial ("Cinema Scan"),

ma Scan" functions. You can fast -scan
DVDs at two, eight, or 30 times normal
speed-forward or backward-by tapping
the remote's "FF" or

erated quite well from the front panel,

and even a button to
dim or extinguish the

I WAS PARTICULARLY

display. When the

IMPRESSED

pretty conventional, its front sports far
more controls than most DVD players,

thank you very much, which could prove to
be a lifesaver if you're as prone to mislaying

remotes as I am. Of course, that panel
carries the usual transport controls (biDimensions: 171 in. W x 43/1 in. H x 12
in. D (43.5 cm x 12.1 cm x 30.6 cm).
Weight: 9.9 lbs. (4.5 kg).
Price: $599.95.

Company Address: 200 Williams Dr.,
Ramsey, N.J. 07446; 201/825-7950;
www.onkyo.co.jp.

S501

is

in

pause

mode, the "Cinema
Scan" dial enables
you to move backward

or

BY THE CLEANLINESS

OF THE DV -5501'S
VIDEO OUTPUT.

forward,

frame by frame; in
play mode, the shuttle ring controls speed
and direction.
As well endowed as the DV-S501's front
panel is, the 45 -button remote is even more
so. It replicates all front -panel transport
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"FR" key multiple
times. (These keys also

work with CDs, albeit

only at two or eight
times normal speed.)
To play DVDs at 1/2,
1/21, or '/,6 of normal

speed, you use the
"Slow" key-but for
forward play only, not reverse. And for
frame -by -frame advance on DVDs, you
press "Pause/Step" multiple times. The remote's "Title" and "Search" buttons facilitate finding specific portions of a disc; you

Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Fall 1997

"When Velodyne announces a new subwoofer, the earth trembles-literally.'

"The Velodyne subwoofer is one of those rare components I cal
recommend to almost anyone ... I rank the quality, if not the
magnitude, of this small California company's achievement up
there with Dolby noise reduction and the compact disc."
Audio, November 1987

Low Bass.
High Regard.

In subwoofers, only a single
company has been recognized

as producing the best

subwoofers in the world.
Consistently. Year after year.

That company is Velodyne.

Now, with the introduction of
our new Classic Theater series

subwoofers, we've brought
our legendary performance to

use the 10 -digit keypad to find chapters and

but some test results are reminis-

tracks by number or by time. Titles, chap-

cent of those I used to get from CD
players years ago. For example, note
the filter ripple and the rising high

ters, and tracks can be programmed in
whatever order you prefer or set for repeat
play, as can any program segments you designate ("A -B" repeat). There's also a "Ran-

end (+0.27 dB at 20 kHz) in the
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dom" button if you like your video eggs

not to mention a channel imbal-

scrambled.

ance of almost 0.25 dB.

Fig. 1-Frequency

In addition to the usual controls for selecting DVD soundtrack and subtitle language, turning subtitling on or off, and se-

The DV-S501's curve of total
harmonic distortion plus noise

response.

lecting camera angle, the remote has a

A NOVEL "ZOOM" BUTTON
ENLARGES

A SELECTABLE PORTION

OF THE IMAGE

BY A FACTOR OF 4.
rather novel control: "Zoom," which magnifies a portion of the picture to four times

its original area. You can use "Zoom" in
normal or slow-motion play, and you can

(THD + N) versus frequency (Fig.
2) also reminds me of yesteryear's
converters. Although THD + N is
exceedingly low at 1 kHz (hardly
more than 0.005%) and reasonably

good from 20 Hz to 2 kHz (less
than 0.03%), it rises to 0.056% at
10 kHz and, because of "beats"
with the sampling frequency, peaks
above 0.2% at 18 kHz. (The curve is
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Fig. 2--THD + N vs.

apart.)

frequency.

Thanks to the DV-S501's extremely low midband distortion,
-85

change the area you want to magnify by using directional arrows. (These arrows also
are used to navigate through menus.)

-87

impressive (Fig. 3). Maximum dis-

- 89

The remote's buttons aren't backlit and

0.0052%, occurs at 0 dBFS and
drops rapidly below that point.

tortion, corresponding to just

garish; I think it's easier to use than the typical unilluminated remote that lacks tactile

dithered signals and to -80 dBFS

ance with a CBS CD -1 test disc and its
video performance with Lucasfilm THX

i
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Error is essentially nonexistent

from 0 to -70 dBFS with un -

Measurements
I assessed the DV-S501's audio perform-

91

Linearity also is quite good (Fig. 4):

tion groups. Some might find the remote

DVDs and audio CDs but cannot play other
optical disc formats, such as Video CD.

10k 20k

Ik

100

for both channels, as their performance was too similar to tell

el, which are taken at 1 kHz, are

differentiation. Unlike many other DVD
remotes, this one controls only the player
itself; it is neither programmable nor preprogrammed for other components.
The DV -S501 can play 3- and 5 -inch
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the curves for THD + N versus lev-

are all the same size, but their labels are in a
legible typeface that stands out well against
the background colors differentiating func-
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S50 l's frequency response (Fig. 1),
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Fig. 3--THD + N vs. level.

with dithered data. Worst -case error is 1 dB at -90 dBFS with un -

dithered signals, 0.5 dB at -100
dBFS with dithered. This player
also fared well in the fade -to -noise
test of linearity error (Fig. 5).
The DV-S501's analog stages are
excellent. They are virtually noise free, as you can see from the third octave spectrum analysis of digital

silence (Fig. 6). In fact, the noise
floor proved to be so low that I extended the vertical scale down to
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Fig. 4-Linearity error.

-160 dBFS to accommodate the curve.

in background noise above 30 kHz suggests

a modest degree of noise shaping. Using the
same -60 dBFS signal, I determined that the

And in this case, it's also fortuitous, because

There's a trace of power -supply ripple at
120 Hz, but, at approximately -135 dBFS,
it's utterly negligible. These results are reflected in exceptionally good signal-to-

the player's digital -to -analog converters
aren't quite as good as I expected from an
Onkyo product. They're not flat-out awful,

noise ratios (see "Measured Data"). The top
curve in Fig. 6, an analysis of a -60 dBFS,
1 -kHz signal, has some 60 -Hz hum; a rise

and Sony test DVDs. There was no point in
using the Dolby Labs test DVD, because the

S501 does not perform Dolby Digital 5.1
decoding. As I mentioned, that's sensible.
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S501's dynamic range was good, if not
earthshaking.
There's certainly room for improvement

in the Onkyo's quantization noise (-72.3
dBFS), which characterizes the perform-

wide variety of headphones and
should deliver maximum output to

+8

'phones that have relatively low
impedance (as most consumer

+4
o

MEASURED DATA
PCM AUDIO

models do).
Although the Onkyo DV-S501's

Line Output Level: 1.91 V at 0 dBFS.

Headphone Output Level: Maximum
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video performance was not quite
so perfect as that of some other
DVD players I've tested recently,
the discrepancies were minor and,
for the most part, not discernible
on the TV screen. On the whole,
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the levels of video signals generat-
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burst level, sync pulse level, and

ohms.
Channel Balance: ±0.12 dB.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.27,-0.09 dB.
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white level-were a trifle high;

THD + N at 0 dBFS, 20 Hz to 20 kHz:
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Fig. 5-Fade-to-noise test.
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The DV-S501's output level was a bit
lower than usual but no cause for concern.
Output impedance was reasonably low. The
test results for headphone output level and
impedance suggest that the

player should provide
adequate listening
volume with a

mW into 600 ohms and 80 mW into
50 ohms.

Headphone Output Impedance: 112

THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -85.7 dBFS

Most of the other video test re-

from 0 to -90 dBFS and below -92

sults were fine. Gray -scale accuracy
was within 1 IRE, which is as close

dBFS from -30 to -90 dBFS.
Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
recording, 1 dB from 0 to -90 dBFS;
dithered recording, 0.48 dB from 0 to

as I can measure. There was no
overshoot on any of the window
patterns, suggesting excellent tran-

sient response that should assure
- 95
clean vertical edges-if your moni- 100
RIGHT TO LEFT
tor can reproduce them. Chroma
-105
level and chroma phase accuracy,
LEFT TO RIGHT
-110
which relate to color saturation
20
loo
Ik
10k 20k
and hue, were within the limits of
FREQUENCY - Hz
experimental error; one can't ask
Fig. 7-Crosstalk.
for more. On the other hand, there
was measurable chroma differenance of a DAC when exercised over the full tial gain and phase (shifts in color satura16 -bit range. Yet channel separation (Fig. tion and tint with changes in scene bright7), which reflects the performance of the ness); the errors were rather modest, but
analog electronics rather than the digital, is I've found most DVD players perfect in
very impressive.

voltage, 3.84 V; maximum power, 17.1

black -level accuracy was a bit further off.

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 6-Noise spectra.

Line Output Impedance: 440 ohms.

these respects.

There was no measurable chroma-luma
time displacement, so "painting the colors"
(adding in the picture's color information)
should not smear the DV-S50l's excellent
basic resolution. Luminance -channel response, which determines horizontal resolution, was rather unusual in having a small
dip, a few tenths of a decibel, from 1.5 to 3

MHz. The level did return to 0 dB at the
color -burst frequency, remained flat at 4.2
MHz, and was down less than 1.7 dB at

5.5 MHz (the limit of the response
sweep). That's really outstanding video
response.

Less than 0.212%.

-100 dBFS.

S/N: A -weighted, 128.1 dB; CCIRweighted, 119.1 dB.
Quantization Noise: -72.3 dBFS.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 92.9 dB;
A -weighted, 96 dB; CCIR-weighted,
86.7 dB.

Channel Separation, 125 Hz to 16 kHz:
Greater than 87.7 dB.

VIDEO
Luminance Frequency Response: +0,
-0.3 dB to 4.2 MHz; -1.7 dB at 5.5
MHz.
White (Luminance) Level: 104 IRE.
Black -Level Accuracy: 0.6 IRE high.
Gray -Scale Linearity: Within 1 IRE.

Chrominance Frequency Response:
Less than 10.2 dB down at 2.75 MHz.
Chroma Level Accuracy: 98% to 100%,
depending on color.

Chroma Phase Accuracy: Within 1°,
depending on color.
Chroma Differential Gain: Within 8%
(0.7 dB).

Chroma Differential Phase: Within 5°.
Chroma-Luma Time Displacement: No
measurable error using THX disc.
Overshoot: 0 IRE.

Chroma Burst Level: 42 IRE, peak to
Use and Listening Tests
My experience with the Onkyo DV -5501
in my home theater bore out my lab results
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peak (0.4 dB high).
Sync Pulse Level: 42 IRE (0.4 dB high).

If you think it looks different,
wait until you hear it.
The Bose Acoustic Wave music
system. A sound difference.
Touch a single button on this acclaimed,
all -in -one music system-a system no
bigger than a briefcase. You'll hear
"big, bold sound" that places it "at the
forefront of compact music systems,"
according to the Chicago Tribune.
In fact, the sound is so rich and
lifelike that people even compare it to
much larger, more expensive component systems. No matter what kind of
music you enjoy, the Acoustic Wave®
music system brings it alive the way it
was meant to be heard.
All of which is quite remarkable
when you consider this simple, onepiece stereo system measures just

10.5"H x 18"W x 6.5"D. It fits just
about anywhere, whether at home or
in the office.

Different inside, too.
The key to this sound is our patented
acoustic waveguide speaker technology

more about the system and to find

inside. No other stereo of any size has
it. Just as a flute strengthens a breath of
air to fill an entire concert hall, the
waveguide produces room -filling sound

out about our 30 -day in -home trial
and satisfaction guarantee. Order by
December 31, 1998, and receive free
shipping, a $29 value. And hear just how
different a stereo this small can sound.

from a small enclosure. It's

Folded inside, our
patented seven -foot

acoustic waveguide
enriches sound.

a revolutionary concept
that won its team of Bose
engineers the prestigious
"Inventor of the Year"
award in the USA.

For FREE shipping,

order by
December 31, 1998.

Easy -to -use features.

To receive your free information kit, call

The system is technologically advanced,
yet remarkably easy to use. The CD
player, AM/FM radio, and three speakers
are all built in, so you'll have no wires
or external speakers to hook up. Simply
plug it in and press "Play." There's even
a handy credit card -sized remote.

1-800-897-BOSE, ext. G3744.
for information on all our products:

www.bose.com/g3744
.,

Nome
Address

The Acoustic Wave® music system is
available directly from Bose, the most
respected name in sound. Call today,
1-800-897-BOSE, ext. G3744, to learn

Zip

State

City
l

Satisfaction guaranteed.

(Please Print)

)

Daytime Telephone

1

)

Evening Telephone

Or mail to: Bose® Corporation, Dept. CDD-G3744,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

HOST
Better sound through research .

©1998 Bose Corporation. Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. Free shipping offer is not to be combined with any other offers or applied to previous purchases. Quote Rich Warren, Chicago Tribune, 9/96.

to a fare -thee -well. Dolby Digital tracks
sounded superb, but that was because of
the decoder I used, Enlightened Audio Designs' TheaterMaster Ovation (which I re-

ting hung up on "P" or "B" frames that
don't contain enough information to create
a stable picture on their own. However, as
I've stated in the past, the DVD format does
not allow smooth slow motion or smooth
scanning; DVD supports only frame -byframe motion, at an accelerated or a retard-

viewed in last month's issue). I'm sure
every serious audio/videophile will use an

external Dolby Digital decoder with the
S501 rather than listen to the Dolby Surround mix from the player's analog out-

THE ONKYO DV -5501'S
ANALOG STAGES

puts. Therefore, I see no point in discussing
the Onkyo's sound any further.
Its video performance is, however, worth
discussing. It was excellent except for the
chroma differential gain and phase errors,
which were noticeable only in yellows and

ARE EXCELLENT, ITS S/N

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW.

ed rate. But at least the picture doesn't
"tear" when you use these special effects, as
it does with videotape!

I'm somewhat in a quandary as to what
overall rating the Onkyo DV -S501 deserves.

The test results are not as impressive as
those from a number of other DVD players

greens on test patterns and not on regular
DVDs. I was particularly impressed with

Wilcox test -pattern wedge (corresponding
to a video frequency of 5.5 MHz) was clearly resolved, as was the 5.75 -MHz grid on
the same pattern. I have little doubt that the

the cleanliness of the luminance and
chrominance information. Snow (luminance noise) and color shifts and blotches
(chroma amplitude and phase noise) were

DV -S501 can deliver far more than 460
lines (the visual equivalent of a 5.75 -MHz
video signal); you'll just need good pro-

hard to discern, even on test signals.
Whether this was due to the DV-S501's 10bit video DACs or not is moot; the results
are what count, and they were superb.

gram material and a good monitor to see it.
The controls worked well and logically.
Slow-motion, freeze-frame, and high-speed
operation were perfect. The DV -S501 found
fully encoded "I" frames reliably, never get-

Horizontal resolution was also impressive. The narrowest portion of the Snell &

I've tested, but in many applications, the
poorer numbers don't count. Who cares if
the 5501 doesn't have the most exotic audio
D/A converters if you use a downstream de-

coder and aren't using those DACs at all?

And except for the chroma differential
gain/phase error (which I didn't notice
when watching commercial DVDs), the pictures this player delivers are really very satisfactory. On the positive side, this is a player

that can be operated from its front panel
and whose remote, though not illuminated,
is easy to use. Check it out for yourself.

IF MUSIC IS SO IMPORTANT TO YOU,
THEN WHAT ARE THOSE PATHETIC THINGS
ATTACHED TO YOUR COMPUTER?
Chances are, you spend more time in front of your computer than
your stereo system. You shouldn't have to settle for computer
speakers that can't reproduce good, honest sound.
ORDER TODAY
Introducing the Media Lab' ML -I. It's designed by
Parasound, well-known for critically acclaimed high
end audio and home theater components. Media Lab
plus 011,1, drl 1,.,,,..111,,,
sells directly to consumers, which is one of the many
www.medialab-hifi.com
reasons you won't find another desktop speaker with
better sound for the money. But what you will find are
I -877 -63 -MEDIA
the same designs used in the finest audio components,
including discrete output transistors in both the main and
subwoofer power amplifiers for sweeter treble and deeper bass.
With its unique active servo circuit and direct -radiating construction,
our subwoofer gives you far more bass and less distortion than the
"one -note" bandpass designs used by other manufacturers.
The Media Lab ML- I comes with a 30 -day, money -back guarantee.

To order, or for more information, call our toll -free number or visit
our website at www.medialab-hifi.com.

..

Media Lab

. . . . . .

I`' -da Lab' Is regs,emd trademark of Parasound Products,

Inc.
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have only one niggling objection to this speaker from Thiel:
It should not have as bland a

AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

name as 7.2. Its predecessor, the

CS7, was an outstanding performer, but the CS7.2 is much
better. Its sound is sweeter, cleaner,

i

and more dynamic. Most important,
the CS7.2 delivers a warmth and natural sweetness in the midrange that I
have not heard from previous Thiel

THIEL CS7.2
SPEAKER

designs (although the CS6 comes
close). Moreover, it does so without
losing any upper -midrange or treble
detail.

Somehow, I suspect, most audiophiles are going to forgive Thiel for
not choosing a name for the CS7.2
that is as dramatic as the improvement it brings in sound quality. The
7.2 will quickly generate audiophile
buzz and a reputation for being a ref-

erence monitor whose sound truly
deserves attention.

I have used Thiel speakers in my
reference systems for years, but the
CS7.2 is a breakthrough. It projects
one of the most realistic soundstages
I have heard. In fact, the 7.2 presents

, the best of both worlds in high -end
é dynamic designs. Although it may
.5 not be as physically large and complex as some of its competitors, it
II.

p rovides much of the deep bass ex-

ec',

and power of the biggest
m odels. Yet it supplies a level of
p oint -source sound that few large
á three- and four-way monitors can
approach. Its imaging and coherence equal that of the finest small

Visually, too, the 7.2 is a loud-

braced walls are made of 1 -inch -

speaker you can live with. As with

thick fiberboard. Spikes, or "stabiliz-

er pins," anchor the CS7.2 to the

However, the CS7.2 is priced at the
reference level: $13,500 per pair. But

most Thiels, the woodwork is impeccable and the styling restrained. Numerous curves and soft edges enable

unlike many speakers in this sphere

it to blend in with both modern and

of price and sonic performance, it

classic furniture. And you needn't re-

needs only one amplifier per speaker,
and you can achieve excellent results

move the grille cloth to get the best
sound. Moreover, the 7.2's narrow

storage, and coloration. The 7.2 uses
the familiar Thiel sloping front baffle
to achieve proper phase alignment.

even when using just a single set of

profile and curved front make its

cables.

height (55 inches) and size (14 inches wide x 19 inches deep) relatively
easy on the eyes. At 168 pounds, the
7.2 is, admittedly, not a speaker you

monitors.

Company Address: 1026 Nan-

dino Blvd., Lexingto
Ky. 40511; 606/254-94
www.thielaudio.com;
mail@thielaudio.com.

casually move around, but it's easy
enough to position until it's spiked.
The Thiel's enclosure is extremely heavy for its size. Its internally

floor. All of these features are said to

reduce cabinet vibration, energy

Rather than being made of reinforced concrete, like the CS7's, the
7.2's baffle is cast from a composite
material of 80% mineral and 20%

polyester, not to enhance sound
quality but to better resist cracking.
The baffle is as much as 21/2 inches
thick, has a mass of 60 pounds, and
is shaped to reduce cabinet -edge and
driver -cavity diffraction.
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As for technical features, the CS7.2 places

the same emphasis on improved time,
phase, and step response as its predecessor. Phase response is specified at ±10°,
Thiel's step -response graph is exceptionally

smooth, and time error at frequencies
above 300 Hz is claimed to be less than 0.5

millisecond. This may help explain the
CS7.2's combination of apparent speed, integration, and driver -to -driver coherence.

Certainly, the CS7.2
rivals the best electrostatics and ribbons
I have heard in these
respects, and it is co-

herent over a much
wider listening area

to move cone resonances well beyond the
driver's operating range; that reduces the
potential for resonance -induced coloration
or a loss of clarity from stored energy. It
also enables the outer aluminum layer to be
shaped optimally for mounting the tweeter,
circumventing a problem of many coax de-

The CS7.2's 12 -inch woofer, whose rear
output is coupled to a passive radiator below it, doesn't seem to be all that different
from that of the CS7. The only improvement Thiel claims for the 7.2's bass is that

signs, in which the tweeter's response is adversely affected by its placement in the neck
of a larger cone.

more natural dynamics. The 7.2's impedance curve is smoother than in some past
Thiels-with minor dips to 3 ohms at about
3 kHz and from 8 to 10 kHz-so it is rela-

Incidentally, these

THE NEW DRIVERS IN

THE 7.2s HAVE AS MUCH
RESOLVING POWER

AS ANY RIBBON OR

engineering details
should tell you that
there is nothing antiquated about dynamic driver technology

relative to electro-

than any electrostatic

static or ribbon drivELECTROSTATIC DRIVER.
I have auditioned to
ers. In fact, the step,
date. But do bear in
impulse, and square mind that you need to be at least 7 feet away wave responses of the most advanced dyfrom the 7.2 to hear it at its best.
namic speakers are typically superior to
The CS7.2 has new drivers (it's a four- those of ribbon and electrostatic units.
way system) and a new crossover, all built
The technical features also reflect Thiel's
by Thiel. (Of the earlier CS7's drivers, Thiel concern with two basic design challenges
made only the woofer.) I suspect that much

that confront a lot of the competition.

of the CS7.2's improved sound quality is
due to its new 1 -inch dome tweeter and 3 -

Many audiophiles have found that metal

inch upper -midrange driver. (There is also
a 61/2 -inch lower -midrange driver.) The
tweeter is mounted coaxially in the upper
midrange, using a unique configuration of

a radially magnetized, ring -shaped neodymium magnet about four times the size

drivers sound hard and tend to ring; consequently, a number of top speaker designers
I know prefer to use silk -dome tweeters. In
the older CS7, for example, Thiel overcame
this hurdle by ensuring that the tweeter resonances occurred outside the driver's oper-

ating range and by inserting a notch fil-

of the normal disk -shaped tweeter magnet.

ter-of the appropriate frequency and

The tweeter uses the same basic moving

Q-into the crossover.
Coaxially mounted tweeters confer certain advantages in terms of soundstage co-

system developed for the Thiel CS6 (which
I use as one of my references). It has a large,

rolled rubber suspension, a short aluminum voice coil, and a long magnetic gap
to provide high output and low distortion.
The voice -coil former is made of Kapton to

eliminate eddy -current distortion, and a
copper pole sleeve is used to reduce distortion from inductance. All are engineering

tricks that Thiel has adapted from its
woofer designs and represent a major
change relative to past Thiel tweeters.

The CS7.2's 3 -inch upper -midrange
driver has the same type of three -layer diaphragm as the CS6; it comprises two aluminum layers with a thick polystyrene layer
between them. (The diaphragm is heavier
than usual, but Thiel compensates by using
a larger magnet.) This aluminum sandwich
is said to provide exceptional stiffness and

herence and imaging, but they introduce
the potential problem of diffraction from
the cone driver. If the tweeter is suspended
in front of the cone, the diffraction can be
significant; if it's mounted in the throat of
the driver, it suffers from a horn -loading effect imposed by the cone. Thiel, however,

largely resolves this quandary by using a
very shallow cone that provides a more
nearly ideal operating environment for the
tweeter. The tweeter's response is not significantly changed by the movement of the

the speaker has a higher impedance that
should enable most amplifiers to reproduce

tively easy to drive. I didn't find any amp or
speaker cable that presented problems.
Nevertheless, the change in bass sound is

important. The CS7's deep bass was very
good, but it never quite had the power and
life (or "slam") to match its midrange and
treble. By contrast, the CS7.2's bass is powerful and deep. This speaker does an excel-

lent job of reproducing all but the deepest
organ pedal tones and synthesizer music.
To hear what I mean, try the opening passage of any good recording of "Thus Spake
Zarathustra" or Jean Gillou's performance
of Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor on
The Great Organ of St. Eustache, Paris (Dorian DOR 90134).

When compared to other full -range
speakers near its size, the CS7.2 does an
outstanding job of reproducing two brutally demanding sets of bass test tones: the 1 octave bands of pink noise, from 20 to 200
Hz, on Alan Parsons and Stephen Court's
Sound Check (Mobile Fidelity SPCD 15)
and "Shake, Rattle, and Roll," track 18 on
the Gold Stereo and Surround Sound Set-up
Disc (Chesky Records CHE151).

When a speaker is claimed to have a -3
dB bandwidth of 23 Hz to 20 kHz and a fre-

quency response of 25 Hz to 18 kHz, ±1.5
dB, I normally assume it is hyperbole-or
true only at a sound level so subdued that it
is of little practical value with music. The

CS7.2 cannot provide the levels of deep

bass output you'd get from a true sub -

large -excursion woofers in older coaxial de-

woofer, but it can drive a room into vibration at frequencies of 25 to 28 Hz; indeed,
the 7.2's deep bass performance is likely to
be determined more by the listening room's
size and boundaries than by any of its own
intrinsic limitations. It also delivered the
flattest response I have yet measured using
test tones (from 300 to 30 Hz) on track 18

signs. (Doppler distortion is not relevant

of Chesky's Gold Stereo and Surround

because the tweeter does not move with the
midrange driver.)

Sound Set-up Disc. And it did so at SPLs of
about 90 dB.

smallish, upper -midrange cone because the

cone has very little excursion, unlike the
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Beyond

Limitations Dissolve. All Possibilities Emerge.
The New TheaterMaster Line.

TheaterMaster®
Encore, Ovation and Signature
(J/¿e

e'i'

(( /'r( .' As the first company to introduce high -end multi -channel decoders, EAD

is proud to announce the next generation: TheaterMaster Encore, Ovation and Signature. Consider:
3rd Generation: TheaterMaster now offers 3rd generation technology. Up to 12 previously separate circuits

have been integrated onto cutting -edge IC's, enhancing performance, upgradability, and reliability.
Flawless decoding of Dolby Digital,` DTSTMHDCD' Dolby Pro-Logic'v and audiophile stereo is now possible

at prices that will amaze you. You, the consumer, benefit most from this price/performance revolution.

Sound: Extraordinary. The original TheaterMaster was used by Hollywood to produce over 200 AC -3 movie
releases. New enhancements in EAD's award -winning AccuLinear' and Digital FlywheelTMcircuitry achieve

even greater levels of sonic realism and emotional involvement. Purity that establishes a new standard.

Ergonomics: With a back -lit. touch -screen programmable remote and front -panel LCD screen, TheaterMaster

offers the slickest, most comprehensive user interface in the industry. Set-up, volume control, and

audio/video switching are accomplished effortlessly. Controls all components in your system.
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Remote. Refined.
Presenting the New RC2000 Mark II:
We Just Couldn't Leave Well Enough Alone.
POWER

CLONE MAGRO MODE

4

LEARNING REMOTE GCNIROL

RC 2000MKl

hen we introduced our
WRC2000 learning remote
control it was greeted with
spectacular acclaim. Finally, one
sophisticated hand held product
could completely control your entire
home entertainment system. One
reviewer called it the "remote of the
gods." Another said, "the Marantz
RC2000 has transformed my life."
High praise, indeed. After we got
done blushing, we set out to do what
we always do -make it even better.
We improved the backlighting and
display, increased memory capacity,
expanded battery life and made the
memory non-volatile. We also added
channel up/down keys, improved
programming functions and made
it more user-friendly.

The RC2000 Mark II can

operate everything from your
satellite receiver to your DVD
player and all the audio/video
gear in between. It can even
be programmed to start up your
entire home theater system
sequentially, at timing intervals
you select. You can customize
it to match your exact
requirements. It'll start your
popcorn maker too, provided it
can be operated with a remote
control!

If you'd like control in your
life, the Marantz RC2000 Mark II

is all you'll ever need. There's
one waiting at your Marantz
audio/video specialist.

.1

MARANTZ AMERICA, INC.
440 MEDINAH ROAD
ROSELLE, IL 60172
PHONE 630-307-3100
FAX 630-307-2687
WWW.MARANTZAMERICA.COM
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ibudelli and Smithsonian Chamber Players
recording of the Mendelssohn-Gade Octets
for Strings (Vivarte SK 48307). These musi-

Track 18, incidentally, is a good starting
point for determining room placement and

In fact, the CS7.2's upper octaves are so
sweet and musical they can seem a bit soft

the speaker's distance from your room's
front wall. Like many speakers, the CS7.2

until you start listening to the timbre of
acoustic instruments and vocals that con-

should be positioned several feet away from
the side walls, although beyond 30° off axis
its midrange dispersion is narrow enough to

tain a lot of upper -midrange and treble energy. Only then do you realize that the new
drivers in the CS7.2 have as much resolving

work well in moderately sized listening
rooms. Finding the right distance to the

power as any ribbon or electrostatic design. For example, try the percussion detail

cians play five Stradivarius instruments,
and the special character of Strads comes
through quite clearly. Judy Collins' vocal
sibilants on Judith (Elektra 111) are a particularly demanding test, and they provide
another example of the 7.2's ability to re-

front wall, however, is more difficult because

on The Modern Jazz Quartet's Blues at

produce lots of detail yet still preserve mu-

the Thiel's bass goes so deep and because
room colorations tend to dominate the bass
with a speaker this good. Nothing works
better for fine-tuning the location of the
CS7.2s than listening for the tightest and
deepest sound with recordings of organ,
bass viol, and cello. Nevertheless, you can
get good initial feedback by using an SPL

Carnegie Hall (Mobile Fidelity UDCD 596)

sicality.

or the JVC XRCD recording of Ernie

kHz/24-bit recordings with any good D/A
converter that has 96-kHz/24-bit playback

The CS7.2s clearly reveal the differences
between cartridges, CD players and transports, amps and preamps, and cables. I currently use the Kimber Select speaker cables
as a reference, but I also use products from
AudioQuest, Discovery Cable, Goertz, and

capability.

Wireworld. Differences between cables real-

meter and the aforementioned track 18.

Watts's Classic Moods (JVC XRCD-0054).
For that matter, try listening to some of the

new Chesky and Classic Records 96-

The Thiel CS7.2s won't add space or

ly are a matter of nuances and of subtleties
in low-level resolution. The CS7.2s still got
the best out of my various speaker cables

I would advise toeing the CS7.2s in so
they face the listening position but remain
fairly widely separated. If they are properly
set up, the 7.2s provide excellent depth and
much of the apparent soundstage size and

depth to the sound. They are not romantic
or euphonic. But with proper setup they are

soundstage that you

THE THIEL CS7.2

dynamics that I normally associate with
large dipole and planar designs. There
should be no hole in the middle and only

should make every ef-

CAN DRIVE A ROOM

fort to follow my di-

INTO VIBRATION

yet clearly revealed

capable of throwing

such a convincing

minimal changes in sound with head move-

rections on placement and spacing.

AT FREQUENCIES OF

ments. You should get excellent three-di-

The CS7.2s are never

25 TO 28 Hz.

mensional imaging that is stable and of nat-

going to produce

ural size. In addition, there should be a
sweet spot large enough for two or three
people-this is a users -friendly speaker.
Thiels have always been good in this re-

front -of -the -hall

spect, but the CS7.2 is the best yet.

I'm not implying that the Thiel CS7.2s
are particularly hard to position: You can
put them in virtually any reasonable location and still get good results. They have su-

perb musical timbre from the low bass to
beyond audibility, and you are more likely

to hear the impact of room colorations
than any inherent colorations in the Thiels.
A properly placed pair of CS7.2s reproduces vocals and individual acoustic instruments in ways that are natural and musicál-

ly "right." Once you get them placed for
proper bass balance, string and piano performance is superb. The CS7.2 really lets
you hear the differences between a Stradivarius and a Guarneri or a Steinway and a
Básendorfer. The brass sound is equally
good, and woodwinds are lovely. There is
remarkably little coloration of baritone or
soprano voices; the sibilants in female vocals are particularly natural.

sound; they don't have the right timbre or
dynamic contrasts. However, they do provide an excellent illusion of sitting mid hall, and they convey an outstanding sense
of natural acoustic space. Indeed, sound stage width and depth will be as natural as
the recording permits. This is one speaker
that really shows off the virtues of simple
miking and mixing techniques that preserve ambience and acoustic perspective.
In terms of transient response and transparency, the CS7.2 is revealing without losing its musicality. There are some speakers,
for example, that convey a great deal of detail and information but sound really musi-

cal only with the best audiophile recordings. This is particularly true of models that
slightly accentuate the upper midrange in a
bid to add more apparent detail. The CS7.2s
avoid this flaw and circumvent any ringing

of the sort that sometimes affects ribbon
and dome tweeters. A good demonstration
of the CS7.2's ability to preserve musicality

and to resolve the character of individual
instruments can be found on the L'ArchAUDIO/DECEMBER 1998
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the nuances and sonic differences among
them.

I don't mean that
the CS7.2s are perfect

or that Jim Thiel
shouldn't get around

to designing the 7.3
several years hence.
While the CS7.2s are unequivocally great
speakers, my wish list might include more
power and slam in the bass, subwoofer-like
ultra -low bass, greater efficiency, and slight-

ly more dynamic life. (And, as long as I'm
asking for the impossible, why not a builtin widescreen projector and automatic digital room correction?)
In the real world, however, the CS7.2s
represent a superb mix of design choices
that really enhance the musical listening ex-

perience. They have few rivals, even at
prices up to $17,000 per pair.

So if you are looking for a reference quality speaker, you absolutely must audition the CS7.2. And if you think you already
know the "Thiel sound," you're wrong. You
still need to hear the 7.2. And you needn't
worry about falling in love. If you lack the
$13,500 in loose change for a pair of CS7.2s,
much of the sound quality I have described
can be found in the CS2.3 for $3,300 a pair

or the CS6 for $7,900 a pair. Indeed, a mix
of these Thiels would be one hell of a comA
bination for home theater!

So what, in simple terms, is the
basic idea behind the Ergo AMT
'phones? (The brief owner's pam-

AURICLE
JOHN SUNIER

phlet doesn't even attempt to explain

ERGO AMT
HEADPHONE S

it. But I will.) It begins, like some
electrostatic designs, with a rectangular diaphragm to which conduc-

tive strips of aluminum foil are
bonded. The diaphragm is then fold-

ed into many narrow pleats, like a
miniature version of a pleated winprogram, Audiophile

dow covering. As the alternating au-

Audition. He was

dio signal travels through the con-

a charming gentleman, and the single

ductive strips, they function like

omnidirectional
speaker that stood in
the middle of his liv-

ing room had many
unusual and superior qualities, including its frequency

voice coils and are attracted to and
repelled by magnets on either side,
causing the pleats to open and close
rapidly. Air is alternately squeezed
out and sucked in, like a bellows, instead of being pushed and pulled in

the pistonlike manner of a conventional speaker cone. It is said that an

response, which

AMT driver moves air five times

sounded uniform
from anywhere in
the room. I never

more efficiently, thereby producing
greater clarity and sonic detail.
When I unpacked the Ergos, I was
surprised to discover that they don't

broadcast that interview, however, be-

operate from a 'phone jack but,

cause when I lis-

rather, from an amplifier's speaker

tened to the tape, I
couldn't figure out
what Heil was talking about and con-

outputs. The Ergos include a switch -

cluded that most

Ergo AMT's large 4 -ohm drivers in
what really are mini -speakers for the

listeners probably
wouldn't be able to,
either!

The Ergo AMT,

from Swiss manufacturer Precide
(which also builds

box, enabling connection to an
amp's speaker output terminals. The

amp signal is needed to power the

ears. With my biamped surround a

system, I didn't have easy access to a
full -range speaker -level signal, but I
did have an 80 -watt amp with level

controls. Unfortunately, it caused a
low-level, 120 -Hz buzz in the extremely sensitive Ergos, even after

he Heil Air Motion Trans-

speakers that incorporate AMT drivers), is the world's

former (AMT), the technolo-

first high -end headphone to use

gy that's at the heart of the

these ingenious transducers. (Two

Ergo AMT headphones, has
been around for decades: It
was invented by Oskar Heil
and first used in speakers built by
ESS in the early '70s. (For more in-

otherwise similar Ergo 'phones have
conventional drivers.)
The application of AMT technolo-

gy in a headphone is a natural, as
some of the obstacles that prevent

a Mesa Tigris integrated tube amp

formation, see "You Say You Want a
Revolution," Ivan Berger's article on

full -range speaker reproduction with
an AMT driver are circumvented in a

Company Address: do Lauer-

unorthodox speaker technology, in
I taped an interview with Heil at his

headphone. These obstacles are not
that different from the problems of
achieving full -range audio output

home for broadcast on my radio

from electrostatic speakers.

the November 1997 issue.) Years ago,
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padding down the amp's output
with resistors. Next I tried a 100 -watt
Marantz integrated amp that powers

my surround channels; that solved
the problem.
For most of my listening, I alternated between the Marantz amp and

man Audio Imports, 103 West

Fifth Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
37915; 423/521-6464.

Because I couldn't use the stereo head-

fine. Without the usual adjustments, the

& 3 Selection, a gold CD on the Opus 3 label

phone jack on the front panel of the Tigris,
I connected the Ergo switchbox to the 4 ohm speaker terminals on the Tigris's rear
panel.
The Ergo AMTs are much closer to ear canal 'phones, such as Etymótic's ER -4S,
than they are to conventional "crush -the ear" types. Like the dynamic and electrosta-

overall design is sturdier and less subject to
resonances.

(CD 99500). Track 2 is a guitar quartet

tic headphones from Jecklin and the dy-

music was performed. It is the exact antithesis of the effect of those high -end
headphones (especially electrostatic de-

namic AKG K1000s, they keep their drivers
entirely away from the pinnae (outer ears).
This has several advantages. Nothing press-

es against the head, so many people find
that this headphone type provides maximum comfort. Further, because the ridges

and valleys of the pinnae are not compressed against the head, their intrinsic
ability to supply directional cues is fully retained. Additionally, open drivers produce

some leakage, with signals from each ear
going around the head to the opposite ear;
this is like the mixing of left and right signals, or interchannel crosstalk, that occurs
when you listen to speakers. The effect is a
liability with loudspeakers, because it narrows the soundstage. But it's an asset with
the Ergos, as it alleviates one of the most
annoying aspects of headphone listening:
the sense that half the band is jammed in
your left ear while the other half is in the

When I compared the Ergo AMTs to
non -AMT Ergo and Jecklin 'phones, they
shared a common sonic characteristic: very
natural distancing from the sounds in the
source material and a more palpable sense
of the acoustic environment in which the

signs) that seem to
put an acoustic mag-

playing a transcription of a Telemann concerto, and track 3 is a five -piece traditional

jazz band performing "Buddy Bolden
Blues."

When I listened through the Ergos, the
four guitarists seemed farther away and the
string overtones were not as prominent as
with the Grados. But the Ergo 'phones conveyed a better sense of the church in which
the single -mike recording was made, more
like the ambience rendered by my reference

nifying glass on the

THE ERGO AMT'S

music. Initially, it
may seem as though
something is missing,

DYNAMICS

'phones. In the jazz
selection, I noted an

ARE EXCELLENT, AND

hall ambience with

even greater sense of

but with more re-

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

the Ergos. Switching

laxed and extended
listening, the amaz-

IS FAST.

from tube amplification to solid-state
power brought the

ing depth of detail
and transparency comes through; few
'phones would be less fatiguing for extended listening sessions.
The Ergos' dynamics are excellent, and
transient response is fast. They also share
with high -end loudspeakers a hypersensitivity to the slightest fault in ancillary com-

guitarists closer to the listener on the Ergos
while making their string noises almost annoying on the Grados. With my AKG K1000
'phones powered by a dedicated AKG Class A amp (a combination that costs more than
twice as much as the $1,000 Ergos), the similarities in the AKG's and Ergo's off -the -ear
drivers showed up in improved naturalness

larly advantageous. Because the natural

ponents. If you put your ear close to any
loudspeaker with the volume down, you'll
normally still hear some buzz or hum, no
matter how wonderful the S/N specifications of the amp and your other equipment. When the sensitive Ergos are con-

shape of your pinnae is retained, the Ergos

nected to the same amp's speaker terminals,

sounds-e.g., the musicians moving around

supply a more accurate localization than
headphones that press the ears against the

you'll hear that buzz intensified. (This

and instrument mechanical noises-were
missing when compared to the AKGs.

right.

With binaural source material, having
the drivers away from your head is particu-

head. With stereo recordings, the leakage of

one channel's signal into the opposite ear
inhibits the illusion that sounds are occurring inside your head rather than outside it.
Weighing 20 ounces (580 grams), the Ergos feel heavier and heftier than most other

headphones. They also have the widest
headband of any 'phones, being nearly the
same width -31/2 inches-as the rectangular driver housings. But the headband features a thick foam pad to soften the weight
of the 'phones on your head. Two narrow
foam pieces at the back of each driver housing prevent the Ergo AMTs from falling off
your head as you bend forward. No sliding

adjustment of the drivers on the headband
is necessary; they are so large that they will
line up with most people's ear canals just

plagued two of the three circuit modes in
the Tigris amp-the tube-tweaker's special.
The Tigris has three selectable modes of op-

eration: all -triode, all -pentode, or mixed
pentode/triode. But there was little opportunity to explore why there is so much fuss
about triode sound when using the Ergo
'phones, because both the triode mode and
the hybrid position generated a buzz. Only

the all -pentode mode-and a moderate
amount of feedback, which is also adjustable!-offered relief and a silent background. This allowed the Ergos to perform
at their best.)
I listened to standard stereo and binaural
CDs using the Ergo AMT 'phones; in addition, I used my reference headphones (the
AKG K1000s) and Grado SR80s. One of my
longtime favorite test discs is Testrecords 1, 2
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and a reduced tendency for performers in
stereo recordings to be split between one ear

and the other. The jazz track again had a
good feeling of acoustic space on the Ergos,

but some of the subtle accompanying

Switching to solid-state power only marginally improved this.
I also used a stereo CD of the Gilbert Kaplan Edition of Mahler's Second Symphony

with the London Symphony Orchestra
(Conifer 75605 51277). The rich, massed
string tones at the beginning of the work
were reproduced with a good sense of hall
ambience when the Ergos were powered by

the Mesa Engineering Tigris amp, but I
heard more string overtones when I used
the Marantz amp; the Marantz also improved the fill between my ears. With this
setup, the Ergos acoustically placed me in
about the tenth row (orchestra) of the concert hall; the AKGs set me up in the first
row, and the Grados put me on the podium! The dynamics were awesome with the
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CINEMA &

Music

THE MICROSYSTEM SOLUTION
Recapture the energy of theater sound.
Relive the emotion of front -row concert
seating. The new Klipsch Quintet Micro
Theater delivers maro ee sized acousti
in the world's smallest horn -loaded syste
Measuring just seven inches high, the fo
Quintet satellites outperform speaker
many times their size. Completing the
package is a sonically matched. dedicate
center channel and a I 00 -watt. eight-inc
powered subwoofer.

NEW MICROTRACTRIX- HORN
The new 90" X 40°
MicroTractrix Horn
embodies Klipsch's
Tractrix`s Horn
technology. but in its most
compact application ever.

UNIQUE CABINET CONSTRUCTION
The elliptical enclosure is not onl
an aesthetic consideration.
but also reduces the effects
of internal standing
waves. The cabinet
manufactured from
Mineral Compound

7_,

woo,(SMC). a material used

`-

extensively in professional
loudspeakers. SMC is twice as dense
common ABS, providing superior
clamping characteristics and neutralizi
unwanted resonance.

REVOLUTIONARY PEDESTAL DESI
Quintet oilers the ultimate in placement
flexibility foryour home
cinema system. The
satellites incorporate a
uniQue pedestal design
that may be used as a
stand or easily swiveled
for wall mounting.

Experience the Quintet Micro Theater.
It's Alive.
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Ergos, but the AKG 'phones surpassed them
in high -end extension and air.
When I auditioned the Ergos with binaural CDs, the out -of -head effects were better
than with the on -ear Grados and as impressive as with my reference AKG 'phones. The
Ergos, though, made the sound almost too
mellow.

I also listened to solo violin tracks using
all three 'phones and both amplifiers. The
Grados were too shrill on most, while the
Ergos sounded just right when powered by

When I first tried out the Ergo AMT, I
thought it would be ideal for binaural listening. I was right. The first binaural CD I
used was Vox Humana, with Stefan Palm

equalization circuit that the designers feel is

(Projekt Freies Kunsthaus LC8139), a pipe
organ recording captured live in a cathedral
in Aachen, Germany, with the Aachen dummy head binaural microphone. The second
binaural disc was Gershwin to Sousa (Grado
Signature Recordings, no catalog number),
a recording of the brass quintet Solid Brass
made by Joe Grado with his own spherical
semi -binaural mike system. (Editor's Note:
These two binaural CDs are available from
The Binaural Source, Box 1727, Ross, Cal.
94957; 800/934-0442.-A.L.)

learned of this, I was concerned; extensive

the solid-state amp.
The switchbox is more than just a switcher between loudspeakers and the Ergo AMT

headphones: It also contains a simple
needed to make the frequency response
more pleasing, rolling off some of the high

end for a mellower sound. When I first
listening did not alter that reaction. So I
opened the little black box that says "Made
in Switzerland." Inside I found each channel lead was bridged by a large capacitor, a
small capacitator, two 5 -watt resistors, and
a small coil.

After seeing this, I bypassed the switch box by feeding the signals from the amps
directly to the large, six -pin plug on the
headphone cable. (Using alligator clips, I
soon identified the correct four pins.) Voila!

On the Vox Humana disc, the toc-

The missing high end! Distinguishing the

cata from Léon Boéllmann's Suite Gothique is a stirring pipe

Ergo AMT 'phones from my reference AKG

organ demo track,
and
both tube
and solid-state amps,
the Ergo AMT head-

phones rendered a
most believable sense

WITH THE ERGO AMTS

AND BINAURAL CDs,
OUT -OF -HEAD EFFECTS

WERE AS GOOD AS WITH

K1000s now became
an extremely difficult
task; they sounded almost identical!

Even when I used

the tube amps, the
über-mellowness I
had noticed earlier

of the cathedral's
MY REFERENCE AKGs.
huge interior space.
with the Ergo AMTS
With the solid-state
had vanished. And
amp, the sound seemed more palpable and though the highs were still less extended
acquired a slightly stronger high end. The than with the solid-state amp, I felt the sun
Ergo AMTS' low bass reproduction was al- had come out! I think Precide should add a
most as good as with the Grado SR80s. (In switch on the box to enable you to bypass
my opinion, the Grados have the edge in the equalization. An alternative approach
bass response over all other 'phones.) However, the Grados and the reference AKGs revealed more of the subtle overtones of the
pipes and their occasional chuffing sounds.
Listening to the Solid Brass CD with the

want to disable the equalization in the

Ergos, I felt that the sense of recording

switchbox after all.

space was overpowering; I got the impression that the quintet had been miked at too
great a distance. But with the AKG and the
Grado headphones, the balance was better.
The Grados yielded the best brass "blat" on

I would like to try the Ergos without the
box but with a good Class -A amp of about
50 watts output, which might be a synergistic combination of great potential. So, why
didn't I power the Ergo AMTs with the AKG

attacks, reproduced xylophone transients
with great clarity on two Gershwin preludes, and did a fine job with other percussion instruments.

Class -A headphone amp? Because the
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would be to provide a separate six -pin sock-

et like the one on the box, with pigtails to

hook up directly to a small amp. On the
other hand, with certain amps you may not

4 -ohm load might have destroyed the amp,
according to AKG's Vienna -based service
center.
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Fver since KLH stopped making

AURICLE

an all -in -one hi-fi, "respectable" audio manufacturers

KEN KESSLER

have pretty much ignored
those who want something a
little less complicated than a

system of separate components.
KLH made a bundle selling a turntable, tuner, and amp in a single enclosure. And for good reason: The
KLH Model Twenty -Four had credibility, despite its single -box topology.
Not everyone wants separate com-

LINN CLASSIK
CD PLAYER/
INTEGRATED AMP

ponents. There's a potentially huge
market of music lovers who want
high -quality sound but don't want.
the expense of buying separates. Nor
do they want to suffer the pitfalls of

component matching and installation, not to mention having to sacrifice the yards of shelf space needed.
What they want is a painless way to

acquire a music -making machine
that produces the right noises.
The KLH Twenty -Four (and the
portable Model Eleven) gave every-

one from impoverished students to
space -starved apartment dwellers a
compact, all -in -one system of which

they didn't have to be ashamed. In
the 30 -year interim, we've seen the
loathsome music centers of the '70s,

the gimmicky mini and micro systems of the '80s and '90s, boomboxes
with ideas above their station, and as-

sorted other one-shot wonders. But

none of them quite had the right
stuff. At the other extreme were,
and are, adventurous efforts like the

Arch, from Marantz, and myriad
systems from Bang & Qlufsen and
others that ei-

ther ignore
price and size
limits or veer

too far from
the KLH mod-

el of no -frills
simplicity.

Linn s Classik struck me as the near-

see you connect to the Classik, in-

est any company has yet come to
producing a KLH Model Twenty -

cluding a new iteration of the Kan.)

Four for the '90s-or, given the date,
the next millennium.
To recap for those who missed my
column in the June issue, Linn shoehorned a full -

might seem to betray the hi -fi -in a -box simplicity of the KLH, a bit
of flexibility never goes unappreci-

While not including speakers

ated-especially in the United

function inte-

States, which is awash with stupendous loudspeaker bargains. And it

THE CLASSIK HAS ALL

grated amp,

would be a shame if those who

THE SONIC TRAITS

a CD player,

bought the Classik were denied con-

and a clock into

necting it to something like Mag-

a chassis that's

nepan's SMG c, Martin-Logan's Aer-

MOST ONE -BOX

just 3 inches

ius i, Sonus Faber's Concertino, or

SYSTEMS.

high, 121/2 inch-

THAT SEEM TO ELUDE

Back in the
June issue, in

es wide, and
123/4 inches

Company Address:

4540

Southside Blvd., Suite 402,

"Mondo Audio," I discussed the rebirth of combo units and mentioned

deep. Blessedly, the basic package

Jacksonville, Fla. 32216; 904/

doesn't include speakers, so you have

645-5242; www.linn.co.uk;

that I was especially taken with a new

more freedom than was offered by
KLH. (However, Linn does make a
couple of speakers it would love to

linnincorporated@compuserve.
com.

product from Linn, a company not

known for a populist approach.
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other speakers that ooze elegance. Suffice to

say, I tried the Linn Classik with a wide
range of speakers, from high -sensitivity
minis to watt -hungry Italian two-way boxes

to vintage electrostatics, and power wasn't
really an issue.

tion has been omitted because of space considerations; the only thing missing is a digi-

tal output. Although the front panel contains just four buttons directly related to
player operation-open/close, play/pause,

Although so much has been included in a

track -select forward, and track -select
back-the 56 -button remote has (in addi-

box smaller than most stand-alone CD

tion to the basics) controls for search and

players, Linn opted for minimalism in designing the Classik's front panel and was
able to do so because its remote control is
button -filled. In the lower right-hand corner of the front panel
are the on/off switch

index functions, display options, intro scan,
and repeat, random, and shuffle play. Linn
probably could have gotten away with depriving its audience of assorted track read-

programming options, the device provides

full control via its remote of a Linn FM
tuner, use of the alarm with any of the
sources, adjustable volume presetting, adjustable sleep/timer modes, memory storage of volume and balance settings, and CD
play on power -up. But where the Classik re-

stead to include the

and an LED to indi-

WHERE LINN'S CLASSIK

members its raison d'être is in its ability to
be used without your having to refer to the
owner's manual; you can take advantage of
its many functions or ignore them, which is
as it should be.
I found the Classik to be a delight. The
infrared sensor is extremely sensitive, so I

lot: track and in-

didn't have to aim the remote at the unit.

cate power on. Direct-

MOST BETRAYS

dex number, elapsed

All actions took place quickly. The CD tray
opened and closed with smooth precision,
and the display was easy to read. I'd say the
Classik worked in as fuss -free a manner as a
microwave oven; it's almost as if high -end
masochism never existed.
But it's the sound that separates the Classik from the severely compromised, downmarket one -box "stereos" that too many assume are the only alternatives to real hi-fi.
Obviously, the choice of speakers was cru-

ly above it is the CD
tray. Just off center is
a '/4 -inch headphone
jack, Linn bravely assuming that Classik

outs but chose in-

track time, remaining track time, total
disc time, and total

ITS HERITAGE IS IN
ITS SWEET TREBLE AND

remaining time.
The Classik's pre amp section can ac cept four external line -level sources. (What
might be nice, given that a tuner from Linn
isn't cheap, would be a version of the Classik with its own AM/FM tuning.) The pre -

WARM MIDBAND SOUND.

owners would use
grown-ups' headphones instead of something pilfered from a personal CD player.
The left-hand third of the panel contains
the display, the CD transport buttons, and a

standby switch. Below them are pushbuttons for muting, cycling forward or back
through the available sources, and lowering
or raising volume.
At the rear, Linn has provided gold-plat-

ed phono jacks for a tuner, an auxiliary
source, tape in and out, and tape monitoring (i.e., one tape deck in record/playback
mode and another used just as a source).
There are also preamp outputs, so the Classik can serve as a preamp or as a CD player
feeding a second preamp. And there's an
IEC three -pin socket for the AC cable and
two sets of speaker connectors, for running
two pairs of speakers or for bi-wiring a single pair.

Although the Classik is fitted with the
mandatory -in -Europe CE speaker connectors, this shouldn't be a problem in the U.S.:
Linn supplies 161/2 feet (5 meters) of cable
correctly terminated to satisfy the evil bastards in Brussels. I would imagine that all
American Linn dealers can terminate whatever cable lengths you require with the cor-

amp drives an amplifier rated at 75 watts
per channel into 4 ohms; the Classik is not
aimed at what computer guys would call
"power users," so this output should prove
adequate for most studies, dens, dorms, and
apartments. And if you use the amp section

with a multimedia PC, you're unlikely to
need more power unless you want to mate
it with speakers demanding triple -figure
wattage.

the Classik need not concern itself too
much with purely audiophilic matters. Perhaps just as appealing to its target audience
are its timer, which will switch the Classik
on and off automatically at predetermined
times, and its ability to act as one helluva
sophisticated alarm clock. Environmental-

ists will appreciate two signal -sensing
standby modes that reduce power consumption when the Classik is on but not
playing audio. And it has-are you sitting
down?-bass and treble controls, which
you may have thought would be as likely to

appear on a Linn component as ham in a

smidgen of global awareness will get a taste

kosher deli.
On reflection, the simplicity of the Clas-

Classik's CD player uses Linn's own
pickup and decoding technology. No func-

deep, extended, and well -controlled lower
octaves with the requisite weight, power,
and slam. Best of all, it could convey this
weight and extension at low playback levels.
The effect is similar to having a dynamic
loudness control, as the Classik could ex-

tract the maximum from even Quad 7710L speakers without my having to crank

the volume way up. This in itself was

Blissfully for both Linn and its dealers,

rect plugs. (Further, those of you with a
of what European audiophiles must suffer
because of boneheaded bureaucrats.)

cial, but the Classik delivered real bass-

sik is misleading, for it's loaded with features-enough to justify a 58 -page owner's
manual. In addition to all of the usual CD
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enough to make the Classik sound "big," to
convey the authority of separates. But the
rest of the spectrum was well served, too.

Linn has never paid much attention to
what it believes are American audio fetishes. Three -dimensionality, stage depth, and
the like were never deemed as important as

such Linntangibles as "pace," "rhythm,"
and "timing." Worry not: The Classik understands stereo playback, and its sound
field is large, well defined, and precise. No,
its images are not sculpted to the same degree as those produced by an etched -with a -scalpel, positioned -with -a -ruler, cost -

no -object system of the five -figure -plus
variety, but they're convincing enough to

make old hands forget Linn's Isobarik
speakers.

Where the Classik most betrays its heritage is in its sweet treble and warm mid-

nt Authority sold at these specialt

AUDIO

dealers k,

The following are just some of the
fine audio/video dealers that sell
Audio Magazine:

Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way
Scottsdale,AZ 85251

Audiomasters
102 Lafayette Street
Anma, IL 62906

Sound System

Pacific Audio & Alarm
2370 E. Orange Thorpe Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92806

Sounds Designs

Murray, KY 42071

Mario's Sound Room
176 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Square, NY 11010

Sound Tech/Los Gatos
15330 Los Gatos Blvd.
Los Gatos, CA 95032

Goodwins Audio
870 Cornmonwelth Ave.
Boston, MA 02210

Sound Concept Inc.
264 East Route 59
Nanuet, NY 10954

Stereo Plus

New Horizon Books

2201 Market Street

20757 13 Mile Road
Roseville, MI 48066

Dalbec Audio Lab
51 King Street
Troy, NY 12180

Audio -Video Alternatives
4526 N. Woodward Avenue
Royal Oak, MI 48073

Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granvill
Dublin. OH 43017

Sound Advice Inc.
3348 Niles Road
St. Joseph, MI 49085

Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd.
Bartlesville, OK 74003
Sound Service

11949 Wilshire Blvd.
W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Matlack Communications
2866 Foxwood Drive
Marylane Hts, MO 63043

Durango Music Co.
902 Main Ave.
Durango, CO 81301

Harvey's Stereo
2646 South Glenstone Ave.
Springfield, MO 65804

David Lewis Audio
9010 Bustleton Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19152

Video 7 West
22 Kneen Street
Shelton, CT 06494

Pro Audio
1630 Country Club Plaza
St. Charles, MO 63303

Stereo Shoppe
900 Washington Blvd.
Williamsport, PA 17701

Sounds Exclusive/Hanks

Audio Visions
136 Main Street
Kalispell, MT 59901

Sound Decision
3727 Franklin Road
Roanoke, VA 24014

San Francisco, CA 94114

Jack Hanna Audio/Video
6 130 Pacific Ave.

Stockton, CA 95207
Sound Eye

1317 Sartori Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501

Westside Intl News Inc.

757 N. Montrose Street
Clermont, FL 34712

808 Coldwater Road

3201 State Route 27
Franklin Park, NJ 08823
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Guymon, OK 73942
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Sound Stage

1515 Andrews Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
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band, light-years away from tube sound yet
a far cry from the in -your -face solid-state

What features would
you expect in the
ultimate remote?
How about control of 8 different
a/v components,
the most advanced
preprogrammed functions available. the world's
most comprehensive library
of infrared codes, and a stylish,
ergonomic design. Want more?
How about cool blue backlighting,
an LCD panel, and up to 100 ft. range
from anywhere in or out of the house.
Wait.There's still more. Custom macros that
allow timed sequences up to seven days in
advance, a home theater mode for controlling
your HT setup in one mode, and full menu/guide
and PIP functions. What would you expect to pay for all
these great features? A lot less than you might think.
Compare the Home Producer 8' against any other remote.
Ultimately, there's no comparison.

sound that characterized the company's
electronics for years. The Classik's sound is

non -aggressive, non-edgy-in fact, it's almost polite, an adjective I never thought I'd
apply to a Linn product.
Perhaps, and only perhaps, Linn figured

that-even with a $1,700 price tag-the
Classik would be treated with less reverence

during its installation than one of its more
expensive systems would be. And that's de-

spite the painstaking setup regimen that

IF EVER I NEED
A SYSTEM THAT FITS

INTO A LIMITED SPACE,
THE LINN CLASSIK
IS WHAT I'LL BUY.

Rule your universe:"
Buy a One For All remote.

See the entire line of One For All universal remotes at an electronics
retailer near you. Call .800.487.4 374. Website: www.oneforall.com

Linn insists all of its products must undergo. In other words, Classik owners are less
likely to indulge in the tweaking that is par
for the course with separates. By design or
accident, then, the Classik is forgiving of

speaker choice and positioning, an ideal
state of affairs for a populist product.
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what I'll buy. And if I'm ever approached by
a music lover who doesn't want to enter our

arcane world but who wants good sound,

well accustomed to separate components
and wouldn't consider anything else. But
offer thanks to Linn for sparing you the
agony of ever having to recommend some
complex, high -maintenance system to a
non -audiophile. The Classik is the answer
to all your Dear Abby nightmares. And you
can buy it yourself for a secondary system
or give one to your kids to keep them away
from your own setup.
In three words: I love it.
A
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A GIFT THEY'LL LISTEN TO

12 MONTHS A YEAR

What does every audiophile
want for the holidays? The one
gift that helps get the best

J'

L

sound from a system-and the
best system for the dollar.
A MUST FOR THE
SOPHISTICATED EAR
Only AUDIO gives your
equipment -loving friends
technical yet understandable
profiles that track the small
and the quantum leaps in
engineering advances they'll
want to know about. With new
technologies like Dolby Digital
and DVD coming out, your
friends will thank you doubly
for the gift of up-to-date
technical info.
Whether it's CD players,
receivers, amps, tuners, speakers or surround sound systems,
they'll see how the latest equip-

ment measures up in the laband how it will and won't

question, an
AUDIO engineer
will personally
answer it by mail
for free.
Guaranteed.
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SNELL's
SLEEK, SONOROUS
E.5 TOWER SPEAKER
ENERGY's

MICRO TAKE 5
HOME THEATE
SPEAKERS

And there's
more. Whether
they prefer
Mozart or
Motown, AUDIO
delivers reviews
of their favorite
performances
with notes on the

quality of the recording-in
every format.

So, if you want to give the gift
music lovers really want, don't
wait another minute!

JUST $1.25

perform in their living room.
Each month, AUDIO reveals
the engineering flaws and the
engineering breakthroughs.
The overpriced and the undervalued. Anything and everything
that makes music sound better,
cleaner, crisper.
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AN ISSUE
If you act quickly, you can give
an AUDIO gift subscription and
save an unbelievable 69% off
the annual newsstand cost.

one-year gift
subscription
(12 issues) is
just $14.97.
A

AUDIO shows your friends the
best way to care for their equipment. Set up a listening room.
Solve problems from headAnd, of course, every subscripphone hiss to beating digital
grunge. And if they ever have a tion you give includes the

invaluable Annual Equipment
Directory issue, the "bible" of
the industry.

But hurry! Act now and take
advantage of this spectacular
offer. As soon as we hear from
you, we'll send the gift card, in
your name, directly to the
recipient.
If the attached card is missing, please write to:
AUDIO, P.O. Box 51011. Boulder, CO 80322-1011

JAZZ BLUES

cal status. The flip side to Martino's
legend is his brush with mortality in
the late '70s: A brain aneurysm dissolved his memory of people, places,

and things-guitars included-but

Martino's personal "soundtrack"
ranges widely, from
the rock 'n' roll per-

meating his native
Philadelphia in the
'50s and '60s-Bob-

er, even Dick Clark

veteran Willis Jackson while barely in

bum Joyous Lake. Bassist James
Genus and tenor saxophonist Eric
Alexander are also included here,
and the direction is contemporary,
with intricate polyrhythmic drumming, six -string electric bass, and
electronic keyboards enhanced by
otherworldly synth flourishes and
space lines. Still, Martino's instru-

his teens. By the
'70s, a decidedly

ment remains untouched by modernity, steeped in the warmth and bot-

spiritual element-

tom of vintage jazz guitar tone.

its catalyst being

Melodies are subtle throughout, typ-

organ trios and
touring the "chitlin'

circuit" with R&B

ically played in unison by Martino

Eastern philoso-

and Alexander, while Martino's

phies and musicswas informing the

compositions range from slow -burn

guitarist's sonic lexi-

sion. On the title track, he incorporates sirens and street noise to create
an urban soundscape against a sen-

sounds and originality elevated him
to near mythologi-

onsidering guiStone Blue
Pat Martino c>- Joyous Lake
BLUE NOTE CDP
7243 8 53082, 60:02
Sound: A, Performance: B+

earned his status

requisite recordings of predecessors
who serve as jazz's keystone but also

in the entire sonic environment of
their lives-from regional music to
urban and suburban noises. They
WILIIS...WITfl PB1
11

then manifest all these influences in
their own writing and performances.

minor blues to uptempo funk fu-

suous, moody groove and minor
blues -based melody. "Never Say
Goodbye," dedicated to the late guitarist Michael Hedges, is truly special, with Martino exquisitely whis-

pering a lyrical and hauntingly
moody melody against gorgeous
synth pads. This is a standout track

on an excellent, contempo outing
that reinforces the guitarist's present

as one of jazz's

merse themselves not only in the

Brown from his magnificent 1976 al-

Martino's study of

con, and an expansive confluence of

most truly awe-inspiring six -string
slingers. Beginning at ground zero,
virtuosi jazz musicians seem to im-

second release for Blue Note, Martino reunites with drummer Kenwood

Dennard and keyboardist Delmar

stand-to his tutelage playing in

prising that he

Everything special about Marti no's music, human spirit, strength,
and resilience is apparent on three
current issues. On Stone Blue, his

by Darin, Bobby Rydell, Chubby Check-

and American Band-

tarist Pat Marti no's eclectic musical pedigree, it
is somewhat sur-

he made a miraculous recovery.

We'll Be Together Again

Pat Martino
32 JAZZ 32071, 44:03
Sound: B+, Performance: A

brilliance.

The past, nonetheless, was when

Martino's reputation was forged,
and New York -based label 32 Jazz has

been consistently releasing the gui-

Willis Jackson

tarist's records from the '70s after
acquiring master tapes from their
original label, Muse Records. The

and Pat Martino

long -out -of -print We'll Be Together

32 JAZZ 32062, 50:48
Sound: B+, Performance: B-,

Again appears on CD now for the
first time ever. This duet between
Martino and keyboardist Gil Gold-

Willis...with Pat
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stein (here playing electric piano) relies on the

SHEMEKIA (o?ELAr)

pair's undeniable chemistry and intuition,
while Martino's expressive guitar work is in
absolutely jaw-droppingly brilliant form.

Turn the Heat Up
Skentekia Copeland

c ass. Alligataa Le3ords clear y believes
Copel3nek it putts tier a Idler band re-

AZ IG/_ItIR ALCD 11657, 63:01
f oun l: B, Performance: A-

plete with a mighty guest list that ir -

In the opposite direction is Willis. ..with
Pat, a date led by R&B honker Willis Jackson
that features Martino. They are accompanied

dudes Joe 1.3111i! Walker and Jimmy Viv -

by organist Charlie Earland, drummer Idris

Muhammad, and numerous others. Here,

Seems lice we're always hearing from

Martino works his R&B roots, tempering his
wanderlust to something combining rock and
blues muscle (string bends and double -stops)

the son;-finer Frank Sitatra, Jr., Julian

with chromaticism, augmented and diminished scales, and all that jazz stuff.

And, reportedly, Martino would like to
record with legendary Who guitarist Pete

Townshend (whom he's appreciated for
years), adding to an aural palette that hardly
Mike Bieber

stops with be -bop licks.

Return of the Candyman
Charlie Hunter el- Pound for Pound
BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 8 23108, 52:23
Sound: A, Performance: B+

From the opening downbeat of "Bongo
Confront," the syncopated snippet that kicks

off this funky collection, guitarist Charlie
Hunter and his longtime drumming partner
Scott Amendola lock in like a classic funk
rhythm section.

and Sean Le in.n, ZiggyMarley, and Ru-

fus Wa,nwtigt.t. So it's about
time we head from the daughters. ihemekia Copeland, the
late Texas bliesman Johnny
Clyde Copeand's little gtrl, just
might be the cne to jump-start
the tr er d.

Sheraekia Copeland's .nly 19, but her
powe-51 voice --part Kcko Taylor, part
Etta James, -gait Aretha Franklin-has already put her at the head of the freshman
It should be noted that Hunter is both guitarist and bassist in this full -sounding quartet,

performing both functions on an extraordinary custom-made, eight -string instrument
that covers the full range. Imagine if Joe Pass
had been heavily influenced by James Brown,
and you might get the picture.

no's guitars, the Jptown Horns, Brian
Mitchell's keyboards Michael Merritt s
bass, and Jame: idormwortn on drums.
This tight raccia' cutfit never comes
close to ovsshadcs.ing Copeland, whose organic presence
precludes any such thing. From
smclder:mg ballscs to tie
fleeces_ raveatps, sbesouads like
she means every wcrd. It must
e her sews
If there's any je sties, Tura the Heat Up
will become a tai_esdrne blues reccrd. If it

doesn't, it's n)t Shemekie Copelane's
fault.

Ste it Guttenberg

Hunter has created quite a stir on the jazz
scene since his 1995 Blue Note debut album,
bing, bing, bing!, which most definitely was
not a Crosby tribute. He had a fertile period

with a two -horn quartet, which yielded
Ready ..Set...Shango! and last year's Bob
Marley tribute, Natty Dread. With Return of

ME
R

S

This is a heart thumping ear c-uncling, blopd -ac rg, spine :i.gling,
ha r raising, ground shaking kind of resolution!

The iccitement of a trua homy thane- expererce at an af5-dable pricepint is not easy
to come by. Tannoy has transcended the norm by pr.v ding a trul: Realistic sound sensation in

ana_ractive, contemporary cabinet cesigr. Hew cove azomplisa his? Unlike nany of today's

interior highly resonant plastic enclosires. large Mar.. r> !nclosur-s are omstructed from
medium -density fiberboard for its ine.-t, Icw-coloratk n characterirtcs. Tannoy employs only

the1ighest qiality bass and treple un ts: it fact. all o.:he -rternal OD-tponents fo the Mercury

not

Sores were chosen for their performance pa ,mere .- fi-[. The croasover is knit with precision
ccnponents, delivering balanced and seamless aucio qu:lcy. This

i

he sort of p-rformance one

expects from a senior loudspeaker rranufsctLrer via mere than "C years experence as the
WD-klwide leader in professioral studio, post, film aid saadcast monitor ng wo Idwide.
The Mercury Series provides rch, pow2.iul bz.rs, d-namic, cear and accurte sound quality,

Revolu
Tannoy/TO North America
300 Gage Avenue, Unit

I

Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2M 2C8

519 745 1158 Fax: 519 745 2364
Web site: http:l/www.tannoy.com

ensuring Mercury provides not ne-cly hype,
Mercury

it good, old-ashioned value.

i at home n al/ applatm. proviarg the dynam_ delivery of

home theeter p-ese.tatons as we{ Is punch., Ind accurate stereo playback.

It's a dernandmf world out t te -a, sc choose :he line of louespeakers that

are as versatile as ycur -equ rcncos are den.iding

the Candyman, in which he unveils his new
band Pound for Pound, Hunter explores the
chemistry between vibraphone and guitar, a
combination that has been exploited in the

groove. "Pound for Pound," which recalls Roy
Ayers' soul -jazz period with Polydor, allows

Harris, and drummer Amendola. In between

past by Red Norvo with Tal Farlow and

The crystalline "People" is an ethereal

the extended composi-

brushes ballad highlighting Harris's inherent
bluesiness alongside Hunter's floating chordal
work. "Shake, Shake It Baby" is a Latin -flavored jam that glides along on the rhythmic
hookup between Amendola and percussionist
John Santos. The most energized track here is
the slamming backbeat number "Dope-a-Licious," on which Hunter unleashes some of

for some significant stretching by Hunter,

by Gary Burton with any number of guitarists (Larry Coryell, Sam Brown, Jerry Hahn,
Pat Metheny, John Scofield, Mick Goodrick,
Wolfgang Muthspiel). Vibist Stefon Harris is
Hunter's alter ego on this album, although
that role has been filled by Monte Croft in the
guitarist's road band.
The title track is a loose, shuffling second line rhythm, with funky signatures and shim-

mering harmonies on top of the insinuating

al*

tions, Hunter has also
strewn catchy interludes.

Running a minute or
less, they fade in and out
of the mix to create and

maintain a funky continuity. The remake of Steve Miller's mega -hit
from the '70s, "Fly Like an Eagle," is appropriately geared for the dance floor, while "Turn
Me Loose," Hunter's take on a James Brown -

Rediscover Your Music!
Model 1

Modell

Model 2W

Fela Kuti "good foot" groove, allows for more
serious stretching by Harris, a gifted improviser on his vibes.

his nastiest licks.
"Hungry Bear" is an easy stroll that features
the whole band in a relaxed, behind -the -beat

frame of mind. Along with "People," it provides the most soothing moments on Return
of the Candyman. The rest is a testament to
Hunter's undying allegiance to the almighty
power of groove.

Those afraid of the funk should probably
steer clear. Patrons of the dance floor, though,
will get knee-deep in it.
Bill Milkowski

"The amplified
subwoofer that rocks
the foundation." *

"Affordable
excellence."

Heavy Love
Buddy Guy
SILVERTONE JADV 41632, 57:13

"The

high-fidelity
standard."

Sound: A, Performance: A-

u

Model 5

"Ultimate
center channel
realism."

Rock is the blues, but lately the blues some-

times forgets (or doesn't care to) rock. You
cannot accuse Buddy Guy of that. Heavy Love
rocks, from the moment Guy shows blues pup

Jonny Lang a thing or three on "Midnight
Train" through the kind of solo that makes
Eric Clapton worship at the guitarist's feet on
"Had a Bad Night."

This is one of the best recorded and
arranged blues albums in some time. Guy's

VSM

Model 3

"The ideal
wall -mount
surround
speaker"
"The ULTIMATE embodiment of the
VANDERSTEEN boxless design."
cut away view

For more than 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built innovative phase -correct

loudspeakers true to both science and music.

To experience the extraordinary

value and incredible realism of boxless dynamic speakers in a stereo, multi-

acoustic guitar work cuts as clean and sharp as
his electric on "Did Someone Make a Fool Out
of You." "I Need You Tonight," meanwhile, has
sonic and musical depth

reminiscent of Steely

HUBBY GUM

Dan.

Some of Guy's props

to his roots border on
fascinating. His soulful

ti

reading of Willie Dixon's
"I Just Want To Make Love to You" reinvents
the song as Stax funk. Similarly, it takes blue
steel balls to cover Al Green, but Guy brings ex-

tra musical fire to "Are You Lonely for Me
Baby" without embarrassing himself on the
vocals. His version of Louis Jordan's "Saturday

channel or home theater system, audition the legendary VANDERSTEEN speakers at

Night Fish Fry" captures the whimsy of the

your nearest carefully selected dealer.

original so well as to seem out of place among
the stone -heavy blues. More in tune with the

tone of the album, his three lovers (doing

=IMENSIONAL PURITY

116

Please call or write for complete information

(209) 582-0324

and the name of your nearest dealer.

West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
www.vandersteen.com

Smokey one better) on "I Got a Problem" capture the essence of the blues.
Alone and Acoustic, a 1991 album of front porch blues Guy recorded with the late Junior
Wells, might be the best acoustic blues album
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THE ILES AVIS QUINTET

of this generation. With Heavy Love he has

now made one of the best electric blues

The Complete Studio Recordings,

_ate 1950s. With the cerebral personnel of

1%5-'68

:his second great quintet, however. the possibilities of terscnal interactien were explored

COLUMBIA 74644-7398, sir CDs, 7:21:52
Sound: A. Performance: s+

even further, as they deconstructed forms
and then rebuilt them as the morr-ent dictat-

omparing these stud., dates from 1965

ed. The results hearc here-the Erst oaa-

to 1968 to recordings frcm concerts only
months earlier reveals a drastic change in
musical direction fcr Mies Davis's second
great quintet. Trumpeter Davis, saxophon-

sions Davis feh compelled to return to :he
studio after two years of searching for the
proper personae(-are staggering,.
The classic Kind of Blue album and the
recordings in this bossed set comprise the
mast creative small -group sess:cns Davis

ist Wayne Shorter, pianist Herbie Hancock,

bassist Ron Cartes, and drummer Tony

ever produced.
The six CDs contain the =Ps E.S.P., Miles
Smiles, Sorcerer, Nefertiti, Paves de !Gi»aaanjaro, and Water Babies. The 56 chronologically arranged tracks incluce 13 previously

un_eleased gents :alternate take,, rehearsa
takes, every one recording f:um Davis -s personal library).The remastertg is a giant step

forward compared to any previous .ssue of
Williams began lagging studio t.me in a deliberate attempt to breakdown the harmonic

this material.
The collection comes in a deluxe, cloth-

and rhythmic barr_ers :ndi enous to their

bound package, similar in design :o the

previous repertoire. Them m -ssion was to explore less encumnered, more o--iªmal frame-

Grammy -winning Males Danis e~ GI? Etanf:
The Complete Columbia Sldio Recnmsngr.
It contains a 116 -page book:: of :cell -written
essays, track -by -track annotations. rare phoJames Rozzi
tos, and sessionography.

works for improvisation Davis and his first
great quintet with John Coltrane had begun
to use modes in lieu of scales as early as the

Hank Bordowitz

recordings as well.

Panthalassa:
The Music of Miles Davis, 1969-1974
COLUMBIA CK 67909, 59:40
Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Producer Bill Laswell's radical reconstruction and mix translation is a provocative pastiche that draws on material from Davis's controversial electric period of the late '60s and
early '70s. A seamless suite of free -flowing
groove music from the trumpeter's notorious
wah-wah phase, it brings together highlights

from three influential albums-In a Silent
Way (1969), On the Corner (1972), and Get Up

With It (1974). Working from the original
eight- and sixteen -track masters, Laswell manipulated the recordings with his own ambient tweakage at the mixing console, a trade-

mark production style that the maverick
producer has cultivated over the years with his
Axiom and Subharmonic labels.

Comprising four movements, Panthalassa
shows a connection between Miles's groundbreaking '70s work and various musical movements that emerged years, even decades, later.
John McLaughlin's proto-punk guitar skronking and Miles's own wah-wah trumpet on the

NTRODUCING

-

KIMBER
S
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T
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MAKING

kirítS 3035 This rrozlel features both Hyper -pure copper and silver. The two types of
conductors are used in a 2:1 symmetric relationship. "The KS -3035 possesses
an incredibly refired sense of tonality. Instruments and voices are presented
with proper weight and body. Textures are organic in their realism. Amazing
retrieval cf ambled: ct_es gives a realistic feeling of the air and space that
surrounds instrurr-ntts " Dick Diamond - Audio Design, Utah.

- Eight Fsot P.2ir $3,350 -

elect
A comprehensive tine of ioudspeaker cables - Digital & analog interconnects
Designed and ms.iuf2ctueed in house - By our finest craftsmen

2752 South 19J1 West - Ogden Utah 84401 - USA - Phore 84/%21 T

Fax 801-627-6980 - www.kimber.com

Technics.

"In a Silent Way/Shhh/Peaceful/It's About

FRED y COLE

That Time" movement provide a link between
jazz and Jimi Hendrix while anticipating the
fusion movement by some years. The exotic
"Black Satin/What If/Agharta Prelude Dub"
incorporates Badal Roy's tabla and Khalil Bal-

Love Makes the Changes
FANTASY FCD-9681, 55:41

akrishna's tamboura drone long before the
New Lower
Price!

Save

world -beat explosion happened. The groove -

$40

SL 1200MK-2

$44999

heavy "Rated X/Billy Preston" movement
(from On the Corner), anchored by electric
bassist Michael Henderson and drummer

Also in stuck: !lard -to -find Technics SLI2(H)\IK-213
(all black), SLI200MK-3, SL1200MK-4 & SL1200LTD.

-r`

Sea.

Pitch control, scratching & rack mounting!
\:triable speed and !'Il(:II (.O\FROI. slider (±8%),
protection against accidental drawer opening while
playing, and a unique S(:RAECI1 function that allows

you to add special sound effects to your (I) mix.

$19999

List $299.00

the genes would be an oversimplification.
Overriding the DNA factor is the fact that
as young men both musicians were influ
enced by the same extraordinary, seminal
jazz masters.
Thanks to Freddy's significant record-

grooves,

while the dreamy 131/2 -

BST CDM-100 CD PLAYER

ocalist Freddy Cole isn't riding

1'

coattails, but heredity is on his side. His
virile, throaty baritone, succinct phrasing,
and matter-of-fact delivery are somewhat
reminiscent of brother Nat. To say it's in

Jack DeJohnette, is clearly a precursor to hip -hop

and jungle

111's

minute "He Loved Him
Madly" suite (from Get

Up With It) is perhaps
the first ambient -jazz statement (and was

Iing projects on Fantasy-Love Makes the
Changes is his fifth-brother Nat is not the
only Cole influencing subsequent genera

cited by ambient guru Brian Eno as a seminal
influence).

This all adds up to a real bitches brew of
things to come.

-

t

Bill Milkowski

Making your own CDs is fast and easy!

The Lounge Lizards
STRANGE & BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
SB 0015, 59:36
Sound: A-, Performance: A

Easy to use with autostart recording and both
automatic and manual track numbering. The digital

and analog inputs and outputs provide easy
connection

to almost any player or music
production source. Uses only rewritahle (.I) media.

$59999

List S-99.00

i

Stanton Shure
Ortofon Vestax

From$2999
DJ CARTRIDGES & STYLI
IIuge selection with iwer iO runlets in -stock!

/40te't ca4s Z yn"
SHADOW FOGGER:

1-4

The real jazz/fake jazz question posed nearly 20 years ago by John Lurie's Lounge Lizards

is moot. Now the question is: Does it move
you? The current jazz scene is chock-full of
competent players, but more often than not

JBL TR-125
15"2 -WAY PRO
SPEAKER

ous explorations have
evolved into film noir

,

`

$9999

225 Watts power
Bullet proof J131. Sonic

guard protection circuit

JBL

The Sex Mob
COLUMBIA/KNITTING FACTORY
CSK 41146, 54:34
Sound: B, Performance: A-

they're mere technicians, not musicians. These
soulless wonders are too busy mimicking old
heroes instead of creating something new.
On Queen of All Ears,
Lurie's always -mysteri-

( acme fig/smoke with just the
touch of a button. Includes
remote control.

E

Din of Inequity

29.5" x 18" x l-í.5"

$24999

Call Today For Your
FREE 132 -Page Catalog!

1-800-672-4268
Outside the U.S.A. 1-714-891-5914
Mon.- Fri.- 6am - 10pm
Sat. & Sun. 8am - 5pm (PST)

PRO SOUND
& STAGE
LIGHTING'"
11711 Monarch St. Garden Grove, CA 92841
Since 1976 Visit online at www.pssl.com

vignettes you can easily
lose yourself in. "Monsters over Bangkok" offers a cinematic spread that stretches out from
Jane Scarpantoni's cello, Michael Blake's bass
clarinet, and Lurie's spooky soprano sax intro
to set the stage for Steven Bernstein's vaudevillian trumpet; it cajoles, vamps, rasps, does
everything but talk. Then the band takes off,

tions. Wonderfully empathic support from
an all-star rhythm section, headed by pi-

anist Cedar Walton, combines with the
bluesy interludes of saxophonists Grover
Washington, Jr., and Eric Alexander to
produce a comfortable, warm blanket
surrounding Cole's

Queen of All Ears

PHILIPS PCDR-870
CD RECORDER/PLAYER

Sound: A, Performance: B+

i

exquisite vocals.

But from whence

does he find these
tunes? "On My Way
to You," "Wonder Why," "The Right To
Love," "A Sinner Kissed an Angel"-this
album contains at least nine good reasons
for singers of pop and jazz standards to dig

a little deeper when compiling set lists.
Freddy Cole's latest effort substantiates the

notion that a multitude of great, obscure
songs are out there just waiting for a we1lieserved second life.
James Rozzi

Bernstein reappears, this time fronting his
new band, Sex Mob, on Din of Inequity. The
Sex Mob's twisted sensibilities jive with the
Lizards', but its funkier sound is lighter on its
feet, always searching and finding the perfect
groove. Check out the ensemble's boisterous
noise on Prince's "Sign 'o' the Times"; Bern stein's slide trumpet leaps once again exhilarate, and alto saxophonist Briggan Krauss gives
as good as he gets from

Bernstein. Sex Mob's
daring covers-"Goldfinger," "Live and Let

blowing through the back alleys of the city. On

Die," and "House of the

"Yak," downtowner Lurie applies his acting
skills, spinning a hallucinatory yarn about a

Rising Sun"-go places so far out they're
back in but also make good on the Mob's

farmer and his livestock. The Lizards work up
a sweat behind him, but it's all just a setup for

promise "to bring the sexy thing back into instrumental music." Hear, hear. Din of Inequity
should be steaming up hi-fis everywhere pretty soon.
Steve Guttenberg

a punch line. Lurie's a very funny guy, and
Queen of All Ears is his royal flush.
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For The Audiophile
BELL'OG(:EITI

9USJC®

N&LD9

TEAC AG -D9100
A/V Receiver

130w x 2 or 100w x 5 *Doll,.

Digital (AC -3) built-in *Doll-,
Pro Logic Surround Sour

1-800-221-8180
wwwIan r.com

(TEA AGD910i.

50 watts/channel, 24-AM/FM station presets

308M/FM presets, remote control

CALL

.

.

Sony STR-DE525
A/V,100w x 2 or 100w z 5, DSP with 11 mesa.

CAL

envirommnets, Dolby Pro Logic, remote

NC RX-664VBK
A/V, 100w x 2 or 100w x S, Digital Acoustics

CALL

Processor, Dolby Pro Logic, A/V remote

Philips CDR880

Records audio CDs from various digital (CD, DAT etc.) & analog sources
Uses CD -recordable & CD-rewritabte discs *Serial Copy
Management System 20 -track programming *Remote control

$599

99

BLANK COs

PHILIPS

(BLG AV58001

AudioSource AMP Three

0

REFERENCE STANDARD CD RECORDER

LCD display

A/V'100w z 2 or 100w a 4, Dolby Pro Logic,

CALL

ord: J&R

AOL Ke

Sony STR-DE325

Hi Rise A/V Rack

more audio/video components
Tempered safety glass shelves
Heavy gauge metal 4511 w x
59" h x 24" d

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week

Dolby 3 Stereo 30 -AM
30 -FM presets Remote

$39999
TEAC AG -360

Bell'0ggetti AVS-800
*Holds TVs up to 40" & 4 or

*Power Amp, 150 watts/channel, switchable to

400 watts mono, left/right level controls '359"

Harman Kardon PA5800
5-ch. Home Theater Power Amp, 80w o 5

'499

Mfr. Sug. Retail 5999

Harman Kardon PT2500
AN Tuner -Controller, 30-AM/FM presets,

Dolby 3 stereo Mfr. Sug. Retail 5479 _'249"

(PHI CDR880)

Sony MDBUNDLE4

Philips CDR74 *Blank CD, write once, 74 min. capacity
Philips RWCDR74 *Blank Rewritable CD, 74 minute capacity

.Home mines( Recorder - oonchle plover.

(PHI CDR74)... $6.99
(PHI RWCDR741.$28.99

CD Players/Changers

TEAC

DYAMAHA

a

60% OFF
Mfr. Sug. Retail
o1 $999.90

Yamaha CDC -502

TEAC V-80305

5 -Disc CD Changer

Stereo Cassette Deck

PI yXchange allows changing
4 discs while one plays S -Bit
technology 20 -track programming Remote control

$17999

(YAM CDC5021

3-heads/motors Dolby S/B/

C/HX-Pro *Quartz lock DD dual

capstan drive CD direct input
Remote 110/220 volts

'69999

(TEA V80305)

TEAC V-377

16 -track progromming, headphone jock with

*Dolby B, 1 -touch recording, center -mounted

volume control, remote control, 110/220v .594"

transport, 110/220v

'69"

5109°°

remote control

Dual cassette, deck #1 auto -reverse playback,

579"

Dolby B, continuous play

Dual auto -reverse record/play on both tronsp

5 -disc changer, playl exchange 4 feature 32 -track
programming, delete ploy, remote

Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, pitch control

Dynaco CDV-PRO

Technics RS-TR575

1169°'

1179"
its

*Dual auto -reverse record/play on both transports

HDCD Player with Vacuum tube output stage,
20 -track programming, remote control

'799°°

(JVC 130001

5214'°

Dolby B/C /HX-Pro, full -logic controls

120 watt amp built-in 12"
woofer Variable crossover

power handli ng 8 ohms Black
woodgrain finish

speaker level inputs Black
woodgrain finish

1" mylar tweeter 325 watts

$ 39 998/pr

(JBL C1150)

'139"
CALL

woofer,

shielded, 140 watts max block

.... pr. '99°'

(JBL PSW 1200i

black or rosewood colr:r

'129

60/90/120Hz crossover settings

Yamaha YST-SW80
pr

Powered, built-in 80 watt amp, 8' woofer,

! 198°°

CAL

line/speaker level inputs,

Cerwin-Vega HT -S15

TDL Nucleus 1

45 watts/ch., 3drsc CD, dual auto -rev. cassette,

$24999

Powered, 60 watts, 8" speaker, shielded

Direct/Reflecting', 6" woofer, 120 watts

2 -way speakers
cre

Adljustable gain Line &

Aiwa TS -W50

Bose' 201 Series IV

:

with power::

3 -way 15" cast -trame woofer
6.25 cast -frame midrange

* Bookshelf, 3 -way, 8

Ultra -mini, top -loading CD player,

nuto-rev. msse't' AM. 'FM, remote

* CD Player.

Powered Subwoofer

Floorstanding Speakers

Yamaha NS -A637

Yamaha GX-50

JVC TD -W718

Technics SL-PD888

Dual auto -rev. cassette 2 -way

JBL Harmony

TEAC W -518R

5 -disc changer, 1 -bit DAC, 32 -Cock programmin

32 -track programmable CD

player 40 AM/FM presets

9 999
S$4efote

JBL PSW 1200

JBL CF150

Aiwa LCX-350

TEAC CD -P1120

Philips CDC73517

JVC F3000
Mini Audio System
35 watt/ch. integrated amp

*Mini, 2 -way, 5.25" woofer, 0.75" cone/dome

pr '199"

*Powered, 200 watts, 15" woofer, vocable
crossover - 50Hz to 150Hz, black

....'499

AM/FM, active servo speakers, remote ..'399"

ferro -fluid cooled tweeter

Bose® Lifestyle® 3.II

JBL l-7 S0% OFF Mfr. Sag. Retail

Velodyne CT -150

N6/FM, CD player, 2 cube speakers +

*Tower, 4 -way, 12" woofer, titonium tweeter,

*Powered, 250 watts, 15" woofer, line/speaker
level input/output, black

Acoustrmass

boss module, biomplified

5749"

10-450 watts, block ash cabinet

pr. '999'°

'699

DVD Players

Thorens TD 180

Terk AM-FMQ
Powered Indoor Stereo
AM/FM Antenna

*Selectable modes: wideband
or narrow to optimize reception
& minimize noise

$7999

(TRK AMFMO)

Sony RM-V40A

94"

Terk AM 1000
*Indoor AM Antenna, passive, fully adjustable
tuning to match frequency

DVD/CD Player

Plays DVD, audio CD & video
picture search with 32 -bit RISC
processor Remote

4 heads Pro-cision 19 -micron
heads *VCR Plus+ with Cable
controller
cable box
Eye
TimeScan with Dynamic Drum

$29999

CALL

539999

ITHN 180)

Semiautomatic, belt -drive, pitch control,
includes phono cartridge

'99"

(SON DVP5300)

'154"

rroxial/optical digital audio out,

4 heads, high-speed fast forward/rewind,
universal remote with shuttle

aual surround sound, remote

CALL

*Built-in Dolby -Digital (AC 31 decoder,

.mponentvideo

Sony DVP-5500D

*Manual, direct -drive, pitch control,

*Built-in Dolby Digital (A(-3) decoder, Digital Cinema

pop-up target light

'228"

Sound- processing, remote

5169"

Sony SLV-678HF

Gemini XL -500

579"

'149°'

CALL

' 179"

Control II, multi -brand remote

Panasonic PV -8662

Technics SL -120011

JVC XV-D2000BK

*Universal Remote Control, replaces up to 12

*Professional Manual, direct -drive,

Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoder built-in, on -screen

4 heads, VCR Plum, auto Clerk set,

remotes, for audio 8 video components ..'149"

quartz lock, pitch control, silver or block '479"

graphical user interface, remate

rommeranl advanr,, remote

'499"
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CIS, $

............2 -CDs $ 25.98

William Kapell: Edition
RCA 68442

............9 -CDs $ 98.92

Apocalyptica: Inquisition Symphony

4 heads, digital auto tracking, Adoptive Picture

Sony RM-AV2000

...CD $12.99

Delibes- Lokme (Dessay, Kunde, Von Dom)
EMI 56569

Auto SP -EP timer residing, remote

CASS

Of Liberia L0N 460600

4 heads, Pro'cision 19 micron heads, VCR Plus+

HomeDirector' 8 Universal IR/RF Remote

A Holiday Greehng from Wolfgang Amodeus

$799 $499
CD

NC HR -A54

'399"

Mozart For A
Merry Christmas

Pavarotti d Friends: For The Children

(JVC HR54500)

Samsung VR8608

One -For -All URC8090
Control System

Pro -style editing Remote

Panasonic DVD-A110
Samsung DVD907

Sem automatic, belt -drive, P-nount style arm,
pitch control, black

CD formats Smoothscan"

' HILIPS

PHI 456454

S -VHS Hi -Fi Stereo VCR

*Synchronous motor *External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

shut-off & auto -retract

Technics SL-BD22K

'49"

JVC HR -545000

Sony DVP-5300

33, 45 78 r.p.m. Automatic

Gemini XL -100

Universal Remote, replaces 5 remotes, controls N,
VCR, cable box 8 audio components

3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

MER 558300

............CD $1 1.99

Glenn Gould: Silver Jubilee Album

'249°'

SON 60686

............2 -CDs $ 25.98
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"The Pied Pier of Hamelin," the poem by

Robert Browning, which helps give the film

a fairy-tale feeling. The entire poem is reproduced in still frame as one of the supplements on this generously filled dual -layer DVD.

Since it appears in New Line's Platinum

Series, this release contains a whole lot

the sweet
The Sweet Hereafter 1997; R rating; onesided (feature, 2.35 letterboxed; supplemental
material, 1.33:1 full frame); dual layer; English and French Dolby Digital 5.1; English,
a!NEW LINE Pi AfNUM

s'

the sweet hereafter

French, and Spanish
subtitles; closed -captioned; includes interviews, "Before and Af-

ter The Sweet Hereafter" (a video discus-

sion of the book and
film with author Rus-

sell Banks and film
'THE BEST Fl W OF THE YEABr

e

director Atom Egoy-

But as we revisit this tale again and again,

an), trailers; a com-

we perceive it is about many other things,
including loss of innocence, courage, and
change. Filmmaker Atom Egoyan has woven into its plot development themes from

1 plete still -frame version of the poem "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," and a full-length commentary track
with Banks and Egoyan. NEW LINE N4654, 116 minutes, $24.98
Picture: A, Sound: A, Content: A-

Singular bonuses appear throughout the
DVD, including a long segment from a con-

1r1

cert given in the Nixon White House (just
Remembering The Carpenters: The Story

ond or third viewing, but The

of Karen & Richard Carpenter and the
Songs That Made Them Famous 1997;

telling its story, the dreamlike at-

mosphere, and vivid three-dimensional characterizations reveal fresh
nuances each and every time it is viewed.

color and black -and -white; Dolby Digital two -

channel stereo/mono; includes bonus tracks,
discography, still -frame tribute, commercials,
and radio spot. MPI DVD7278, 100 minutes,
$24.98

Picture: A-, Sound: A-, Content: A-

On the surface, The Sweet Hereafter
(based on a novel by Russell Banks) is the

G

story of a sly -like -a -fox but personally trou-

bled lawyer (Ian Holm) who arrives in a

-2.

his entertaining DVD is a tribute to the
highly successful brother -and -sister
duo that recorded a string of hits in the

1970s, their career cut tragically short by

small town shortly after a school bus accident claims the lives of most of its children.

Karen's death at age 32 in 1983. There's lots
of rare footage here, most of it in color, plus

The manipulative outsider wheedles and
sells the idea of a huge lawsuit to most of
the parents. No matter that there seems to
be no one entity or person really at fault,
he'll find someone to make a case-to get

connecting interviews conducted in 1997
with Richard Carpenter, Petula Clark, Paul

his percentage.

with Banks and Egoyan titled "Before and
After The Sweet Hereafter," an interview p
with Egoyan from Charlie Rose's PBS show,
-o

of all films measure up for a sec-

Sweet Hereafter certainly does.
The unusual treatment of time in

of additional information. For example, E
there's a short documentary discussion

Williams, Burt Bacharach, and others associated with The Carpenters' hits. Everything is
integrated in such a way that it all serves as a
biographical narrative.
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when the Watergate scandal was beginning
to break) and some Japanese soda commercials for a drink called "Pop." The audio and =
video are excellent, but when all is said and c
done, what one really remembers are Karen SI
Carpenter's one -of -a -kind, haunting vocals

and those great hits "Close to You," "For
All We Know," "Rainy
Days and Mondays,"
"Superstar," and the
ironically titled 'We've
Only Just Begun."

The main body of
this

disc is a biogra-

phy, with only portions
of songs being used to
move the story along,
in case you are sensitive to that sort of thing.
But the bonus section does include complete
versions of "(A Place To) Hideaway" and the
Bach-Gounod "Ave Maria."
This DVD's quality production honors an act
that was class all the way.

R.B.
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(ale a look at any speaker manufacturer's lineup. Chances are their
"top of the line" offers a lot more piston area than their "starter"
models. Why?

With speakers, bigger is better. Unless, of course, you don't care
about visceral impact. Or distortion. Or efficiency. Or dynamic contrast.
Now some folks will try to convince you that an 8" woofer is faster
than a pair of 12" But moving air is a volume velocity issue.
Relying on an 8" driver to pump up your 2500 cubic foot listening
space is like fanning yourself with a guitar pick. Distortion will rise and
transient response will be compromised (unless you've recently devised a
scheme for miniaturizing a 30 -foot wavelength).
We- laws of physics dictate that a loudspeaker's effective
radiating diameter should increase proportionally with the
wavelength of sound to provide consistently low
distortion, broad dynamic range and uniform power
distribution.
Sudy the chart to the side. Note how closely
Whisper's effective radiating diameter tracks the
wavelength of sound. This provides stable imaging,
low distortion and extraordinary dynamic
capabilities. This type of chart is very useful in
approximating the potential performance level of
any loudspeaker design. You may find it helpful to
chart the loudspeakers you are currently using on
this graph. (We think you'll be in for a surprise!)
del for model, Legacy offers more piston
area than the other guy with one straightforward
pricing structure. You'll pay about the same per square
inch of piston area for our Whisper as you will for our
Classic. None of the exponential markups so typical of
high -end audio.

Bill Dudleston,
Chief Designer for
Legacy Audio

LOOK FOR THE CLOSEST

AUDITION SITE NEAR YOU,
THEN CALL US AT

1-800-283-4644
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ALLENTOWN, PA

SAN BERNADINO, CA

NORTHERN NJ

SAN DIEGO, CA

ORLANDO, FL

LOS ANGELES, CA

ATLANTA, GA

OAKLAND, CA

DALLAS,TX

SEATTLE, WA

HOUSTON, TX

VANCOUVER, BC

GRAND RAPIDS, MI

HUNTSVILLE,ALABAMA

LEGACY AUDIO
3023 E. SANGAMON AVE.
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

800.283-4644

1-800-283-4644 217-544-3178 Fax: 217-544-1483 www.Iegacy-audio.com
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3023 E. Sangamon Ave. Springfield, IL 62702

EXCEEDING YOUR EXPECTATIONS
PARASOUND (5S260

2 -Way In -Wall Loudspeakers
Two element 12 dB octave

61/2" Woofer with 1"
voice
and t
1"'Soft dome tweeter

129

2.6kHz crossover

Polyfoam surround

JYC HA -0990

Stereo Headphones
24 Kt. gold -plat

and a scene -specific, full-length commentary
track with Banks and Egoyan. In this case, the

supplementals prove to be valuable tools in

understanding the film and the novel on

The film's special effects are quite good

which it is based. They also make a second or

(considering its low budget), Dern's performance is first-rate, and the strong pro -ecology
statement comes across well. Peter Schickele
(a.k.a. PDQ Bach) composed and conducted
the unusual score, and Joan Baez sang two of
the soundtrack's songs.
If memory serves, the original vinyl soundtrack album was pressed in green, in keeping

third viewing of the movie a much richer,
more rewarding experience.
The transfers are first-rate; the bittersweet

medieval -folk -inspired music by Mychael

headphone plug

Danna comes through particularly well and is
available by itself on a "score only" track.
One of the last, but not least, features of this

Oxygen -free copper wires for signal cord

Voice coils with copper clad aluminum

Soft comfortable ear cushions
FR: 5-27,000Hz. 65 ohms

s95

Adjustable headband

splendid offering is its price, which surely
qualifies it as a bargain.

MD QUART OR SAGE
Center Channel Speaker

Rad Bennett

Bass rer:ex 2 -way design
19mm Titanium dome tweeter

6-1/2" Treated fiber cone woofer
125W Peak power handling Frequency response 41

22kH:

Dimensions: 7.5"H a 18"W x 11"D Snap off grilles

Q1111,6

available in piano black or midnight ash

Cabinet in british ebony sudette only

129
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High Lonesome: The Story of Bluegrass
Music 1991; no rating; color and black -and white; one-sided; Dolby Digital two -channel
stereo and monaural. SHANACHIE 604, 95
minutes, $24.98
Picture: B+, Sound: B+, Content: A-

Ten sanos of equalization
Built-in pink noise generator
Calibrated electret condenser microphone

G 159

Sub -harmonic frequency filter

!pout level controls

A winner of prestigious awards from the
Chicago and Atlanta film festivals, this is a
lively documentary about bluegrass music,
which means that it must tell the story of the

surgence that occurred during the hippie/folk
era of the '60s and early

DVD/Video CD/CD Player
Advanced Built-in Dolby DigitafVV Decoder for 5.1 Channel Surround Sound Audio

Component Video Out Virtual Surround Sound 500 lines of Horizontal Resolution
Capability 5 -Speed Smooth Motion Scan & Slow
Universal Joystick Remote DTS®Dgital Out

i

Easy to Use On -Screen Menu Icons 96 kHz/24-bit

D/A Converter 10 bit Video D/A Converter

110710
Stereo
Receiver
Combing NAD's legendary 310 integrated amplifier and the away- _'tO
winning tuner. The amp has 20 ampere peak current capability and is stable down to

2 ohms 20W/Ch RMS at 0.03 THD+ 5 5dB headroom IMF BIII
FM Tuner with 24112AM/12FMI presets

0199

Hoingren toroidal transformer
Preout main injacks 25kHz Tuning

FA CTOR YAUTHORIZED
ald/s/ Advent Atlantic Technology Atlantis Audio Control
Audio Guest B&K B&O Belló g etu BIC Bryston CAL Canton
Carver Demon Grado Graaf Harman/Kardon Hitachi Infinity
Jamo JBL Joseph Audio JVC Kenwood lover MIT Mitsubishi
Monitor Audio Monster Cable NAD NHT Niles Onkyo Panama
Panasonic Parasound Platinum PPI Proscan Rane Runco
Seleco Sony Sonance Technics Tice Audio 01.0 and more,
SOME BRANDS NOT AVAILABLE MAILORDER

shop over 1000
products online...
it's safe and easy!

r.

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-542-7283

1.;[Ail

MAIL ORDER HOURS
Fri:

8am-10

"'"vim
FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060

RETAIL HOURS

Mon - Fri: loam - 9pm EST

Sat gam spin EST
Sun llam 5pm E

Store: 89 Route 46 East Denville, NJ 07834
Offices: 45 Indian La. East Towaco, NJ 07082
[eclaiy Aelhauled lot all blends we sell' No! iespoesible toi I pogiaphical enes

he sailed

la a voting lee

Skipping and handling not at vocable

does, spill to the surround channels if there
are even slight channel anomalies. No trailer or
extras are provided beyond scene search. R.B.
Diva 1981; R rating; one-sided (1.66:1 aspect
ratio); French Dolby Digital two -channel mono;
English subtitles. FOX LORBER FLV5000, 123
minutes, $29.98

In this thriller, a young mail carrier illegally
tapes a concert by a famous diva who refuses to
record. His life, however, gets complicated, and

terviews conducted in
1991. Most important,

Taiwanese "business-

we get to hear lots of
great music with that "high, lonesome"
sound. The video and audio are okay, although, of course, they vary quite a bit, depending on the source material that's tapped.
It seems, however, that the overall quality
should have been slightly better. Perhaps a
master that takes full advantage of DVD's extra definition would have helped. Nit-picking,
you say? Perhaps, for the program still looks as
R.B.

Silent Running 1971; G rating; one-sided
(1.85 aspect ratio, letterboxed); Dolby Digital
one -channel mono. UNIVERSAL/IMAGE
ENTERTAINMENT ID4229USDVD, 90 minutes, $29.99
Picture: A, Sound: B+, Content: A

more dangerous, when
men" want to obtain the

tape for release. It becomes even more com-

plicated when his tape
is accidentally switched

with one exposing the
chief of police as a racketeer. This clever thriller also explores, if not in

total depth, the devotion of a fan to an artist
he worships.
The film boosted the career of soprano Wilhelmenia Wiggins Fernandez and brought the
soprano aria from Alfredo Catalani's opera La
Wally to ears that might otherwise never have
heard it.
Although the quality of the DVD transfer is

a little uneven, the many scenes that are
breathtaking in detail are good enough to off-

set the few that are less than perfect. And
there's a famous subway chase scene that is

This intelligent, landmark science fiction
film stars Bruce Dern as a botanist tending the
last remaining forests of Earth, now housed in
pods attached to spaceships orbiting Saturn.
Everything on Earth has become synthetic.
Ultimately, an order comes through to explode

10 Oaf delet-

ion tetlaagt Dt all pinducls except sides zed ul sleep installed pioducis All tom lei soul
must be mail wnho 14 days of weir Items must he m ougieal nano and 01911 or 1¢I

movies rather than
the more common

and other legendary performers through the
years as well as some in-

m EST

9am -6pmIST
EonSat
Sun 11am - 5pm EST

this for single -channel

Picture: A-, Sound: B, Content: A-

broadcast, and it sounds quite good.

www.soundcity.com ililáll

is true mono; I prefer

'70s. We are treated to
rare footage of Monroe

good as-if not a little better than-the best

SHOP US ON-LINE

sharp and clear, with good contrast and rich
colors. The audio track

late Bill Monroe. The origins of acoustic blue-

grass are explored, as are the changes that
occurred after World War II and a later rePANASONK DVD-A310

with the movie's theme. The score sounds
pretty good on this DVD, and the picture is

two -channel monaural,
which can, and usually

EQ fOURTEHi

Graphic Equalizer/
Spectrum Analyzer

the remaining pods. They are no longer costeffective. Dern refuses, goes ballistic, kills his
uncaring crew mates, and hijacks the forest.
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pulse -pounding, a real visual treat. The sound
is just okay, not up to the video's high standard. It's a shame the original filmmakers didn't
spring the bucks for Dolby Stereo. (The DVD's
soundtrack is in French, with English subtitles
that can be turned on or left off.)
R.B.

CD PLAYERS
CD RECORDERS
TAPE DECKS
RECEIVERS
AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
SURROUND SOUND
PROCESSORS

DTS/AC3/THX/DOLBY PRO
LOGIC SYSTEMS
SUB -WOOFERS
HIGH -END
INTERCONNECTS

CALL 1J.: FOR PRICE AND

ADVICE, WE'RE VERY NICE!

00.978423
WE'VE GOT IT AL

SERVICE SELECTIO
LPRICE. SERVIC

SMILE! WE LAVE YA!

UNCLE'S
STEREO
216 W 72ND ST., NEW YORK, NY 10023
Store Hours: M -F10-9 Sat 10:30-7:30 Sun 11-5:30

FAX 212-721-7587 NYC 212-721-7500
NYC Consumer Affairs LIC.# 0904418
Member BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

Visj our S er-Site

www.unclestereo.com

TURN TABLES
DAT MACHINES
MINI DISC
RECORDERS/PLAYERS
BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES

LASER DISC PLAYERS
SPEAKERS
PROFESSIONAL TAPES
VCR'S (VHS/BETA)
MINI SYSTEMS
LARGE SCREEN TV's
PORTABLE CD's
PERSONAL STEREOS
MICROPHONES
900 MHZ TELEPHONES
COMBINATION TV's/VCR's
SATELITE DISHES
FAX MACHINES
SPEAKER SWITCHING
BOXES

PRE -AMPLIFIERS
POWERED ANTENNAS
EQUALIZERS
HEADPHONES
AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

CD STORAGE
CONNECTION

The Shelving Shaped

For advertising information call 1-800-445-6066
(9am-5pm EST) or Fax 1-212-767-5624
For subscriptions inquiries call 1-303-604-1464

Archetype System® features modular
elements that you combine and, as needs
change, reconfigure. Shelves are rigid, neoprene isolators damp vibration, and solid
steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability. Options include
acoustic mounting spikes, large -capacity
drawer, bookends and section -bridging
shelves. In solid hardwood or fiberboard.
Call or fax for our free color brochure.

Modular

By Your Needs.

Tabletop

stackable

Rail Rack

oak units
Component

hold all

Rack

Salamander Designs Ltd.

Drawers

Visit our web site: www.mander.comc5P

800.206.5658 Fax: 860.313.0526

recording

formats &

Dolly

components

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Classified Advertisers...

Free mail-order brochure

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry lead-

Per Madsen Design ell -5)822-4883
PO. Box 882464. 'an Francisco, CA Q4188

ing titles of Hachette Filipacchi

Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call
toll free & reserve your space today!

SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
Provide your audio components with a solid foundation. Tighter Bass,Clearer Mids, Sparkling Highs and
Better Dynamic Contrast can be yours.

1-800-445-6066
STORADISC
See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL.
555 Whitehall Street. Atlanta. GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

SAGS®
E S I G TT
I

ANCHOR YOUR SYSTEM WIT/f
Custom Made Stands For Your
SPEAKERS, AMPLIFIERS & COMPONENTS

MODULAR HARDWOOD

CABINET SYSTEM

#8248
LP Storage Rack

A dio Racks

Phone (407) 724 1237

1..

NEW SERIES B

THE NEW

(Twin Towers)

www.soundanchors.com

r U Fi

FAX: 212-767-5624

"We'll even design a piece to your e. act specifications"
V#PRO.34

See our Online Catalog at

U 1-1 N I

u

(9am - 5pm EST)

I#6650
LP Audio Rack

t
urn --

#PRO -1000
Holds 1000 CDs/DVDs

THE NEW
#LPDYDCD
Storage Rack
(Holds it all)

NEW Computer
furniture

is

1!a

PROVIDES UNLIMITED STORAGE

FOR CDs, DVDs, VIDEOS, LPs,
NEW TRI #PRO -6 Audio Rack
Md..e l

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

TRI #PRO -I AMP Stands

306 CD's

or any canbinalion
of CD's. DVDs.
CD-ROM. VHS. Cassettes, etc.

#PRO -44
TV Component Table

1.1)1,

Inc. P.O. lion 277 I.aneshoro, MN 55949

Fax: 507-467-2468 Or e-mail us your brochure

request at lorentz @ polaristel.net

FOR ADVERT1D,ING

DOESN'T YOUR COLLECTION DESERVE THE BEST?

#PRO.60

FIND OUT JUST HOW AFFORDABLE TOP QUALITY IS.

Center

4141-A Transport St. Ventura, C ifornia 93003

to order or for a free, color brochure

c..," 800-933-0403

1
Entertainment

Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE. SYSTEM. no sluts.
no plastic molds, no wasted space Full -extension drawer
slides From high quality oak veneers and hardwood
23" H x 19 W* VV x 17 'G" D Fully assembled Stack able

805/644-2185

I

LASERDISCS, CASSETTES & COMPONENTS.
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REQUEST INFO KIT 1 & GET ALL THE FACTS...

CALL: 800-432-8005
FAX: 973-667-8688
E-MAIL: SORICEAV@AOL.COM
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_ SORCé

For Four local dealer visit
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www.billybags.com

HTTP://WWW.SORICE.COM
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the future.
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Courteous Service Expert Advice
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http://www.audiosolutions.com

Authorized dealer for the finest audio F. video brands,
ATI

Atlantic Tech...
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Audio Control
Audio Power
Audioquest
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Bryston
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Thorens
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Pioneer Elite
ProAc

Toshiba
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Von Schweikert

PSB
Rega
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.. and more

KEF

Kinrher Cable

Cary

The point is that LOVAN's patented modular

Sharp
Sonante

Magnum Dynalab

Celestion
Citation

ADA

VPI

XLO

18214 Dalton Ave.. Dept. SP. Gardena, CA 90248

e-mail: rav2000saol.com

"trisolation" system is the most elegant

Audible Illusions

VPI

Pioneer Elite
Marantz
Lexicon
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Acurus
Adcom
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Grado
Sumiko
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Tara Labs
Benz -Micro
Sennheiser
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Magnum Dynalab

SME

ILLINOIS

GEORGIA

method of eliminating unwanted vibration in

Aerial
ProAc
Paradigm
Von Schweikert

7Vadío. SQLNLP.~

800.947.4434

our 20th year!

Revel

Audio Research
Mark Levinson
Theta Digital
Pass Labs
Proceed

your quality audiophile and home theater

High

component.

Performance
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Audio &
Audio Forest

Video

www.audioforest.com
Uniquely Qualified..Experienced..Professional
Informative.. Friendly..Serviceable
No Sub-Contractors..Interface-able..
Installation..Up-Gradeable..Design

WIRED FOR THE FUTURE!
6900 Peachtree Ind. Blvd Atlanta, Ga 30360-2339
Telephony 770.729.0550

Tariff Free 800.488.9672

Facsimile 770.447.8478
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Email Chip@audioforest.com

Your system will look and sound better than
ever, showcased in our Classic

I, Classic

II,

Pyramid AYR and Sovereign racks. You can

obtain al' the beauty and performance of

IOWA

MASSACHUSETTS

hawkeye audio
video
www.hawkeyeaudio.com

The Best Values In Hi End Hi -Fi.

is practically beyond belief. See your local

Acurus
Arcam
Audioquest

LOVAN dealer and get the point. After all.

B&K

compared to LOVAN, everything else

Balanced Audio Tech.
Black Diamond Racing
Chang Lightspeed
Clements
Conrad -Johnson
Definitive Technology
Grado
JM Lab

IOVAN auk/video furniture at a price that

is

pointless.

All IOVAN Products ore Distrihuied Exclusively By

AXCESS MARKETING
1306 Kingsdale Ave. Redondo Beach, (A 90278

For More Info Call (310) 793-7676

JoLida

lot I distribution (714) 774-3118
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Marantz
Mitsubishi
Niles

Nordost
Paradigm
Paradigm Ref
Rega

Rogue Audio
Snell
Sumiko
Tara Labs

Vantage Pt
Yamaha

(319) 337-4878
401 S. Gilbert St.

Iowa City, IA 52240

6322 University Ave.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynamic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox.
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02446
(617) 277-0111
FAX (617) 277-2415
www.gis.net/austudio
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

VISIT THESE SPECIALTY RETAILERS FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.
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Avalon Audiooideo

AUDIO VIDEO CREATIONS
"HOOKED ON SONICS"

Reasonable, High -End Equipment for
Music, Home Theater, Surround Systems
Robert Trollinger, Jr Medford New Jersey

Personalized Service & In -Home Setup
Acurus
Angstrom
Aragon
Aragon Palladium
Arcam
B&K
Bryston
Camelot

Lexicon
Meadowlark
Mirage M Series
M&K

Da-Lite
EAD

Electrocompaniet

ANTHEM
APOGEE
BASIS

B&K

PSB

BELLOGGETTI

SONANCE
SONY
SONIC FRONTIERS
STRAIGHTWIRE
STEWART
SUNFIRE
TRANSPARENT
TRIAD
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XLO

CONRAD JOHNSON
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JBL
KRELL
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Sunfire
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Vidikron
And More...
Genesis
Hales

Tel: 609654-7752

www.avalonay.com

DWIN
FAROUDJA

AND MORE:

999 NORTHERN BLVD.
MANHASSET, NY 11030
Phone 516-365-4434 Fax 516-365-6285

PENNSYLVANIA

AUDIOLAB
"CENTER
92 Lincoln Highway Fairless Hills, Pa 19030
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800-513-8555 =Zee. from Philatlelphfa
and NJ.i

Factory Authorized M&K

ADCOM
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AUDIOLAB
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AYRE
B&K
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NAD
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40 YEARS
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Get the point ROTEL'
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CUSTOM NSTALLATION

AUDIO BY.nESIGN
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THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS!
Acurus
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Aragon
AudioQuest
Bryston
CAL Audio
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Denon
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Rega
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Stand Design
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Von Schweikert
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NILES AUDIO
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PSB SPEAKERS
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SANUS SYSTEMS

JVC
KEF
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SONY ES
TARGET

NAD
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VIRGINIA

The people

with the best
sound systems

VPI

Wharfedale

FACTORY AUTHORIZED

in the world

3 -DAY FEDEX SHIPPING

(800) 285-5884
911 W. Anderson Ln. #116
Austin, TX 78757

listen to
Steve Davis.

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen is where people
are looking. And each month, both enthusiasts 8r dealers read AUDIO for information.

Why? Because he listens to them. Gets to
know them. Learns their musical tastes,
their priorities, their budgets. So when
Steve makes recommendations, his customers trust his advice. They know

The AUDIO Dealer Showcase is an ideal

they're getting the best equipment for

forum to reach interested audio/video

their needs. Sound good? You
bet it does. And your system
will, too. Just listen to Steve.

'HOME THEATER

Medium

CABLES

Superbly performing products.
Sensibly priced.

TEXAS

WISCONSIN

-OAT

...AND THE OTHER
HALF WENT INTO
THE TUITION FUND.

enthusiasts who are active buyers themselves, and who advice others on stereo
and video purchases.
The Dealer Showcase is an exclusive section designed to showcase your advertis-

ing in AUDIO.
To place your ads, or for further information call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
(9am to 5pm
estl

FAX 212-767-5624

New & Used Audio
Since 1978
800-752-4018

www.hififarm.com

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION. CALL 1-800-445-6066. 'DAM-5PM EST

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and existence of warranties. To confirm that an

advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

HOME THEATER SPECIALISTS

HX - AC -3 Consultants
For info & customer
service call
732-780-6600
Fax orders
732-294-7480

AUTHORIZED

AUDIO UNLIMITED

Authorized dealer for: ACCUPHASE, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthotix, AIR TIGHT, Audio Artistry, AudioCraft, AudioNote, AVALON ACOUSTICS, Basis, Benz Micro, Cary, Chang, CODA, Continuum, DaySequerra,

J

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

American Buyer's Club International

VISIT OUR (EBSITE

1-800-354-1324

WWW.ABCSTEREO.COM

130 Highway 33 Englishtown, NJ 07726

Dynavector, Ensemble, Groat, Graham, Koetsu.
Kuzma, Last, Magnum Dynelab, Merlin, MUSE, Musical

Design, Music Metre, NAGRA, Onix, Oracle, Rega,
Samandi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic Line, TANNOY, Totem Transfiguration, Western Electric, Wheaton, YBA, XLO, Zoethecus, and more Call, Write or
Fax for more information. John Barnes © Audio Unlim-

ited, 2341 West Yale Ave Englewood, Co, 80110.
Phone/Fax 303-691-3407. Visa and Mastercard Accepted.

TOSHIBA

YAMAHA
RX-V992 ...AC -3

ADCOM * NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO *
CARVER * KEF * HARMAN KARDON *
LEXICON * NAKAMICHI * AMC * PSB

CALL

RX-V2092

HARMAN/KARDON
CALL
CALL

AVR85
AVR40

AC -3

THX

PIONEER
v5X-D906
vSX-D606

TEMS * TICE AUDIO * INFINITY * PAN AMAX * ROCKFORD-FOSGATE * TARGET
* SOUNDSTREAM * CELECTION * MONS-

PSP-1500

TER CABLE* SOUND SELLER BOX 224,

DVD-A310

www.WHARFEDALE.com
CALL
DIAMOND 7.2

DVD-3000

2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224

SAVE 40% on High End Speakers, Sub -

CALL STEREO WORLD for GREAT DEALS on all your Ca
Stereo needs! Many quality brands at DISCOUNT prices,
including Denon Home! FREE UPS shipping! Call or write for
FREE sales flyer! (914) 782-6044, POB 596, Monroe, NY
10950. OUR 11TH YEAR. E-MAIL: caraudio@ infi-net.com

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, ARAGON, MARTIN LOGAN,
THIEL, Acurus, B&k, YBA, JmLab, Paradigm, Totem, EAD,
CAL, Golden Tube, Tara, Lexicon, Vidikron, Harman Kardon,
Rega. (608) 284-0001.

FOR SALE
MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures mods have arrived with HyperFast diodes,
BlackGate caps. Add HyperFasts and BlackGates to
any component! Signature updates available for previous mods! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K, Dyna (tubes too!) and Hafler! NEW!!! Single -

Ended PA -3 frontend board for Hatter ampsunbelievable sound! Signature CD Players are ready!
Highly regarded CDT -4 Transport $795. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood
Dr., St. Charles. MO 63304. 314-447-0040.

450 SYSTEM

THX

370 SYSTEM

PARASOUND
DIGITAL
AMP

HCA 2205

AC -3

KRIX
www.krixspeakers.com
APEX

ADCOM

Award Winner
TOWER

KLIPSCH

PRE AMP

..AMP

...LOWEST PRICE

EQUINOX

KLF20

.....

SINGERS

Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available
Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thorn nppson Vocal EGntinator
Free rochure E Demo Tape. -1

..CALL

LT Sound Dept AU -1

/

7980 LT Parkwayy Lithonia,GA 30

41111113/4. or
Internet-http:/) Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/Info Request tine (770)482-2485-Ext 51

When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

YAMAHA
239

AC -3

DENON
DTS

HITACHI ... AUTHORIZED
DEALER

TOSHIBA
SONY

CALL
CALL

DOSE
JVC

(V1 PIONEER

LOWEST PRICES!
VELODYNE
M&K

FSR-12

MX -125
KSW-200
RICHTER
RICHTER2

KLIPSCH
CLEMENTS
CLEMENTS
BIC

1200R

SONY
YAMAHA
Velodyne

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
$ YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS
All products are new USA nwchandne covered by the manufacturen warramy or
ABCs eaclwrve Imx,ed warnnry

FAMOUS JAPANESE NAME BRAND ELECTRONICS WORLDWIDE SHIPPING & INSURANCE Since: 1967 RAMSONS CORPORA-

TION (JAPAN) LTD. TEL:6-271-6185-7

FAX:6-271-6183 e-mail: info@ramsons.co.jp website: www.ramsons.co.jp

FREE SHIPPING!

FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, KEF, PARASOUND,

KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOOUEST, KIMBER,
STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593
KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276.
RBS@charleston.net

Buy -Sell -Trade

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrid tube and
i2mega Ill active feedback preamplifiers, amplifiers, DAC5, in-

verters, more, achieve dynamic liquidity, stunning clarity,
rugged durability through precision engineering. Plus economical AVA kit or wired circuits for classic Dynaco and Haflerchasis
attain ultimate musical faithfulness. Free illustrated catalog! Audio by Van Alstine, 2202River HillsDrive, Burnsville, MN 55337.
(612)890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3675. info@avahifi.com http://
www.avahifi.com/

AUDIO CONNECTION

NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION
BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN $50,000!

Vandersteen

Rotel

B and W
Proac

Sonic Frontiers
Audible Illusions

Kimber Kable

AudioQuest
Quicksilver

Cardas

Wadia

Cary
Arcam
Audiolab
Ayre

No mailord.r: B&W, Retal

All brands of
High End Audio Since 1979

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona New Jersey 07044

AUDIO CLASSICS

Guss High -End

-I -muted -

FREE condensed catalog!
Phone/Fax

~

CALL

ALL MODELS

BOSE
AM 7 II

339

NAKAMICHI

MITSUBISHI

8AM-5PM ET Monday -Friday

. REMOVE
VOCALS

DENON

DCM460

AM 10 ..NEW LOW PRICE
AMP

woofers, Amps and Processors.
Shipped direct to you. FREE CATALOG
800-283-4644.

JVC
XL -MC 334BK .. 200 DISC

CDC665

PANASONIC

ATLANTIC
TECHNOLOGY

CALL

NAD

GFP 750
GFA7500

CALL
CALL

CALL
NEW

STRATUS GOLD
STRATUS MINI

CALL

B&K
2I6THX

PIONEER
DVD/LD/CD
SONY

DVP-S500
DVP-S300

MODEL THREE

699

SPEAKERS * VELODYNE * JAMO *
AVF3090

DVL909

CALL
CALL

075
PSB

CALL

AVR2700
AVR3200
AVR5600

GRADO LABS * AUDIOCONTROL * a/d/s/ *
NILES AUDIO * THORENS * SANUS SYS-

CALL

749

DENON

OUR 23RD YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *

SD3107

607-766-3501
www.audioclassics.com
3501 Old Vestal Rd.
Vestal, NY 13850
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Phone (973) 239.1799 Fax: (973) 239-1725

http://www.audioconnect.com

Speakers. 50% Christmas

Sale! From $1200. Critical Acclaim: "Editor's Choice" (CD & AUDIO GUIDE). "Magnificent" (Franco Corelli). (212)-580-7401.

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI FI FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO. CALL
1-800-752.4018.

AUDIO RESEARCH TUBE AND TRANSISTOR, B&W 802 II,
DUNTECH REGENTS, ATMA-SPHERE, MARANTZ TUBE.
OVERSTOCKED, DEMOS, AND USED. CALL FOR INFORMATION. 918-740-0647

FOR SALE

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

lllHOLESALE

1.800.226.2800
CO NCLUE=
N ECTI
O
N
www.wholesaleconnection.com
CULi= LUIZZEMMI 1312=E1 MEI:=M

JVC
RX1024
RX884. 664

Pioneer

Call
Call

Technics

PDF1007
PDF957

P0604

SAAX720
SAAX6

Call
Call

flffem

VSXD607, 907
VSX0557, 457

Call
Call

Knw
VR2090
VR2080
1090VR

Call
Call
Call

Hannon/Kardon
AVR40, 55
AVR75, 85

Call
Call

altar

TXOS939, 838
TXOS747, 545

Call
Call

KOM

Panasonic

Call
Call
Call

nw

CD2260, 80 ....Call
CDM224M
hni
SLMC6, 3
SPLD988, 888

Call
Call
Call

Harmon/Kardon
FL8300
DXC15L40, 730

Call
Call

dlll:
XLMC333
CDPCX220
CDPCX240

Call
Call
Call

Cal
Cal
Cal

Aiwa
NSXA707, 909
NSXMT720

ZR

OPTURA

Cal

GRAXM700
GRAXM900
GRDVM5
GRDVL9000

Cal

Panasonic

Cal

PVL858, 958

Cal
Cal

NSXMT920, 960 Cal
XRH33MD
XRH66M0
ZVR55

XLI

PVDV710

Panasonte
SCAK25, 75

Cal

DVDL1O

Now
DV505
DV606D
DVL909

Call
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Call For Other Brands

MDS702
MDR2
MDR3
MDSJE510

CC1, 3
SMVIDEO

Cal

13.LG

Cal

DV32CLR
DV52CLR
DV62CLR

Cal

Call t=I

To hi a

SD3108
SD7108
Call
Call For Other Brands

TCDDB, 100 ....Cal

TCKE500
CKE500
JVC
TDR462
TDW718

Call
Call
Call

Kardon

Radar Detectors

Call
Call

Mtn!

840i, 846i
945STi, 855
Cobra
ESD6100, 200

OUTRIGGER ....Cal

ESD6500

OVTRl, 2, 3 ....Cal

IlnideD

OP51

DV52, DV62 ....Cal

ADATTO

Cal
Cal

RS SERIES ®.Cal

LRD2200
LRD6500, 6200

RSTR575

SM SERIES
Cal
US1G
Cal
Home Subwoofers

DDEES55, 51

Call

.1321==
Panasonic
KXTG200,210
KXTGM240

KXTCC942,902
KXTCC912
KXTCM939

SP
SPPSS961,
965
SPPA967, 957
SPPM932

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

Cal
Cal
Cal

We Na

Cal

Kenwpoti
1050SW

Call

Infinity
BU1.2

Call

V1000. 12000 ... Call

M:027EGZEM
Call For Brands

hat You're Looking For! We Ship FedEx
CD= -e-i® 24 Hr. Fax (516) 564-9593 P.O.'s Welcome!
High- End Components at discount prices - Aerial, B&W,
Dynaudio, Mirage, Theil, Totem, Ket, Von Schweikert, Bryston,
Citation, Classe, Resolution Audio, Sonic Frontiers, Krell, and
other exclusive audio products. Helm Music. Inc. (888) 519 - 9800
FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND AC-

CESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

ATTENTION: S.A.E.-G.A.S.-SUMO

Call
Call
Call

Call
Call

ELG

KEHP424, 616
KEHP818

..Cal
Cal

M4», 59DH .Cal

Technics

Call

Call
Call

1585WH
1595SE

few PT12
nn

Cal
Cal

MDBUNDLE ....Cal
MZEP11

Plum

Infini

Sharp

Call
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call

C520

anon

FS5000, 7000
FSMD9000
MXD402, 602

DVDA310
DVDA110

..Call
Call

Call
Call

Call
Call

Panasonic
SLSX500, 300 ...Call
SLSW515

Cal

DEH36, P56 ....Cal
DEXP1R, 98 ....Cal
CDXP1230
CDXFM1239
CDXFM633

Call

Cal
Cal
Cal

Kenwood
KRCS305, 505 ..Cal
KDCS2009, 3009 Cal
KDCS5009
KDCC461

Cal

Cal

.11!0

KSFX230, 430 ...Cal
KSRT520

Call
Call

Portable CD's
DE406CKT
JVO
XLP84CR
XLP64XR

FHP700

Cal

!

We have equaled the high priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We
demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.
AND MORE: Audio/Video Components. DDS
and other Home Theater Components. Speakers
Component stands. Accessories - & MORE
Call 800 321 2108 24hrs/day for free catalog

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

X100.

7200 .Cal

CDXC480, 680 ..Cal
CDX505RF
CDX715
MDXC7900

Cal
Cal
Cal

Panasonic
CODP930
CODFX85

Kenwood

CODPG570 605

DPC792, 692 ...Call

CODPX60

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

Call For Brands & Models Not Listed
361 Charles St. West Hempstead. NY 11552

USED & DEMO HIGH -END & HOME THEATER EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEVABLE SAV-

INGS! CALL OR E-MAIL OR FAX FOR
YOUR FREE CATALOG-VOICE/FAX:

609-799-9664. E-MAIL: Savant@SavantAudio.com WWW.SavantAudio.com

RECORDS

2922 Plainfield NJ 07062-0922 Visa/MC/AmEx.
HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham, MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

WANTED TO BUY
CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The

Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. WEB SITE Catalog:
www.tsto.com
WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Altec.
Jensen. Marantz, Leak, Quad. McIntosh. Western Electric, EV,
JBL, Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.
AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., 3501

Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY 13850. Phone: 607-766-3501
8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.

SATURDAY AUDIO EXCHANGEChicago's source for discontinued,
demo, used & new home audio equipment for 15 years. For information call
773 -935 -U -S -E -D or see our online cata-

log at http://saturdayaudio.com
HI FI EXCHANGE
Large selection of quality USED highend components. We buy,
sell and trade. Call for inventory list. Visit us at: 251-11 Northern

Blvd

LITTLE NECK, NY 11363. (718) 423-0400.

WWW.USED-HIFI.COM

2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for
there is any "restocking" charge.

CATALOG 908-754-1479 www.KABusa.com P.O. Box

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
FOR TOP QUALITY !

sories and rebates included in the price.

returned merchandise, and whether

megabuck prices? Consider the alterna-

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

KDSX830, 930 ..Cal
CHX99, 99RF ...Cal

KAB ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS
Preserve + Enhance + Restore'"
"Serving The Record Collector and Sound Enthusiast" FREE

963-1122.

tection.

KDSX1000R ....Cal

OWNERS! Orig inal designer is now offering
a Modernization Program. Why pay today's

tive. JAMES BONGIORNO: (805)

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your pro-

ALWAYS PAYING TOP FOR: Tube Marantz, McIntosh,
Western Electric equipment. Vintage speakers, units, from

Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Garrard 301.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-

facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufacturers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are

not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the

manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced,

what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by
credit card, you may have a greater
recourse in the event the advertiser
does not perform. (Check the complaint
procedures of your credit card compa-

nies). For phone orders, make a note

of the order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time

was promised, 30 days of receipt of the

order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
8.

consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-

Thorens TD -124. P.O. BOX 80371, San Marino,

lines, you experience a problem with

CA 91118-8371. Telephone: (626) 441-3942. DAVID YO
(My word's like a signature.)

a mail order advertiser that you are

SERVICES

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored by
Richard Modaffen, independent consultant to Audio Classics,
Ltd.. inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO
CLASSICS, LTD. 3501 Old Vestal Rd., Vestal, NY 13850. Phone: 607-766-3501, 8am-5pm EST Mon -Fri.
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unable to resolve, please let us know.

Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

LOUDSPEAKERS

IH(OhIE 1FIHIEAIFIEIR

LOUDSPEAKERS

,IoIDIIS10iUvID 11 VII FA

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY SPEAKERS AT

btu

JBL

If you have been looking for Home Theater speakers that are better than current choices on the market,
Madisound and Vifa have some good news for you.
Vila has designed exceptional shielded high fidelity

IA.COM/ENCORE) OR CALL (800)

matched these drivers with precise crossovers and

987-8877.

Vita Solo - Price Each $175.00

$499/PR JBL

EVALUATION. 12db X -OVER NETWORK, 3 -WAY WITH 12"

WOOFER,5" MIDRANGE & DOME TWEETER, 100 WATT

CAPACITY. MFC.LIST $899 WALNUT. PARAGONS

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36 dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan
versions. DB SYSTEMS, POB 460, RINDGE,

NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

4312C(BK), $999/PR

70% OF RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIXING/

HUNDREDS. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CHECK OUR WEBSITE (WWW.CYBER-

loudspeakers for this purpose, Madisound has
beautiful oak veneer cabinets. The result are systems
Worthy of an Oscar fox audio reproduction.

JBL4312MKIII MONITORS NEW! EMPLOYED BY

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES. BUY ENCORE
HI -END IN -WALL SPEAKERS AND SAVE

lO

GUARANTEED SPOUSAL ACCEPTANCE and
REFERENCE SOUND with these loudspeakers

IL

It)

H-12'

$13,999 DELIVERED. HARTSFIELD 085s
$6,999(REPRO)-$17,999(ORIG)/PR. OLYMPUS S8 -R

$3,999/PR, L300-333 $2,999/PR. W.E. 300Bs $350/

or your money back. $1,580/pair. Free bro-

W-

chure: 888-774-3744. Mfr. di-

D - 10 25"

rect:SONOCHROME.

EACH(NEW). CATALOG $10. SHIPPED WORLDWIDE
(UK -$297, EUROPE -$325, JAPAN -$350). VISA/MC. HAL
COX, SINCE 1947. (415) 388-5711, FAX: (415)389-6097. 164
TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANSICSO AREA.

Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

Vita A/V - Price Each $215.50

Read about the famous NEWFOAM' D.I.Y. Speaker
Repair process in "Stereo Review" June 1996

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM?
Toll Free 1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS, 11203

NEWFOAM 3047 West Henrietta Road Rochester, NY 14623-2531 USA
voice (716) 424-3680 fax (716) 427-9339 video (716) 427-2277

49th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33762. www.simplyspeakers.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR ANY
SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX.

A

"New Foam's price was half of wh 11 had paid previously. I recommend
the company highly.- David Adler. "Mk Alagazlaa" February 1997

/

"It (NEWFOAM') looks like a good v rue and a darn good idea." Dr. Allan

Powell. Host "Tech Talk" radio program KAMU-FM Texas A A M Usher"

V

As seen in the CALL MEET JOURNAL' Business on the Web"January 22, 1930

TRUE SUBWOOFERS

New HSU TRU
SUBS will extend
the bass of your
stereo or video
system for that "air
shaking all around
you" effect.

H-18.5'

W-8'

With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

1-800-N EW-FOAM

Sat:stacbon Guaranteed o, your monee backWorldrode Speaker Roe.,, s,nce 1979

Phone Toll Free

FAX Toll Free

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM

1-800-2FX-FOAM

1-800-639-3626

D - 10.5'

WWW.
Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
55 Hz to 35 KHz - Vented

Vifa Surround - Price Each $270.00

1-800-239-3626

N EWFOAM.com

MA -2 REFERENCE

Wreat/rta/riity .0ettfirmmnee

HSU Research IIRSW'2V

Here's what experts are saying about HSU TRU SUBS:
'The TN1225HO plays louder lover 110 dB with program
material) and goes deeper la true 25Hz extension) than an
of the competitive subs I have tested in its price or size class'
Torn Nousaine. Stereo Review, November 1997

"This product (TN825) sets new stardards for subwoofer
performance at $400 " "106 dB at 30 Hz. 100 dB at 25 Hz"
Richard Hardesty Widescreen Review. Vo. 6. No 4
150W TN 1225H0 "111 dB at 35 8 30 Hz 105 dB al 25 Hz
These are very impressive figures for a single 12 driver, but
even more significant is the low distortion and clarity achieved
at these high output levels"
Richard Hardesty, Wdescreen Review. Vol 6 No 4
"The Hsu had no problems with the incredible bass of anything
I threw at it II blends as well with music as it does with
movies one of the best deals on the market" Stacey Spears.
Secrets of Home Theatre and High Fidelity Volume 4 No 2.
May 1997 (http liwww se n'o corn voume 4.2'hsul2va ^tmi)

"To my even greater surprise, it integrated splendidly with the
Sound Lab A -2X Thanks Hsu Research for coming up with
this sonic bargain " Rome Castellanos, Audio Shopper.
Vol 3 No 3, April 1997 Ihttp "www cdrome com'hsu html)
" output to rival many 18 inch stabs a'ong with the rare ab'''u y to
homogenize almost perfectly with h,ghbperformance main
rated flat way down to 20 Hz but n my room it wen'
speakers
even lower and could get stomach churn.rig loud d you askec
Dan Sweeney. Audio.' Video Shopper. December 1996

Send for full details on the vastly improved new /2Va,
the 10V, and our new TN series. Write or call:

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Una L Santa re Sprngs CA ate':

HSU

1.800 554 0150 (Voice)
562-404 3848 I Voce r ad

^sues@earth rk nit
Webs,te Flip www ^sure vva-ch coin
Sold factory direct win a 30 clay 'al money bac

RESEARCH

Erman

gua'aniee 5 year mar..lacte"S aeiect mainly

Subwoofer Drivers, Factory Direct! Ultra high quality, hand
crafted in USA. Home Audio/Theater, Pro, Automotive. Box
Designs Included! WWW.SUNRISESPEAKERS.COM

H - 14'
W - 8'

D-12'
Nominal Impedance:
Frequency range ±3dB:

8 ohms
80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

The preceding designs were developed using our
anechoic chamber, Audio Precision measurement
and Leap analysis. All three systems use the Vifa
MI 3SGO9 woofer. This is a 13cm damped paper cone

cast frame woofer. The tweeter is the D25ASG05,
which is also shielded and has a 25mm aluminum
dome (also available with D27SG05 silk dome). The
cabinets are oak veneered fiber board, with solid
rounded oak corners and a black grill. You may
choose between black stained or clear oak finishes.
Everything you need to complete the system is included. The crossovers are assembled and the cabinets are precut for easy assembly. You can expect to
assemble a pair of speakers in one evening. As with
all Madisound kits, your satisfaction is guaranteed.

-(.ye/iii/cu/ Om/miler
fit1 07. t!on
For your free catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division Wyoming, MI 49548
1-800-536-3691
E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

SAVE, BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS.We
have all the parts, amps, & books you need.

TEL: 808.831-3433 FAX: 608-831.3771

Meniscus Audio 616-534-9121 meniscus
.@iserv.net

e-mail info@madisound.com
Web Page http.iwww madisound corn
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LOUDSPEAKERS

SOL EN

CABLE TV

SPEAKER

EUROPEAN

SPEAKER
DRIVER UNITS CATALOG

AIRBORNE
L4=AS=10 =DU=AUT-AR=EU=

CATALOG
The Parts Express catalog is a must

tributor that takes pride in our huge
selection of products and our first rate
customer service. We stock a dizzying array of audio related components
including raw loudspeaker drivers for
home and car, home theatre products,
connectors, wire, test equipment, plus
numerous accessories. So what are
you waiting for ... call for your FREE
268 page catalog today!
Parts Express"

ELECTRONICS
ICS

Visit us 20

tkaelectronics.com

Source

Code: AUM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr., Springboro, Ohio 45066-1158

Phone: 513/743-3000 FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales®parts-express.com

CUSTOM -DESIGNED SPEAKERS MADE ONE PAIR AT A
TIME BUILT TO EXACTING SPECIFICATIONS. HIGHEST
QUALITY COMPONENTS CALL 906-789-0516.

a

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING
STANDARD INDUCTORS
PERFECT LAY HEXAGONAL
WINDING
FAST CAPACITORS
METALLIZED
POLYPROPYLENE

SOLEN CROSSOVER &
SPEAKER PARTS

SOLEN

INC.

4470 Ave. Thibault
St -Hubert, QC J3Y 7T9
Canada

Tél.: 514-656-2759
Fax: 514-443-4949
E-mail : solen@quebec.net
WWW http://www.quebec.net/solen/

Catalog US$8.00 Refundable

CALL 1(800)-72-BOXES(26937) FOR UNBEATABLE PRICES ON ALL YOUR CABLE

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.95! See all premium
& pay -per -view channels. Why pay hundreds more? For
more information: 1-800-752-1389.

WELCOME TO WOLVERINE ELECTRONICS.
TEST CHIPS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES. AT

DEALER PRICES. #1 IN TECHNICAL SUP-

seas
..

COMPONENTS CATALOG

800-729-1776

FREE TV. Cable Decoder Box Catalog. New Boxes Work Everywhere. Open 7 days. 800/676-6342.

scanspeaK

SOLEN CROSSOVER

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

EQUIPMENT. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/
DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

feerle.si

DESCRAM9LERS

for the serious speaker enthusiast! We
are a nationally known electronics dis-

1-800-338-0531

ú,g1

CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

PORT. CALL FOR INFORMATION:
1-800-743-5350. WOLVERINE ELECTRONICS.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS / CONVERTERS:
"ABSOLUTELY" THE BEST PRICES! WHOLESALERS WELCOME! FREE CATALOG. START

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

YOUR OWN BUSINESS. DETAILS:

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.
203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

1-800-827-1115 OR www.sestv.com
CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30
DAY TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW

EQUIPMENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS &
C.O.D. CALL NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

LL MeIborne labs

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-NEW EQUIP-

1998 Catalog Now Available

Vacuum tube preamplifiers and power amplifier kits. pas

:

c

linestages, phonostages, power conditioners and more.

Parts and Supplies
Hovland MusiCaps. Rcl MultiCaps. Jensen paper in oils
Kimber Kap, Solen. Wima and Elna Cerafines; Caddock
Holco. Mills and Resista: KR Enterprise. Svetlana. Sovtek
Western Electric; Cardas. Neutrik. DH Labs. Kimber Kahle
Vampire: Alps. Noble and others. We also have enclosures
books, software and circuits. Call for our 200 page catalog
5122 1 t'S/Canadal. $18 (International). Visa/Mastercard OK
tel: 303.470.6583
fax: 303.791.5783
VISA
e-mail: wlahs(Oix.netcom.com
wehsite: http://www.welhomelabs.com

MISCELLANEOUS
REALTIME AUDIO LARGE SELECTION OF REAL TIME DUPLICATED AUDIO TAPES. FOR SAMPLER TAPE + CATALOG CALL 1-800-227-1336

MENT. 30 day trial. 1 year warranty. Orders
sent 2nd day or overnight. We will meet or
beat competitors' prices. Dealers welcome!

Boss units $110.00. Ten parks.
1-888-762-2253.
ALL CABLE TV CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. WE'LL
BEAT ANY PRICE. 30 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY.
QUALITY EQUIPMENT. DEALERS WELCOME. 1-800-538CABLE(2225)

HOME THEATER
VIDEO PROJECTORS - GIANT 5 -25' ULTRA -BRIGHT HIGH
RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SCREENS BY DA-LITE, DRAP-

ER, STEWART, VUTEC!!! CYGNUS OPTICAL LINE QUADRUPLERS!!! UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE CATALOG!!!
POLI -VISION (717) 489-3292.

BLANK TAPES

SATELLITE TV
FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works
with new system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711
Buford Rd., Suite 180, Richmond, VA 23235.
SATELLITE DESCRAMBLER. PROGRAMMING PACKAGE
AUTHORIZES ANY SATELLITE TO RECEIVE ALL CHANNELS AVAILABLE, INCLUDING PREMIUMS & PAY -PER VIEWS. $99.95. 800-333-6150. www.satellite2000.net
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1-800TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We'll beat any price! 6.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT.
SONY
MAXELL
TDK
FUJI
27-12G
5 69

XII-90

I49

DAT.124.v0
L120Y

899

XLIIS 90
1*120HGX

199

CDR. -4 NI.
CDRXG-74

169

599

5YH5 T1n
618120

239

SA -v.

I 49

1.-76081
ST.160

349

DR -I-90

ST 120

6 99

SAX -90

799
449

T-120SHG

DAT'124.Y^

699

$AX.100

799
209

229

E cc

JVCST720

cD95-91,

549

NAM -"4

1 39

1.7"7 9H7,

599
599
69

,'49

TAPE WORLD 220 SPRING ST. BUTLER. PA 16003 FAX 800-322.8273
OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING. 1.4-F15

if\
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SUBJECT

INDEXACOUSTICS
Birth of the Boom: Room Acoustics at Low
Frequencies, Tom Nousaine, June, 32.

8

9

9

J

NDEX

Front Row (Event Electronics Gina sound

Digital Radio, Today and Tomorrow, John

card), Corey Greenberg, Dec., 20.
Setting Up a Home Studio, Ken Kessler, Dec.,

DMX By Satellite: A User Report, Ian G.
Masters, Jan., 34.

27.

Fast Fore -Word (advancements in digital
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Front Row (shielding a turntable and phono

cartridge with mu -metal), Corey Greenberg, July, 22.

Equipment Profile: Infinity Compositions

DVD

Overture 3 Speaker (Feb., 42), June, 8.
Equipment Profile: Z -Systems RDP-1 Digital
Preamplifier (April, 64), June, 9.

Currents (Super Audio CD and Direct

Equipment Profile: Paradigm Reference

Michael Riggs, March, 6.
Spectrum (Hide & Seek Technologies time limited and play -limited discs), Ivan Berger, March, 20.
Digital Audio for the Future, J. Robert Stuart, Part 1, March, 30; Part 2, April, 30.
Fast Fore -Word (DVD-Audio versus Super
Audio CD), Michael Riggs, May, 4.
The Softer Side of DVD: Movies on DVD,
Rad Bennett, May, 28.

Aug., 6.

AMPLIFIERS

Spectrum (amplifier power ratings), Ivan
Berger, July, 16.

Mondo Audio (Nagra MPA amplifier), Ken
Kessler, Aug., 16.

Stream Digital), John Eargle, Jan., 20.

Fast Fore -Word (DVD-Audio update),

BOOK REVIEWS

Fast Fore -Word (copy protection; Divx),

The Home Theater Companion by Howard

Michael Riggs, June, 4.
96/24: Digital Heaven or Digital Hell?, Bob
Katz (Digital Heaven), July, 26; Ken Kantor (Digital Hell), July, 27.
96/24 on DVD: First Impressions of the 96-

Ferstler ("Fast Fore -Word"), Aug., 4.
Sound for Film and Television by Tomlinson
Holman ("Fast Fore -Word"), Aug., 4.

The Search for Musical Ecstasy by Harvey
Rosenberg ("Fast Fore -Word"), Aug., 4.
CD -R

Recording, Robert Long, Feb., 24.

Michael Riggs, March, 6.
Digital Audio for the Future, J. Robert Stuart, Part 1, March, 30; Part 2, April, 30.

Fast Fore -Word (digital radio standards;
digital home recording), Michael Riggs,
April, 4.
Fast Fore -Word (96-kHz/24-bit recordings),
Michael Riggs, July, 4.
96/24: Digital Heaven or Digital Hell?, Bob
Katz (Digital Heaven), July, 26; Ken Kantor (Digital Hell), July, 27.
96/24 on DVD: First Impressions of the 96-

kHz/24-Bit Stereo Music DVDs from
Chesky and Classic Records, Anthony H.
Cordesman, July, 32.
Fast Fore -Word (compressed versus uncompressed digital), Michael Riggs, Oct., 8.
Hot -Wiring Your Hi -Fi: How the IEEE -1394

Digital Interface Will Change Your Life,
Mark Bridgwater, Nov., 28.

kHz/24-Bit Stereo Music DVDs from

DIRECTORY

Chesky and Classic Records, Anthony H.
Cordesman, July, 32.

Annual Equipment Directory, October

Living with CD -R: A User's Guide to CD

THX Meets DVD, Edward J. Foster, Aug., 24.

Recording, Robert Long, Feb., 24.
Spectrum (collecting music royalties on digital recording media), Ivan Berger, July, 18.

Front Row (NetFlix online DVD rental service), Corey Greenberg, Oct., 28.

Fast Fore -Word (DTS and DVD-Audio),
Michael Riggs, Dec., 4.

CAR STEREO
Spectrum (coping with road noise; identifying radio stations), Ivan Berger, April, 16.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY &
TECHNIQUES

Spectrum (amplifier power ratings), Ivan

Currents (Super Audio CD and Direct

Berger, July, 16.

signal processing), Michael Riggs, Feb., 4.

Living with CD -R: A User's Guide to CD

Fast Fore -Word (DVD-Audio update),

ADDENDA

Servo -15 Powered Subwoofer (April, 68),

Gatski, Jan., 32.

Stream Digital), John Eargle, Jan., 20.

Introduction, 33; CD & DVD Players, 36;
D/A Converters, 50; Amplifiers, 58; Preamplifiers, 92; Tuners, 108; Receivers, 110;

Turntables, 116; Tonearms, 118; Phono
Cartridges, 120; Headphones, 124; Cassette Decks, 130; Digital Player/Recorders,

132; Equalizers, 134; Surround Sound &
Ambience Processors, 136; Signal Processors, 144; Crossovers, 146; Speaker Cables,

148; Loudspeakers, 160; Company Addresses, 286.

Mondo Audio (Z -Systems RDP-1 digital
COMPUTERS AND AUDIO

Spectrum (MP3 audio compression standard), Stephan Somogyi, Nov., 20.

preamplifier), Ken Kessler, Jan., 24.

Front Row (AES Convention, fall 1997),
Corey Greenberg, Jan., 28.
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Currents (Super Audio CD and Direct
Stream Digital), John Eargle, Jan., 20.

Fast Fore -Word (DVD-Audio versus Super
Audio CD), Michael Riggs, May, 4.
Fast Fore -Word (96-kHz/24-bit recordings),
Michael Riggs, July, 4.

Classé Audio CAP -80 Integrated Amplifier
and CDP.3 CD Player, Aug., 48.

Lamm Audio Laboratory M2.1 Mono Am-

Clearaudio Signature Phono Cartridge

Legacy Audio Classic Speaker ("Auricle"),

("PlayBack"), Sept., 104.

plifier, May, 54.
Aug., 64.

96/24: Digital Heaven or Digital Hell?, Bob
Katz (Digital Heaven), July, 26; Ken Kantor (Digital Hell), July, 27.
96/24 on DVD: First Impressions of the 96-

dCS Elgar 96-kHz/24-Bit D/A Converter

Lexicon DC -1 5.1 -Channel A/V Preamp/

("Auricle"), July, 54.
Delos DVD Music Breakthrough Dolby Digital DVD ("PlayBack"), Oct., 298.

Linn Classik CD Player/Integrated Amp

kHz/24-Bit Stereo Music DVDs from

Denon DMD-1000 MiniDisc Recorder,

Chesky and Classic Records, Anthony H.
Cordesman, July, 32.

Lovan Sovereign Hi -Fi Equipment Racks

Dunlavy Audio Labs SC -III Speaker, July, 50.

("PlayBack"), May, 88.
M&K MX -700 Powered Subwoofer, Nov., 40.

EAD (Englightened Audio Designs) TheaterMaster Encore and Ovation A/V Pre -

MB Quart QP 805 Headphones ("Play -

Spectrum (DNA assembly of electronic circuits), Ivan Berger, Sept., 20.
Up Against the Wall: NXT's New Approach
to Panel Speakers, Henry Azima, Sept., 34.
Spectrum (MP3 audio compression standard), Stephan Somogyi, Nov., 20.
Hot -Wiring Your Hi -Fi: How the IEEE -1394

Digital Interface Will Change Your Life,
Mark Bridgwater, Nov., 28.

Dec., 45.

amps, Nov., 52.

Arcam Alpha 9 Integrated Amplifier, Jan.,
54.

Audio Research VT -200 Amplifier and REF
1 Preamplifier ("Auricle"), March, 70.

Audio Research VT50 Amplifier ("Auricle"), Aug., 60.

Audiolab 8000S Integrated Amplifier
("Front Row"), March, 26.
AudioQuest PT -6 Tonearm and VPI Aries
Truntable ("Auricle"), May, 66.
B & K Components AVP1030 A/V Tuner/
Preamp, Feb., 54.

BDI Ventura Audio+Video Equipment
Rack ("PlayBack"), Dec., 104.

Basis Audio 2000 Turntable ("Auricle"),
June, 68.

BayGen Freeplay FPR2S AM/FM Portable
Radio ("PlayBack"), Dec., 104.
Bel Canto Design SET 40 Amplifier, Nov.,
46.

Bell'Oggetti SSP-12A Surround Speaker
Stands ("PlayBack"), June, 88.
Boston Acoustics Voyager Outdoor Speaker
("Seven Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier, March,
58.

Carver DD -5.1 Dolby Digital Preamp/
Processor ("PlayBack"), Oct., 298.

Cinepro 3k6SE Six -Channel Amplifier
("Auricle"), Jan., 82.

("Auricle"), Dec., 77.

Back"), March, 96.

MIT iconn Speaker Connectors ("Play -

Energy Tempest Outdoor Speaker ("Seven
Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
Energy Take 5 Home Theater Speaker System ("Auricle"), Sept., 80.
Ergo AMT Headphones ("Auricle"), Dec.,
72.

FMR Audio Really Nice Compressor
EQUIPMENT REVIEWS
ATI (Amplifier Technologies, Inc.) AT1505
Five -Channel Amplifier, March, 54.
Adcom The Ball Remote -Controlled Home
Theater System ("Auricle"), May, 60.

Processor ("Auricle"), June, 60.

("Front Row"), Sept., 28.

Fostex COP -1 Digital Signal Converter
("PlayBack"), April, 96.

FurnitureWorks 300AH Speaker Stands
("PlayBack"), Sept., 104.
Genesis 300 Speaker ("Auricle"), Feb., 72.
GRAAFiti VT5.35 Five -Channel Amplifier
("Auricle"), Nov., 84.

Grado Reference Platinum Phono Cartridge ("PlayBack"), Feb., 96.

Back"), Jan., 104.

Mackie Designs HR824 Powered Speaker
("PlayBack"), Sept., 104.
Marantz MA -700 Mono Amplifier, March, 64.

Martin -Logan reQuest Speaker ("Auricle"),
Jan., 86.
Martin -Logan CLS IIz Speaker ("Auricle"),
Sept., 82.
Meridian 508.24 CD Player, Feb., 36.

Meridian 861 Digital Surround Preamp
("Auricle"), Nov., 80.
Mission 750 Limited Edition Speaker, Aug.,
54.

Monsoon Multimedia MM -1000 Computer Speaker ("PlayBack"), Nov., 104.

Musical Fidelity X -Tone Tone Control
("Auricle"), March, 76.

Grado SR325 Headphones ("PlayBack"),

NHT NewWave Home Theater Speakers

June, 88.
Grundig G -2000A AM/FM Short -Wave Radio ("PlayBack"), Feb., 96.

Nagra PL -P Preamplifier ("Mondo Au-

Hsu Research TN 1220 HO Subwoofer,
Aug., 44.

Infinity Compositions Overture 3 Speaker,
Feb., 42 (Addendum, June, 8).

Infinity Compositions Overture 1 Speaker
and Compositions CC -3 Center -Channel
Speaker, Feb., 47.

JBL Harmony Radio/CD Player ("Play Back"), June, 88.
JBL HLS610 Speaker ("Auricle"), Nov., 74.
WC XV-D2000BK DVD Player, March, 48.
Jadis DPL2 Preamplifier ("Auricle"), Sept., 86.
Jolida SJ-801A Integrated Amplifier, Jan., 70.
Klipsch KSF 10.5 Speaker, April, 52.

("PlayBack"), July, 88.

dio"), Feb., 20.
Naim Audio Headline Headphone Amplifier ("PlayBack"), July, 88.
Niles Audio OS -20 Outdoor Speaker ("Seven Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
Onkyo DV -S501 DVD Player, Dec., 61.
Optimus PRO-LS3 Outdoor Speaker ("Seven Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
PSB Stratus Goldi Speaker, Jan., 62.
PSB Alpha Mini, Mite, Midi, A/V, and Subsonic 1 Speakers ("Front Row"), June, 28.
Panasonic DVD-A310 DVD Player, May, 36.
Panasonic DVD-L10 Portable DVD Player
("PlayBack"), July, 88.

Paradigm Reference Servo -15 Powered

Kora Electronic Concept Triode 100 SB

Subwoofer, April, 68 (Addendum, Aug., 6).

Mono Amplifier and Eclipse Preamplifier,

Pass Laboratories Aleph Ono Phono Pre -

Nov., 68.

amp ("PlayBack"), Jan., 104.

Koss Quiet Zone 2000 Headphones ("Play Back"), April, 96.

Philips DVX8000 Multimedia Home
Theater Controller ("Auricle"), Feb., 68.

Krell KAV-500 Multichannel Amplifier
("Auricle"), July, 58.
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Philips CDR 870 CD-R/RW Recorder,
April, 58.

Philips Magnavox DVD420 DVD Player
("PlayBack"), May, 88.
Pioneer PDR-04 CD Recorder, Jan., 48.
Pioneer Elite VSX-09TX A/V Receiver, May,
44.

Thiel CS7.2 Speaker ("Auricle"), Dec.,
67.

Tribute GroundGuard RF Ground -Loop
Eliminator ("PlayBack"), Jan., 104.

Unison Research Power 35 Amplifier and

Pioneer Elite DV -09 DVD Player, Aug., 36.

Feather One Preamplifier ("Auricle"),

Polk Audio RT-2000p Speaker ("Auricle"),

July, 62.

May, 63.

Polk Audio AW/M5 Outdoor Speaker
("Seven Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
Pro Digital SDIOC Portable DAT Coaxial
In/Out Cable ("PlayBack"), April, 96.

Quicksilver Audio V4 Mono Amplifier,
Feb., 50.

RCA DRD515 Dolby Digital DSS Receiver
("PlayBack"), Nov., 104.
Rock Solid Sounds Solid Monitor Outdoor

Speaker ("Seven Outdoor Speakers"),
Sept., 42.

Rocktron HTD1 Circle Surround 5.2.5 Decoder ("Auricle"), July, 64.

Rocktron CSA12 Car Audio Circle Surround Decoder ("Auricle"), July, 66.

Rogue Audio Eighty -Eight Amplifier
("PlayBack"), Aug., 88.
Sennheiser HD 600 Earphones, Jan., 76.
Sherbourn Technologies 5/1500 Five -Channel Amplifier, Dec., 51.
Silverline SR 12 Speaker ("PlayBack"), Oct.,
298.
Snell E.5 Speaker, Sept., 50.

Sonance EC300 Outdoor Speaker ("Seven
Outdoor Speakers"), Sept., 42.
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3 D/A Converter,

Fast Fore -Word (compressed versus uncompressed digital), Michael Riggs, Oct., 8.
Front Row (NetFlix online DVD rental service), Corey Greenberg, Oct., 28.

VMPS Super Tower III Special Ribbon Edition Speaker ("Auricle"), Aug., 66.
VPI Aries Turntable and AudioQuest PT -6
Tonearm ("Auricle"), May, 66.

Velodyne HGS-12 Powered Subwoofer,
June, 44.

Vienna Acoustics Beethoven Mk. II, Mozart, and Maestro Speakers ("Auricle"),
April, 76.

Wharfedale Modus Monitor MFM-5
Speaker, June, 56.
Yamaha DSP-Al A/V Amplifier, July, 36.
Yamaha DVD-S700 DVD Player, Sept., 58.

Z -Systems RDP-1 Digital Preamplifier,
April, 64 (Addendum, June, 9).

Zefiro InBox Mike Preamp/ADC ("Play -

INTERVIEWS
John Fogerty, Daniel Levitin, Jan., 38.
Bill Jasper of Dolby Labs, David Lander, Feb.,
30.

Richard Fryer of Spectral Audio, David Lander, March, 40.
Steve Hoffman of Dunhill Compact Classics
("Front Row"), Corey Greenberg, April, 24.
Dan D'Agostino of Krell, Steve Guttenberg,
April, 40.
Michael Kay of Lyric Hi -Fi, David Lander,
June, 38.

Andy Kotsatos of Boston Acoustics, David
Lander, Aug., 28.
David & Becky Starobin of Bridge Records,
David Lander, Nov., 34.
Bill Dudleston of Legacy Audio, Tom Nousaine, Dec., 34.

Back"), Aug., 88.

HEADPHONES

Spectrum (headphone stereos for hospital

LISTENING & LISTENING ROOMS
Birth of the Boom: Room Acoustics at Low
Frequencies, Tom Nousaine, June, 32.

patients), Ivan Berger, Oct., 22.
LOUDSPEAKERS

HISTORY

Front Row (AES Convention, fall 1997),

Front Row (interview with Steve Hoffman
of DCC), Corey Greenberg, April, 24.
Resurrection: The Restoration of the New
York Philharmonic's Historic Broadcast

Corey Greenberg, Jan., 28.
Mondo Audio (transatlantic speakers), Ken
Kessler, May, 24.

Spectrum (Sunfire True Subwoofer), Ivan
Berger, June, 18.

Sonus Faber Solo Center -Channel Speaker
("Front Row"), March, 26.

Recordings, Susan Elliott, April, 46.
The Audio Interview: Michael Kay of Lyric
Hi -Fi, David Lander, June, 38.

Mondo Audio (Wharfedale WXT-04 NXT

Sony D-465 Portable CD Player ("Play -

The Audio Interview: Andy Kotsatos of

The Audio Interview: Andy Kotstatos of

Back"), Feb., 96.
Sony DVP-S500D DVD Player, June, 50.
Sony AN-LP1 Short -Wave Active Antenna
("PlayBack") Aug., 88.
Sony MDR -F1 Earphones, Sept., 76.

Boston Acoustics, David Lander, Aug., 28.

HOME STUDIO

Sony PCM-M1 Portable DAT Recorder

Front Row (proliferation of project stu-

("PlayBack"), Nov., 104.
SyQuest SyJet Portable Hard Drive ("Play Back"), Dec., 104.
TDK CD-RXG 74 -Minute Recordable CD
("PlayBack"), March, 96.

dios), Corey Greenberg, Aug., 20.
Front Row (compression; FMR Audio Real-

July, 46.

TDL RTL 1 Speaker, Feb., 64.
Teac V -8030S Cassette Deck ("PlayBack"),
May, 88.
Terk Technologies FM Pro FM -50 FM Antenna ("PlayBack"), March, 96.

Theta Digital Miles CD Player ("Auricle"),
April, 72.

flat -panel speaker), Ken Kessler, Aug., 16.
Boston Acoustics, David Lander, Aug., 28.

Fast Fore -Word (Harman International's
speaker design and test lab; NXT's flat -

Fast Fore -Word (digital technology and
home recording), Michael Riggs, April, 4.

ly Nice Compressor), Corey Greenberg,
Sept., 28.

Front Row (Event Electronics Gina sound
card), Corey Greenberg, Dec., 20.

Setting Up a Home Studio, Ken Kantor,
Dec., 27.

HOME THEATER & SURROUND
THX Meets DVD, Edward J. Foster, Aug.,

panel speaker technology), Michael Riggs,
Sept., 6.
Up Against the Wall: NXT's New Approach
to Panel Speakers, Henry Azima, Sept., 34.
Listening By the Yard: Seven Outdoor Speakers, Ivan Berger, Sept., 42.

Mondo Audio (Ruark Solstice and Mor daunt -Short 800 series speakers), Ken
Kessler, Oct., 24.
The Audio Interview: Bill Dudleston of Legacy Audio, Tom Nousaine, Dec., 34.

MINIDISC (MD)
Spectrum (collecting music royalties on digital recording media), Ivan Berger, July, 18.

24.
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MISCELLANEOUS

RECORDING

Mondo Audio (TAG McLaren's entry into high -end audio), Ken Kessler, March,

Front Row (AES Convention, fall 1997),

22.

Spectrum (McIntosh assembly line), Ivan

Corey Greenberg, Jan., 28.

Living with CD -R: A User's Guide to CD

March, 20; Spectrum (coping with road
noise; identifying stations in car radios),
April, 16; Spectrum (McIntosh assembly
line), May, 18; Coda: Edward Tatnall Canby, May, 22; Spectrum (Sunfire True Sub -

woofer), June, 18; Spectrum (amplifier

Spectrum (Pipedown's campaign against
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I VENTURA AUDIO+VIDEO EQUIPMENT RACK
ecen y,

ve found more and more high -quality, attractive
s, BDI's Ventura Audio+Video series being a
fine ex. ple. Eac f the four models in this series is designed
around four -pie
ardwood frame that supports as many as six
quarter- h to
ed-glass shelves. BDI says the top glass shelf can

A/V equ ment r

a

Drive

SyQuest SyJet Portable Bard

Nowadays, computers can record, edit, and process CD -quality
audio with a click of a mouse or a push of a keyboard button. On
the downside, hi-fi audio occupies a lot of space on your hard
drive, especially if you are using other programs. A low-cost solution is a separate, portable hard drive with removable media,

m of 120 pounds; the others hold up to 75 pounds

apiece.
I asse
ed the
5 cherry -stained maple Ventura 7021 (also avail able i
onized ash t had four shelves, the top one large enough to
modate a 27 -inch
BDI did its homework on the Ventura's doit-yourself design, for I was able to assemble the rack in just 10 minutes,

tightening the pieces together via hex -head bolts with the supplied hex head wrench. The glass shelves slid easily into their slots and held fast. The
rack's spine is cut with ample -sized holes, useful for routing cables.

I intentionally piled on a bunch of gear, including a

such as SyQuest's compact SyJet.
Priced at $299 (including connecting cables and one

preamp and some heavyweight amps (a
McIntosh MC275, a hefty Parasound
HCA-2003A, and a Hafler 9505), to see
how well the rack held up. No problem. I
even tugged it about 3 feet across the floor

removable cartridge), SyJet provides 1.5 gigabytes of
audio storage, equivalent to two hours of CD -quality
stereo sound. Extra cartridges are $79.95 each. You can
connect the SyJet to a Macintosh computer via its SCSI
port or to an IBM -type PC via a parallel port. Accompanying software enables operation and optimizes the SyJet
drive for audio/video recording and playback. An external AC/DC converter powers the unit.
I used the SyJet with my Power Macintosh 7600 computer, Peak 1.65 stereo recording/editing/playback software, and an internal Lucid Technology PCI24 digital
audio input/output card. I downloaded CD tracks and
made DAT recordings using the SyJet as the storage and
playback medium. It worked
great. I could store two hours

GRAVA-

/
^

with all this gear

aboard, a move
that has overly
flexed and top-

pled lesser racks. Not the BDI: It held up fine.
BDI equipment racks are currently sold at

several retail stores, including Myer-Emco,
Harvey Electronics, Magnolia Hi -Fi, and Co-

lumbia Audio Video. (BDI: 14101-A Parke
Long Court, Chantilly, Va. 20151; 800/4282881; www.bdiusa.com.)

John Gatski

of audio on one cartridge,

then pop in another

BAYGEN EREEPLAY FPRZS AMIFM PORTABLE RADIO

and store some
more. Playback

was very

clean

d
ti

tha
ten
reac
two

and of CD quality. (I know several mastering engineers who use SyJet drives during CD editing;
the drives are that good.)
Admittedly, portable hard drives do not seem
as robustly built as fixed hard drives. But the

SyQuest seems sturdy enough: It has a hard
plastic case and a door to keep potentially
harmful dust out of the drive compartment. I
did have one unit go bad because of a failed
disk that put the drive into a permanent non -

ayGen's Freeplay has one major, possibly unique, virtue that, for many, will out'ts limitations: It doesn't require AC power or batteries. That's true in sunlight,
e solar cell atop the Freeplay's case directly powers the radio, and even in the
ere its power source is a spring -wound DC generator. Turn the hefty crank 55
and the radio plays. (It's rated to go for an hour per wind, though I got about half
overcast conditions, the solar cell supplements the spring -wound generator, ex ay time. (And if all else fails, you can get an AC adaptor.)
ately, the amplifier in this $79.95 radio sounds pretty distorted long before
ted "5 watts (max)"; its audibly clean output is so limited that no more than
an sit close enough to listen

comf
ume
low, b
The

Through headphones, volfficient and distortion was fairly
e highs were muffled.
eeplay, which was designed for the

African bush, could prove handy if storms
often disrupt your AC power. It might also be

a good radio to
leave at a remote
cabin, where AC

power is uncer-

GRADE: C+

read mode; however, a replacement drive

tain or nonexistent and there's no place to buy

has worked fine for more than a year.

batteries. But, at 11' x 8 x 8 inches and 5

(SyQuest Technologies: 47071 Bayside

pounds, it's a bit hefty for backpacking. (Bay -

Parkway, Fremont, Cal. 94538; 510/226John Gatski

Gen: 80 Amity Rd., Warwick, N.Y. 10990; 800/
946-3234.)
Ivan Berger

4000.)
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"Do you really need
new speakers?"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

<1

aybe you don't need new speakers. Maybe you do. Here

Do they look good? Do you care?

are some tips on how to know whether or not it's time for

Do your current speakers look appropriate and fit comfortably in
your room? Has your significant other banished them to behind the

a change.

Do they work right?

couch? Don't laugh, I know a household where that happened.
Today's speakers are generally smaller and better looking, with

The first thing to check is the woofer surround - the rolled edge of

better performance than speakers of ten years ago.

the driver. If it's made of compressed foam and more than 5 years
old, it may be shot. Are there any holes or tears? Gently touch the
surround, if it feels brittle, stiff and ready to crumble, you need new
woofers. If the surrounds are rubber they're probably perfect.

What will you do with the
money you save?
If looks and size are not an issue, if every-

f

thing's working OK and you like the
The next thing to check is whether all the drivers are making

sound, save your dough. Buy some new

sound. Play the speakers with the grilles off. Lightly touch all the

CDs or a DVD player or some flowers for

drivers to feel if they're moving. Cup your hand over the tweeter,
remove it. Does the sound change? If not, the tweeter is dead. Play
a solo piano recording at a moderate loud level. If you hear scratchy

your partner.

sound or a buzz, the midrange or tweeter may be damaged.

NEW! Polk bookshelf
speaker models are now
at Polk Audio retailers

Free stuff!
If you're shopping for a home theater system, you're going to
find that it's a lot more complicated than buying a pair

If you have any doubts, bring the speakers in to a local

audio store and ask them to check them out Most

of speakers. But the rewards are greater, too.
Call (800) 627-7655 ext. 101 for your free copy

dealers will be happy to help.

of the Home Theater Handbook. It's full of
practical, unbiased advice on how to select

Are you happy with the sound?

and get the greatest performance from a home

Do they sound great with all the kinds of music you're

theater system.

listening to today? Some speaker companies voice their

speakers to sound good with certain types of music
(a bad policy in our opinion). If your musical tastes have
changed since you bought your current speakers, it

might be time for something better. But if
you're really happy with the sound stick with what you've got.

Listen for yourself.
I've been designing award -winning speakers for
over 25 years and naturally I think my speakers
are terrific. Don't take my word for it. Go
to a store and listen to Polk Audio
speakers and decide for yourself.

www.polkaudio.com
5601 Metro Dr.
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday - Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm F.S.T.
-Polk Audio- and -The Speaker Specialists'
are trademarks of Britannia Investment
Corporation used under license by
Polk Audio Incorporated.

Dealer Locator Number
1-800-992-2520
Ad code: 20015

The Speaker Specialists®
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